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Banks, Banksters & Money
What You Don't Knowo

Can ENSLAVE You!
Part I:
A Sham Paradise
11/14/97

Gresham's Law. Gresham's Law says that bad money drives out good. What is
bad money? What is good money? At the time, I could not understand what
(Please see W h a t You Don't K n o w Can ENSLAVE You! p.21)
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CALVIN BURGIN

You cannot understand History unless you understand
Politics. You cannot understand Politics unless you
understand Money. This is a Political History of Money.
Economics discussions are boring. I think you will find
that this one is not quite so boring. In fact, parts of it will be
downright flabbergasting.
I remember in grade school in civics class being told about
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derivatives trading-could cause an instantaneous
meltdown of the world financial system.
Gehrig became the first central banker of an
industrialized nation to issue such a warning. His
statement. and others from London and elsewhere.
confirm that the process of financial disintegration
which Lyndon LaRouche alone had the knowledge
and courage to forecast, especially in his March 1994
"Ninth Forecast", is advanced.
Events this week in Southeast Asia, including the
fall in the Hong Kong stock market by over 15%
between Oct. 20 and 22, and the announcement that
the top 20 Japanese banks had cumulative losses of
$17 billion for the first six months of their financial
year-Japan's banking system is the world's largestsituate the breakdown process, and could at any time
detonate the explosive phase of the crisis.
The reality underlying the crises in all the world's
different financial markets is the $100 billion in
derivatives held by the leading financial institutions.
In a radio interview with EIR Talks Oct. 14, LaRouche
stated: "There are over 100 trillion U.S. dollars
equivalent of financial short-term obligations sitting
out there. The United States is carrying 30-about
one third of them-30-odd
trillion of these
obligations, plus other obligations. This is several
times greater than the entire GNP for all the
world's nations combined! Therefore all banking
systems, since their current obligations vastly exceed
all possible assets-they're all bankrupt! And this
thing is coming down. The ability to postpone it
gets shorter and shorter. In other words, every time
you try a time-buying deal, the time that you an
postpone it to the next time, gets shorter and shorter.
It's a boundary layer. It's going to go." [End
quoting]
No matter what the pundits say, there is a limit
to this financial madness and we all are going to
suffer the consequences. But the foolish and greedy
will be wiped out.
Tie this article with the Social Security article
and what do you have to look forward to when you
put your trust and life in the hands of the boughtand-paid-for New World Order politicians.

T h e News Desk11/15/97

DR. A L OVERHOLT

In addition to wearing a heavy leather mask, he
spoke through a hand-held device that changed the
sound of his voice.
He was also accompanied by two armed
bodyguards and actually started the interview by
placing two tiny vials of cyanide in his mouth. Had
the session been interrupted by federal agents, he
intended to break the vials open with his teeth,
releasing the poison and taking his own life.
To prove he has access to information about the
plot to abolish Social Security, he produced a topsecret Pentagon memo that, though heavily censored,
speaks of the need for "a full military alert to prevent
or contain work stoppages, riots and possible civil
war in the wake of an artificial financial crash and
ensuing announcement that Social Security has been
abolished.
Neither the White House nor the Pentagon would
comment on the whistle-blower's report, though one
highly placed military insider conceded that the
military "seems to be preparing to deal with a major
domestic crisis of some kindn. [Dumitru Duduman
told me he (not the Angel) thought the revolution
would start "from something like if they cut-off
welfare". Will this be it?]
The informant concluded: "Americans are
fighters. I don't think they'll take this lying down."
[End quoting]
Hatonn told us many years ago that taxes would
go out of sight and that Social Security and welfare
would be done away with. These are the New World
O r d e r plans for takeover and starvation of
unwanted humans!! Do you feel the sequence of
events is speeding up tremendously?

SECRET G O V E R N M E N T P L O T
TO A B O L I S H S O C I A L S E C U R I T Y

From THE WEEKLY WORLD NEWS, From:
<ranger@azwest.net>, 9/9/97: [quoting]
A hinhlv- laced Povernment informant says Social
Securitv will be abolished during a trumped-UD
financial crisis in Februarv 1998, ending the program
that has helped elderly and disabled Americans put
food on the table and a roof over their heads since
the height of the Great Depression.
"The decision to abolish Social Security has been
made, the date has been set, and the only thing the
average American can do is wait for the shoe to drop,"
the informant, who risked his life to blow the lid off
the plot, told a select group of Washington reporters.
[This is no surprise to the prophecy student. Cliff
Kincaid discussed the plan the UN has to create worldtaxes, -court, -government, -religion, -currency,
-military, and -police. We will get world taxes, and
health.]
"Make no mistake, Social Security is going down
the drain. The powers that be can promise to keep it
and dance around the problem-and the truth-as
much as they like.
"The fact is, the abolition of Social Security is a
done deal, so much so that the Pentagon is already
preparing for a worst-case public reaction, including
riots, work stoppages, anarchy and civil war." The
decision to abolish Social Security, even as President
Bill Clinton and key congressional leaders are
promising to keep the program intact, is sure to come
as a shock to most Americans.
But the informant says a n Elite group of
T H I S B U B B L E IS A B O U T T O POP
financiers, businessmen and industrialists-some of
Swiss Banker Issues B l u n t Warning
them foreign-have been setting the stage for the
Of 'Chain R e a c t i o n ' C o l l a p s e
abolition of Social Security since the mid-1980s.
These men, he continues, play a bigger role in
government than most Americans know or would like
From T H E NEW FEDERALIST, 10127197:
C L I N T O N GIVES U P TRADE BILLto think.
[quoting]
FOR N O W
Speaking to the Swiss Bankers Association Oct.
And the decisions they make, filtered through
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
congressmen who are elected by the people but answer 14, Prof. Bruno Gehrig, member of the Swiss National
to the billionaires and power brokers who finance Bank directorate, warned that the "settlement risk" 11111/97: [quoting]
President Clinton conceded Monday that the trade
within the highly leveraged world foreign exchange
their campaign, stick-or else.
"The feeling among these men is that Social market-which at approximately $1.7 trillion worth legislation he had called crucial to the nation's global
Security has become too great a burden on the federal of trades daily, is one of the leading forms of leadership was dead for this year, and the Republican
leader of the
budget and must be abolished to eliminate the
H O W CLOSE A R E WE TO THE M A J O R F I N A N C I A L H O L O C A U S T ?
Senate said the
deficit." ex~lainedthe informant.
m
easure's
h heir interest in the deficit is purely personal,"
From THE NEW FEDERALIST, 9/22/97, this chart:
chances
of
he continued.
getting passed
"Their fortunes ride on the ability of the federal
8,000
are even more
government to remain solvent and handle its debt.
Dow Jones
remote for next
"Without the burden of Social Security, the Industrial
year,
when
deficit can quickly be brought under control, Average
Congress is up
increasing their wealth and personal power many
for re-election.
times over. To set the stage for such drastic action, weekly Closings, 6,000
"Politically
these men intend to manipulate stocks on a massive 1900- 1997
it will prooably
scale, causing the appearance of a financial crash
be next to
that will serve as a smoke screen and excuse for
impossible,"
eliminating Social Security.
said Trent Lott,
"Vicious? Self-serving? Of course it is.
the
Senate
"But money talks, and if these power brokers
majority leader.
don't have anything else, they've got the cash-and
[End quoting]
they call the shots.
1987 Crash
So
the
"In the final analysis, politicians do what they're
Senate
leader
told to do.
admits that the
The Great Depression
"And they've been told to abolish Social Security
people are very
in 1998, regardless of the cost in human suffering
much against
and misery."
this
billThe informant spoke to a handpicked group of
indirectly
reporters in a Washington hotel room and went to
saying
that
extraordinary lengths to keep his identity secret.
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THE GLOBAL WARMING HOAX
Congress was trying to go against the people's will
AND FINANCIAL-CONTROL SCAM
as usual.
Good work, people! Let us keep winning these
victories and turn this tide of evil around before Excerpted from THE NEW FEDERALIST, 10127197:
it's too late.
[quoting]

too high 4.1 percent of the time while registering
undercharges 1.6 percent of the time.
The group called for legislation requiring more
frequent checks on the computer-coded machines-to
be paid for by the stores-as well as penalties if
scanners are found to be less than
98 percent accurate.
PAINKILLER CONCERN
CalPIRG members also warned
Narthem ~ & h O r € i Temperatug ilepmm L
m
consumers to inspect their receipts
FIGURE 1
From
THE MODEST0
BEE,
1.4
Climate Model
carefully.
10116197: [quoting]
Predictions vs. - 1.2
"California needs to know that
A new study affirms that people who
1
Satellite
the
price is not always right,"
take too much of the popular painkiller
.a
Measurements
said Angie Farleigh of CalPIRG.
acetaminophen can seriously damage
.6
"Every single day, thousands of
their livers, particularly if they are
Climate model predic- .4
tions for temperature
consumers
are being scammed
alcoholics. Warnings about dosage
in the Northern and
by scanners and don't even know
limits, already appear on products with
Southern hemispheres
it."
acetaminophen, such as Tylenol. People
(solid black dots) are - 2
In most cases of errors, prices
should pay attention to those labels and
far higher than the - . 4
were not coded in properly. That
not exceed dose limits "when you're
actual satellite mea- - . 6
was especially prevalent with sale
surements' The Ob- - " 1979 1980 1981 1,19831W
seeking pain relief and get frustrated,
lk51966 1 7 1 9 8 8 1 ~ 1 9 0 0 1 0 9 1 1 ~ 1 9 9 3 1 9 3 4 1 9 9 5
served warming is
items, where the computers have to
researcher Dr. William M. Lee said.
0.5"
C,
while
the
modbe
reprogrammed for lower prices
Southern
Hemisphere
Temperature
depaltvre
r
C
)
Alcoholics appear to be particularly
els cited by the United ,,,
during
certain dates and times of day.
vulnerable to damage, said Lee, who
Nations in 1 9 9 2 preIn other cases, checkout clerks
reports his findings in today's New
dict warming between
' o Observed temperatures(satellite)
scanned the same item over the
England Journal o f Medicine. [End
1.3" and 2.3" C. In its
1995 report, the IPCC
screen more than once, Farleigh said.
quoting]
acknowledged that the .6
The data was based on
If you really paid full attention to
earlier predictions .4
investigations
resulting from
all the instructions for taking the Elite's
were too high.
.2
consumer complaints, rather than
medicines, you'd be afraid to take any.
0
a
methodical inspection
by
One day it's bad for you and then the
- .2
Source: Adapted from Patr~ckJ.
either
CalPIRG
or
government
next it will save your life-sure!
- '4
Mrhaels, tenlmony Nw. 16.
agencies.
1995, before the House Cum- ,6
minee on Sc~enceSukotnmttRepresentatives for Lucky, Vons
HERPES SOARS SINCE '70s
tee on Energy and Envtronment
1979 1980 1981 1982 19831984 19851986 1987 1988 198919901991 1992199319941995
and several other stores could not be
reached for comment Thursday. But
From
THE MODEST0
BEE,
other members of the retail industry
10116197: [quoting]
criticized the report, saying scanners
Despite the emphasis on safe sex to
make fewer mistakes than clerks
prevent AIDS, genital herpes has
working by hand.
increased fivefold since the late 1970s
"CalPIRG
is
basically
among White teenagers and doubled
supporting a political agenda,"
among Whites in their 20s. In all, about
said Pamela Williams, vice president
one in five Americans over age 12 has
of the California Retailers
the sexually transmitted infection, and
Association.
most of them don't know it, the Centers
Safeway spokeswoman Debra
for Disease Control and Prevention
Lambert
called the study "deceptive",
reported. [End quoting]
saying it overstates the problem. She
Do you want to "play" with these
added that her company does
odds? Russian roulette with a sixeverything it can to ensure pricing
shooter gives you better odds!
accuracy.
FIGURE 2
"With 200 stores in Northern
DUH
Sea Surface Temperature and Surface Global Temperature Anomalies
California, hundreds of millions
Combined (1860-1980)
of transactions over a two-year
Excerpted from PCCOMPUTING
Global
land,
air,
and
sea-surface
temperature
anomalies
in
"C
are
computed
as
departures
period and 373 investigations,
magazine, 11/97: [quoting]
from the 1951-1980 base-period means. The fitted curve is a 21-point binomial filter. This
we were cited for only 11
Flash! Want a colossal " d u h ? How
graph is updated from the one used in the 1992 IPCC report.
violations," Lambert said. "That
does someone from the Clinton
Source: H.dlry Cnm. M d e o m l q ~Ontce.
~I
U.K.
is
truly
statistically
administration say "Screw you*?
insignificant."
Answer: "Trust me." Get this-after
Consumers were not so forgiving.
trying to unsuccessfully to ram the
"That's terrible that they would rob the consumer
Clipper chips down our throats, and then the similar
[End quoting]
If these charts are accurate [who can you trust in that way," said Monica Harris, a 33-yearsld dental
Fortezza for networks, Clinton has just announced he
plans to ban any encryption technology that doesn't 100%?], they ought to convince you that the whole assistant who shopped at Safeway on Thursday.
"It seems unacceptable that the level of mistakes
allow his government goons to unscramble the content. global-warming scare is as phoney as a three-dollar
is that high," said another woman, Deborah, who
The Justice Department says that it may not actually bill.
shopped there that day. She did not want her last
use this antiprivacy tool, and that we should trust
name used.
SHOPPERS OVERCHARGED
them. Right. Is this destructive to the industry and
Californians aren't only leaving millions behind
B Y SCANNERS,
just plain idiotic? Duh. [End quoting]
at the counter, they're paying for the problem with
STUDY FINDS
The Clipper chip allows anyone who has the
tax dollars, too, because they foot the bill for
correct software to break into your computer at any
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 10131197: investigations into complaints of overcharges. The
time they desire. It allows them to see all your bank
largest 10 counties spent $335,000 between 1995 and
accounts and personal material without your [quoting]
One out of 25 transactions at department store 1997 to investigate scanner overcharges against 300
knowledge-business or private citizen.
and supermarket checkout scanners results i n major retailers, CaIPIRG representatives said. [End
How would you feel if they could do this to youby law?
overcharges, costing California consumers at least quoting]
Remember what has been said in the past: Don't $250 million last year alone, according to a report
How many of you readers have caught
leave anything on your computer that you don't want released Thursday.
mistakes? I venture to say that anyone who
the government or anyone else to know. And,
The study, titled "Scanners or Scammers" by the keeps track of their prices has had it happen
certainly don't allow them to legally search your California Public Interest Research Group, found that to them. Pay attention at the cash registerautomatic price scanners rqng up amounts that were particularly when the mistake is 3-to-1 against you!
computer without a warrant-if possible!
1
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REPORT:
DI HAD 'NO CHANCE'
Excerpted from THE PHILADELPHIA DAILY
NEWS, 10113197: [quoting]
The first physician at the crash that killed
Princess Diana said her injuries were so massive that
even if the accident had occurred in front of a hospital
emergency room she could not have been saved,
Newsweek reported yesterday.
Dr. Frederic Mailliez, an emergency worker with
SOS Medecins, said Diana had suffered a severe lesion
to her pulmonary vein,
n
"Her heart had been ripped out of its ~ l a c e , i her
chest," Mailliez is quoted' by the magkine.
"There was no chance for her."
Mailliez arrived at the scene three minutes
after the accident occurred in a Paris tunnel on
Aug. 31.
"I held her hand and spoke to her, took her
pulse, put the resuscitation mask on her, assured
her she was safe," he told Newsweek.
He dismissed reports that the princess of
Wales had given Mailliez any last message for
her family.
"When you're in that kind of pain, you
don't think much about giving testaments to
the next generation," he said. "The only thing
you think of expressing is the pain."
Mohamed al-Fayed, the father of the
princess' boyfriend, Dodi, who also died in the
crash, passed on what he says were the Princess
Diana's last words to her family five days after
the accident.
Newsweek also reported that French investigators
were confident that in the next week they will track
down a Fiat Uno thought to have been struck by the
Mercedes in which Diana and Dodi were traveling.
They hope the driver of the Fiat will be able to reveal
the exact cause of the fatal crash.
The magazine said French police believe the
reason the occupants of the Fiat have not come forward
may be because it was carrying additional paparazzi.
Paparazzi photographs developed by French
investigators show Diana with her eyes open
apparently conscious and unhurt, with no sign of
blood, Newsweek said. [End quoting]
The real truth will come out, eventually!

EXTREME CHIPS
From PC MAGAZINE, 11126197: [quoting]
A private industry group led by Intel, Advanced
Micro Devices, and Motorola has joined forces with
the E. 0. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and the
Sandia National Laboratories (collectively the
Department of Energy's Virtual National Laboratory)
to create powerful new chips. The advanced
lithography research aims to make chips with 100
times as much computing power and 1,000 times as
much storage capacity as is possible today.
Called Extreme Ultra Violet (EUV), the technique
will let manufacturers etch circuit lines smaller than
0.1 micron wide. The industry has just begun
producing microprocessors using 0.25-micron
technology. (One micron is 11100th the thickness of
a human hair.)
The group, called EUV LLC, plans to invest $250
million in private funding over the next three years
to develop the technique for commercial chip
manufacturing. It hopes to move today's developing
EUV technology into factories early i n the next
decade. Intel projects that the microprocessor of the
year 2011 will contain I billion transistors, operate
a t over 10 gigahertz, and deliver 100,000 MIPS
(million instructions per second). [End quoting]
While this technology "apparently" marches
forward, so much else is hidden from our use.
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AIR WEB

is interesting is that Mr. Gibson has become aware of
such patterns and has ventured to make his opinion
From PC MAGAZINE, 11/6/97: [quoting]
known. [End quoting]
No one's waiting .around for the computer and
Thank God some who have the power to expose
broadcast industries to agree on a way to deliver high- the Elite in their own media are doing so. Keep up
definition television (HDTV) signals to PCs. The the good work, one and all!
prospects are looking pretty dismal. In the meantime,
entrepreneurs are coming up with ways to broadcast
SOME OF BILL CLINTON'S
Web content over the airwaves to PCs.
TREASONOUS ACTS
Reston, Virginia-based Datacast, along with TV
station affiliates, are running trials of its multimedia
"We can't be so fixated on our
broadcasting system. This service delivers a slew of
desire to preserve the r i g h t s of
content-Web sites, games, applications, software
ordinary A m e r i c a n s . . ."-Bill
Clinton
updates. news. sports. weather. traffic. financial data.
From USA TODAY, 11 March 1993, page
2A: [quoting]
Why can't any of these be considered a
violation of the oath of office to uphold the
Constitution and qualify as TREASON!!
"Gun registration is not enough." Attorney
General Janet Reno, December 10, 1993
(Associated Press)
"Waiting periods are only a step.
Registration is only a step. The prohibition of
private firearms is the goal." -Janet Reno.
"What good does it do to ban some guns.
All guns should be banned." -Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum
"Our task of creating a socialist America
can only succeed when those who would resist
us have been totally disarmed." Sara Brady,
Chairman, Handgun Control, to Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum, The National Educator, January
1994, Page 3. [End quotingl
The Elite isually publicize their plans ahead of
and commercials-via satellite to PCs equipped with
$100 Datacast receivers. The technology transmits time or they leak out. You will know if you have
digital information in the vestigial sideband of NTSC "eyes to see and ears to hear".
television signals, at a throughput reaching 560 Kbps.
CEO John Abel, who positions the service as "not
U.S. BACKS EURO PLANS
the Web and not TV, but in the middle", says that
From THE MODEST0 BEE, 10122197: [quoting]
the business model is the same as that of local TV
stations, one that enables both local and national
The Clinton administration endorsed preparations
advertisers to reach a wide audience. You'll be able, for a single European currency, the euro, saying
say, to view simultaneously a movie trailer and local Tuesday it expects no negative impact on the U.S.
listings of theaters.
economy or to the dollar's continued dominance of
The system doesn't broadcast data in real time. the international financial system. "If the European
Rather, content, along with a continuously updated Monetary Union works for Europe, it will work for
guide, is available 24 hours a day.
the United States," declared Deputy Treasury Secretary
First to get the service will be Buffalo, Dallas, Lawrence H. Summers. [End quoting]
Los Angeles, New York, and Phoenix, starting in the Yes, it works for the Elite of the U.S., but woe to
first quarter of 1998. [End quoting]
anyone elre!
Imagine how much subliminal mind control can
be broadcast, too!
DRUG FIRMS PLEAD

CONSPIRACYAND THE FABIAN SOCIETY
Amazing what one comes across!
From THE NEWFEDERALIST, 9/22/97: [quoting]
Take for instance a report which was found in
the Adelaide Advertiser, (7115/1997). According to
the report, Australian actor Me1 Gibson has come out
exposing the Fabian Society. Mr. Gibson, currently
starring i n a film called Conspiracy, said i n a n
interview with magazine Vanity Fair that the Fabian
Society was a group set up in the 19th century t~
bring Democratic Socialism to Britain, and had an
agenda to gain control of the global economy.
"I mean," said Mr. Gibson, "why go and take a
country with a bayonet when you can use the banking
system?"
"Look what happened in Australia under Bob
Hawke," said Mr. Gibson.
Gibson admitted people thought he was crazy
when he started alluding to recurring patterns he saw
developing i n the world economy.
What Mr. Gibson has said is something that
readers of The Strategy. already know; however, what

From THE MODEST0 BEE, 10122/97: [quoting]
Prominent drug companies are making a lastminute push in Congress to forestall cheaper generic
versions of some popular medicines that bring them
hundreds of millions of dollars. The drug companies,
led by New Jersey-based Bristol-Myers Squibb, are
proposing to pay the government to extend their
market monopolies on bestselling brand-name drugs
such as the cancer treatment Tax01 and the allergy
medicine Claritin. The companies' money would be
used for research on cancer, heart disease, AIDS and
other diseases. [End quoting]
This sounds like another Mafia goon-squad scam

SOME HOSPITALS FORBID
REGISTERED NURSES TO WEAR
IDENTIFYING SYMBOLS
From THE MODEST0 BEE, 10123197: [quoting]
DEAR ANN LANDERS: I'd like to comment on
the letter from "Southern Florida", who said she
couldn't tell the nurses from the cleaning crew at her
local hospital.
What goes on in most hospitals reflects reality.
The caps we once wore have been abandoned because

NOVEMBER 18, 1997
they proved cumbersome around hanging IV bottles
and tubing. Many of us find it practical to wear
hospital-provided scrub suits. We wear white running
shoes rather than the traditional nursing footwear of
the past because that is what we do all day-run for
12 hours, often with no breaks.
The fact that a patient cannot make out the status
of a caregiver by looking at the name tag is
intentional. Recently, nurses in Northern California
filed a lawsuit against their hospital because the
institution would not allow them to identify
themselves as registered nurses on their name tags.
It seems the hospital did not want patients to
notice if the person taking care of them was a
registered nurse or a nursing assistant. Interesting?
-A Professional in California [End quoting]
Most businesses will cut corners any way they
can to make an extra buck; but is that all that is at
work here?

CONTACT: THE. PHQENIX PROJECT
propaganda?
Their "unforeseen circumstances" covers every
imaginable situation for an excuse, especially if it
involves the goyim.
They should have more than trepidation when
they repeal this vow!
A N C I E N T G R A I N HOLDS P R O M I S E
FOR SURVIVAL

Page 5
have to go back to basics for production and
distribution."
Williamson expects to get about 80 bushels of
spelt from his crop which he will keep for his own
use. Spelt flour is available in local health food
stores. [End quoting]
CONTACT readers have long been advised to use
spelt bread-toasted and eaten with a generous portion
of real butter which acitvates the cancer-prevention
characteristics of spelt.

Excerpted from THE MORNING STAR, 9110197:
[quoting]
Spelt sustained the ancient Egyptians; some people
think it was the manna mentioned in the Bible and it
could be the grain of the future.
Fred Williamson planted 18 acres on his farm
near Armstrong this year and he has already used the
grain to grind his own flour and bake his own bread.
"Spelt is the oldest grain on Earth," Williamson
said while at the Interior Provincial Exhibition. "The
seed was discovered by the Germans in the pyramids
and it is quite well-known there although it is just
becoming known in Canada.

ONLY HUMAN?

From ANGELS ON EARTH, MayIJune, 1997,
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Camel, NY 10512:
[quoting]
I was going to drive my niece and nephew to
Augusta, Ga., where their mom was in intensive care,
recovering from surgery. I had promised them we
would leave right after I got off work, but I had been
YOM K I P P U R O B S E R V A N C E
forced to stay late.
BEGINS AT S U N D O W N
"Visiting hours are over at nine, Aunt Donna,"
my niece, Sandi, reminded me as she slid into the
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los
backseat of my van.
Although I was familiar with the
Angeles, by Ron Goldwyn, 10110197:
first leg of the trip, I wasn't completely
[quoting]
sure of the roads from Dublin, the
Yom Kippur, the Jewish Day of
halfway point. It was dark when we got
Atonement, begins at sundown tonight
there and I couldn't figure out which
wlth the haunting chant of the Ko2
way to go. I can't waste time getting
Nidre in synagogues across the area and
the world.
lost, I thought. At that moment, fiveyear-old Michael picked up the mike
The holiest day in the Jewish year
from our old CB radio. He pushed a
involves a fast from food and drink for
24 hours. It ends a 10-day new year
button
season known as the Days of Awe that
"Breaker, breaker," he said.
began Oct 1st with Rosh Hashana
"Anybody out there?"
To my astonishment, a man's voice
Services-and fasting-w~ll begin
responded. "Breaker, breaker," he said.
a few minutes before the 6:30 p.m.
sunset. Soon after, the Kol Nrdre, sung
"This is Hambone. Where y'all headed?
by a lone cantor or by a choir, will fill
I listened as Michael explained that
we were late getting to the hospital and
synagogues with both sounds and
people.
didn't know the way.
"You in the van? I'm right behind
"It is the way Yom Kippur has been
you. Follow me!"
ushered in for centuries, and the music
A bright-white semi passed us on the
is so haunting, people make a special
right. I took a chance and followed it
effort to get to synagogue on time," said
Rabbi Robert Layman, executive
onto a dark highway, watching other
trucks clear a path for us. We reached
director of the United Synagogues of
the outskirts of Augusta at about 8:30
Conservative Judalsm for the Delaware
Valley.
p.m. I knew my way from there.
Kol Nidre, he said, means "all
Hambone said he had to check his
vows". "It i s a formula that was
tires. He'd catch up with us later. But
devised during the Middle Ages to
for the rest of our drive there was
absolve people from promises they may
no sign of him. Michael repeatedly
called out his handle. Then he looked
have made in haste, or in good faith,
over at me, his brow furrowed. "Aunt
and were unable to keep, and from any
they will make in the year ahead that
Donna, where do you think Hambone
for unforeseen circumstances they may
is?"
I didn't know. Our CB had never
not be able to fulfill," Layman said.
ease of cultivation.
The chant is repeated three times
star photo by CBTB NlacDanaM worked properly. We had always been
with increasing volume, he said,
able to hear other drivers but not talk to
"You just put the seed in the ground and it's up them. Until that night -Donna Biggers, Georgia
representing "how you approach God with some
trepidation".
to nature. You can't use sprays or commercial [End quoting]
Isn't it wonderful how God's angels look after us?
Jews will return to their synagogues tomorrow fertilizers on it or it won't grow well, it has no known
for services that will last throughout the day.
viruses or smut like wheat, it is naturally protected
FOR THOSE READERS
Yom Kippur prayers focus on repentance, against radiation and it's good for coarse soil because
WHO SEND ME NEWS ITEMS
reflection, and turning toward new commitments. it takes 20 percent of its nutrients from the ground
Rabbis describe it as a day to view the past year, and the other 80 percent from the air. It cannot be
It would be much better for me if you did
forgive and seek forgiveness, and to let go of burdens altered genetically."
Williamson added that people who are allergic to not mark the news clippings, etc., in any way, because
that remain on the heart. Just after sunset tomorrow,
Yom Kippur will conclude with the blowing of the gluten can eat spelt, which is more nutritious than I am scanning most articles now instead of retyping.
shofar, or ram's horn, customarily followed by wheat, and that spelt is high in cancer-protective The cleaner and better the print on your article the
congregational or family break-the-fast meals. [End nutrients. Spelt can be made into flour for bread and less corrections have to be made to the scanned article.
quoting]
pastries and bakeries are now starting to produce spelt It is always best to give your source and date, but
Did the Jews give us the word breakfast?
please put this and all of your comments on a sticky
products.
Here it is folks, for the ones that stated the Kol
"I think spelt is going to be one of the main note paper or clip it to the article, please.
Nidre is a farce.
Your services are appreciated very much.
grains. We'll be growing it for survival, not just for
Love and Light to all of you CONTACT readers.
Is the music purposely haunting to put them in a its nutritional value. There are so many Earth changes
Dr. A1 .&
very receptive frame of mind to the Elite's and weather changes [mming] that we will
a
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The Final Time
Has Come
PART I V OF A SERIES
Editor Z note: For those ofyou who may be new to
our readership, meet Gary L. Wean: he entered the Los
Angeles Police Department Academy in 1946, after
making a number of distinguishing contributions in
World War II. Along the road of a brilliant police
career, he eventually became Chief Investigator for the
Ventura County Public Defender Office. Gary had
contributed many articles to CONTACT, but none
created a bigger stir than our Front Page for our
9/6/94 issue, when he wrote the definitive story called,
"0.
J. Simpson Frame-Up: Jewish Mafia Conspiracy
For Race Riots & Revolution" which we have, by
popular demand, been pressured to reprint on several
later occasions.
The following i s Part IV of a new Series from Gary
which began in the 10/28/97 issue ofCONTACT.

10122197

GARY W E A N

After Centuw 700 A.D. when the Kazyr Mongols
converted to Judaism and called themselves Jews. they
pressed on in their migration westward into Russia and
Europe. They filtered into a region West of Kazakhstan,
which is over three thousands miles west of Kazyr and
the Sayan Mountains that the Mongols had inhabited
for centuries. This new region was between the Caspian
and Black Seas and north of the Caucasus Mountains
which separated Russia and Persia.
Some historians and researchers call this region
Khazaria and maintain that Khazarians are the origins
of the Jews. This tumult in the origin of the
lies
in the assertions of a radical Mongol Jew. A. N. Poliak,
a professor at Tel Aviv University who in the early
1940's wrote a book Khazaria in Hebrew. A.N. Poliak,
a Jew. perpetuated the lie that Jews were Khazarians
and were Semitic to keep the Jews' insane hoax alive
and to propogate their claim that the eastern Russian
Jew' originated in what Poliak calls Khazaria, which
was actually Caucasian territory.
The Caucasus Mountains dividing Russia from
Persia were the birthplace and cradle of White
Caucasians and the Aryan race who ranged north of the
Caucasus Mountains into Russia and on to Europe.
When the Kazyr Mongolians moved into this area
between the Caspian and Black Seas, they built
settlements and established synagogs and their
Judaistic rabbi system to which they had k e n converted
over a century before.
But, in &Q when the Jew professor A.N. Poliak
wrote his book Khazaria, he called these Mongol people
Khazarians. This was to camouflage and erase the
name Kazyr and the fact that the Mongol Jews' area of
origin was actually 3000 miles to the east.
Again, here is another extreme effort in the Jew
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conspiracy to fool and victimize the World. The Jew
Poliak in his book Khazaria would have the world
believe that the Christian Caucasians in the Century
800 A.D. had converted to Judaism. And then even
more bizarrely Poliak claimed Khazaria was the seat
and origin of the eastern Russian Jews.
Everybody the Jews don't like, they stigmatize by
screaming their insane lie, 'anti-Semitic' at them. A
stigma is a mark of infamy, a taint, blemish, a blot of
disgrace on one's name. It stands out on an honest
person like bleeding spots. With these false accusations,
the Jews have destroyed the entire future of millions of
honest, loyal Christians and intimidated others to the
point they can't function normally.
Desperately, the Jews hate the exposure of their evil
wickedness. But even more they hate the fact that their
distinct facial and body characteristics make them so
easily identifiable that they have become stereotyped.
Having been cast in the rabbis' matrix (mold) from
which Jews are produced in the synagogues like soulless
automatons with no individual original ideas aside from
have a problem. Unable to disguise
their evil, the
these hateful, ugly characteristics, the Jews needed a
quick solution, and they came up with another
outrageous 'Finkelstein Whammy' to cover up for
themselves. They grabbed onto the word stereotype. A
stereotype is a cast or plate taken from a mold fixed
firmly and unalterably, not only in looks but in beliefs
and actions.
The Jews. knowing that they could not conceal their
physical identity, proceeded to elevate the word
stereotype to the status of a major crime-anyone even
hinting at their descriptions became guilty of a
detestable, so-called 'Hate Crime'.
This charge of 'stereotyping' they hurl at
Christians with their special Jew type of venom.
The Jews constant blasting of Christians with every
hateful name they can think of, 'anti-Semitic, redneck,
patriot, militia, far-right terrorists, mean spirited', etc.,
etc., have succeeded i n inflicting a permanent
'whammy' on the Christians.
It should be noticed that i n a l l the
screamings, wailings, gnashing their teeth and banging
of their heads on the wailing wall and accusing
Christians of every horrible, hateful crime coming to
their sick minds, they leave one thing out. Never do
they claim that what the Christians are saying is a lie.
Never do the Jews refute anything on the basis of truth
or present evidence or facts to back themselves up, just
their eternal screaming and wailing.
The
stance is that, because they control
everything-the courts, newspapers, TV, churches and
politicians, etc-they can vilify me and I have no way
to fight back. But they are dead wrong-I am one
Christian who doesn't die of fright at their two-bit
'whammy'. The Jews are
'God's Chosen People',
and I remind all Christians that "The eyes of God move
to and fro across the whole Earth, seeking a man whose
heart is perfect toward Him." I do not intend to abandon
God or his Son Jesus Christ and those false Christians
who espouse the Judeo-Christian lies, betraying and
blaspheming God and Jesus.
Never i n the history of the entire World, from its
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very beginning has there ever been anything so vile,
such sick evil conceived and written, as what the Jews
call their Talmud Judaism, the
law that they
follow. And desperately the Jews hate the exposure of
this evil wickedness. But even more they hate the fact
that their distinct facial and body characteristics are so
unmistakable and make them so easily identifiable that
they have become stereotyped. ~ v e the
n males and
females look alike-Henry Kissinger and Betty Friedan
with their heavy heads, large noses and thick lips; you
cannot miss them. And there are the dwarf-types, Ruth
Bader Ginsberg, Ellie Weisel and Barbara Boxer, etc. In
Czechslovakia, Hungary, Switzerland, Austria, etc.,
they are commonly known as gnomes (dwarfs who dwell
underground). A little more difficult are the composite
types such as Madeleine Albright, Louis Freeh and
William Cohen who seek to cover up their identity by
infiltrating and saboteuring Catholic and other
Christian churches. But this is only a short-time
subterfuge, as they cannot prevent their engrained Jew
traits from bursting forth.
Here is how the Jew came about.
Soon after the Crucifixion of Jesus, a group of the
Pharisaic Judaist people departed the Holy Land and
traveled to Spain and Portugal. Settling there, they
practiced their Pharisaic evils for two centuries.
It is absolutely essential to remember that these
Pharisaic people were what later became known as
Sephardic Jews. Their blood was that of Israel; they
were the killers, the conspirators with Judas who after
the Crucifixion hanged himself.
For two centuries, these people in Spain spread
their Pharisee Judaism to other countries and wrote
volumes and series of volumes on their Pharisaic beliefs
and laws. There were no takers, no one else would
accept it, and Phariseeism was dying out. Then about
200 A.D. rabbi Juda put together all these volumes and
combined them in one language. It was called Judaism
(the Talmud) and rabbi Juda became known as the Holy
and all rabbis became spiritual leaders of their
community.
For over 500 years these Judaists continued to
spread their Judaism to other countries, but it was a
failure and Judaism had become almost extinct. But
then in Centurn 700 A.D. one of the traveling-salesmen
rabbis peddling Judaism struck it rich. He was many
thousands of miles from Spain, in northern Mongolia
when he came in contact with the Kazyrs, a tribe of
millions of Mongol barbarian raiders. The rabbi quickly
perceived that this horde of savage Mongols were
sitting on the crossroads of rich trade routes. If the
Judaists mastered these routes, they could exert their
influence and control over all trade and merchandise
from Spain (western Europe) through eastern Europe
and Russia, and all the way to China and India.
Selling the Kazyr Mongols a bill of goods, the rabbi
cut a rich deal with the Mongol hordes, and they
converted to Judaism. That was when the Mongols in
their dialect (Yiddish) called themselves Jew. their
utterance for Juda. By mid-Centurv 700 A.D., the
Judaists in Spain were running trade caravans protected
by the fierce Mongols all the way from Spain to Peking,
China and Bombay, and Calcutta, India and other cities
along the way. This was five centuries before Marco
Polo claims to have opened these routes. This contract
between the Pharisee Judaists in Spain and the Kazyr
Mongolians in the Centurv 700 A.D. still exists to this
very day. The Kazyr Mongols (as explained herein)
became known as Ashkenazi lews. and to separate
themselves from the Mongols, the Pharisaic Judaists in
Spain acquired the name of Sephardic Jews.
There is another separation other than just these
two names, and that is blood. The descendants of the socalled Sephardic Jews are the bloodline of the Pharisees
from Israel, who killed Jesus and conceivably would
have tenuous legal and religious claims in the Holy
Land. (Judaism is a cult, not a religion.)
The descendants of the so-called Ashkenazi Jews
are the bloodline of the Kazyr Mongols; they have no
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connection to the Holy Land whatsoever. Until their
conversion to Judaism in Centurv 700 A.D., they had no
knowledge of Jesus and had no hand in the Crucifixion.
The so-called Ashkenazi Jews have no legal, religious,
moral, ethnic, cult nor any other kind of claim to the
Holy Land what soever. The Mongol Jews are
conducting the greatest religious scam the world has
ever suffered.
It has now come to light that God had implanted the
Ashkinazi Jews with a frightening, special gene that
mutates to deadly colon cancer.
The so-called Sephardic Jews. the killers of Christ,
because of their different blood, do not have this special
gene. But what terrible punishment God has in store for
these evil Sephardic people only God knows.
Today's so-called 'ultra-orthodox' rabbinical
factions (whoever w a r e ) through the Old Testament
have designed a new scam claiming Israel i s the
'Chosen leader among nations'. This is furtherance of
the Mongoloid Jew insane conspiracy of world control.
And they got this all out of their Talmud since 700 A.D.
when they first called themselves Jews. What these
Mongolian Jews' descendants now call Jewish idealogv
dictates that 'All' land ruled by a Jewish ruler in
ancient times or promised by God to the Jews in the
Bible should belong to Israel. There was never a Jew
ruler of the Holy Land in ancient times. And the lie that
God promised 'All' the land to the Jews in the New
Testament is just another evil blasphemous scam.
It came about this way. The Yiddish dialect used by
the Kazyr Mongols in 700 A.D. had corrupted the
rabbis' word Juda to that of Jew. As the Kazyr
Mongolians spread far and wide throughout Russia,
east Europe and west Europe, they took on the
languages of the various regions they settled. The
Yiddish dialect became little used, but was still handed
down and kept alive by the die-hards and their word Jew
was heard by few.
The first edition of the New Testament translated
into English was the Rheims Edition in 1582.and the
word Jew did not appear in it.
The King James Authorized translation of the New
Testament into English was begun in 1604 and first
printed in 1611. The word Jew never appeared in this
edition either.
In the 1770's when the Revolutionary War was
cranking up, a group of wealthy International Mongol
Jews printed their own editions of the New Testament.
These unauthorized editions suddenly carried the
word Jew and stated that Jesus Christ was a
Hundreds of thousands of copies of these sabotaged New
Testaments were distributed to the clergy of every
Christian church in America, England and throughout
the English-speaking world. None of the church people
knew the history or orgin of this new English word Jew;
in fact, they had never before even heard of it. But they
accepted it without question. Every New Testament
printed since the 1770's has continued to use the word
Jew and claim that Jesus Christ was a Jew. The
Christian clergymen without hesitation continued to
repeat over and over these lies to their congregations
and communities. It became worse as the Christian
churches were infiltrated by Mongol Jew saboteuers and
the Christian preachers were encouraged to repeat this
lie. It was even brought around to the point that the
ministers, preachers, pastors and priests claimed that
Jesus practiced and worshiped Judaism. This was a
forerunner of the Mongol Jews' so-called JudeoChristian crap.
It is very easy to see what deadly peril and evil these
vicious Mongol Jews have led Christians into; it is
Satanic.
Thank Heaven that God's eyes moving across the
whole Earth have seen this terrible wickedness and now
throws the light of truth and punishment on the Jews.
And God's anger is terrible to behold.
In the World's history Judaism is the most vile,
obscene, lewd, pornographic, blasphemous beliefs ever
put together and touted to be a religion. Judaism's
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words are combined and written in a document the
rabbis call the Talmud. The Mongol Jews venerate,
study and follow this sewage with sexual gratification
and evil delight.
It mustat this time be remembered that the Mongol
Jews have no connection whatsoever, in any way, with
the ancient Holy Land or its people. They did not
convert to Judaism or begin to study the Talmud until in
the Century 700 A.D., at which time they gave
themselves the name Jew and appointed their own
Mongol rabbis.
In the year 1935,the International Mongol Jewsfor
the first time in history printed the official, unabridged
translation of the complete Talmud in English. The
rabbis dreaded revealing their evil secrets, but Judism
had practically died out because the younger
generations of Jews living i n English-speaking
countries could not read it. A very small number of
Talmud copies were printed by the Soncino Press in
London. At one time copies were in the Library of
Congress and the New York Public Library, but these
copies were mysteriously removed years ago. Now we
are going to get to this filthy sickness called Talmud
Judaism. But remember, the Mongol Jews did not write
it; they followed it. The Talmud Judaism was conjured
up and written by the
Christ killers, the Judaist
Pharisees. These are the people who after the
Crucifixion traveled to Spain and Portugal and set up
shop there. After the Mongol &took on the disguise
of Ashkenazi Jews. the Pharisees, who felt themselves
above the Mongols, adopted the name Sephardic Jewsto
maintain a separate identity.
In the Jews' Talmud, i n the section called
Sanhedrin. 5 4 a -55a-SSb, the rabbis preach that
"Pederasty (sodomy) bears no guilt as long as it is

performed on boys less than nine years old and sex is
permitted with girls less than three years old."
In another section of this horrible, slimy document,
the Kethuboth. I l a - l l b , the rabbi says, "when a grown
up man has intercourse with a little girl it is nothinq,
for when a girl is less than this it is as if one puts the
finger in the eye (7) for as tears come to the eyes again
and again, so does virginity come back to the little girl
under three years." And the filth goes on and on for
hundreds and hundreds of pages.
Back to the Oxnard City Council meeting in
September, shortly before the November 1996 election,
Council candidate Roy Lookwood rose to speak before
the council-TV cameras were rolling. Lockwood held
up my book, There's a Fish in the Courthouse and
suggested that the council read it to learn about the
rampant political corruption in Ventura County.
That precipitated instant chaos and pandemonium
in the room. Leaping to their feet and screaming were:
Rabbi Michael Berk, at the Temple Beth Torah,
7620 Foothill Dr., Ventura, Cal. 93003, (805) 6474181.
Reverend L a r Tvler-Wavman,
~
United Methodist
Church, 1801 Joliette Place, Oxnard, Cal. 93030 (805)
485-0778.
Senior Pastor Alan Gorsline, St. Pauls United
Methodist Church, 1800 So. 'C' St., Oxnard, Ca.
93033, (805) 487-2711; Residence, 2721 Stern Lane,
Oxnard, Ca. 93033.
James Reach, lawyer, 450 W. Beverly Dr., Oxnard,
Ca., 93030, (805) 487-7100.
Running around the room screeching in a frenzy,
they called me every denigrating name they could come
up with.
It was understandable that the rabbi and shyster
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lawyer were screaming; they are both Mongol Jews.
But the two preachers from the United Methodist
Church were a surprise-a surprise I couldn't
understand when they were screaming and calling me,
among other things, a demented nut and a kook, and
that people like me shouldn't have the r&& to speak out
or write a book. The United Methodist preacher's
beliefs that the people should not be allowed the right
of free speech was scary.
The two Christian preachers were highly incensed
at me, even though they didn't know me and had never
even read my book. But their actions didn't mystify me
for long when I discovered that they were actually
connected with rabbi Michael Berk and were infiltrators
of the Christian religion. They were in league with the
rabbis in sabotaging the Christians with their insane,
phony, Judeo-Christian and Faith Connection
utterances.
The United Methodist Church throughout the
country conducts day schools for the small children of
their congregations. They teach these young Christian
children that Mary was a prostitute and Jesus was a Jew.
Jesus is not a Mongol Jew and is not connected bloodwise or by DNA with the Mongolians in any way.
And it sends shivers up my spine that Judaistic
perverts like Alan Gorsline and Larry Tyler-Wayman
are eyeing these young boys for sodomy and the little
one- and two-year-old girls for their sexual pleasure.
The Christian parents lead their children into these
day schools like sheep to the slaughter. And believing
that these evil preachers are their friends, they welcome
them into their homes where the Alan Gorsline's and
Larry Tyler-Wayman's ogle their babies with sodomitic
and sexual pernicious ecstasy.
If Christians become upset and sick to their
stomachs at what they are reading here, don't blame
me; it is written by the rabbis in their Judaistic Talmud.
They should ask their preachers why they are leading
them into this evil Judeo-Christian and Faith
Connection with the Talmud.
And listen to this: In the Talmud (Book) Abodah
Zarah, 366-3 7a-it is not pederasty (sodomy) if a
heathen child less than nine years old commits
pederasty with a Jew child, but at nine years and one
day he becomes an adult capable of seminal emission
and thus capable of defilement, and this holds good for
girls three years and one day old, at which time they
become capable of a sexual act by an emission.
Can't you just see these sick idiots calling
themselves rabbis with nothing more to do than sit
around for centuries writing this absolute filth?
But there is more; In (Book) Sotah, 26b-A man or
a woman does not commit adultery i n a sexual
connection with a n animal because that is merely an
obscene act and not adultery. And did the All Merciful
(whoever that is) prohibit a wife to her husband for an
obscene act? (4) No, she would not be prohibited to her
husband for such an act.
Now I'm getting sick to my stomach, but I have to
relate this one. This was written by the Pharisee
Judaists 700 years before the Mongol Jews converted
and embraced this Talmud filth. (Book) Yebamoth 6Ob:
"There was a certain town i n the land of Israel the
ligitimacy of whose inhabitants was disputed, and the
rabbi sent R. Ramanos who conducted an inquiry and
found in it the daughter of a proselyte who was under
the age of three years and one day-(14) and the rabbi
declared her eligible to live with a priest."
Some people believe the end will come in flood and
fire-but I believe that God's eyes are roving the Earth
looking at the evil in men's hearts, and the end will
come in a mass mutation of the Mongol Jews' coloncancer genes. Over ten percent of the Mongol Jews
presently have had their special, identifying gene
mutated and have been stricken with deadly colon
cancer.
In the libraries of Oxnard, Cal., and Grants Pass,
Oregon, where Gail Warner is the librarian, books that
mention anything the Mongol Jews do not like are

shredded or destroyed (refer to the Talmud Judaist laws
previously recorded herein).
To destroy a small town newspaper, Warner made
anonymous, threatening phone calls to its advertisers
intimidating and frightening them that if they did not
pull their ads they would lose their customers.
In her Mongol Jew arrogance and stupidity, Warner
made the calls from her home phone and was caught in
the act by caller identification equipment that recorded
her name and number. In the case of Roy Lockwood,
the librarians in Oxnard were conducting the same
operations to destroy Lockwood's election campaigns.
People's library cards are checked by the librarians in
their computer as to what books they are checking out.
If they are taking out books that are adverse to gays and
lesbians, or Jews. or about hunting, gun collecting etc.,
etc., they send this information to Roni Blau, head of
the ADL in Los Angeles and to the ACLU lawyers,
along with personal information on library card holders
about their families, their jobs and business, their bank
accounts and property they own, etc., etc.
If the Mongol Jews want to intimidate or harm
these citizens, they make up false stories about them
and send it to the heads of the IRS, FBI, BATF, CIA,
Energy Dept., Agriculture Dept. and any other
government agency, to be used to harass and destroy a
citizen. This information is also sent to the Mongol Jew
heads of banks, S&LYs,credit card companies, to
sabotage the Christians' businesses. We are talking
about the thousands of secret FBI files that Louie Freeh
handed over to Willie Clinton to intimidate and
blackmail the Republican Congressmen. There was
supposed to be a Senate Investigation of this-has
anyone heard any more about it?
Presently the U.S. Senate is conducting hearings on
the IRS violations. The witnesses relate many horror
stories about the lower ranking agents' actions. But this
evil comes right from the top, from Fred Goldberg, head
of the IRS (now removed) and his boss Robert Rubin,
Treasury Secretary, both Mongol m.Not only do they
destroy Christians who get in their way, but they cover
up and conceal the huge criminal fortunes of Jewswho
deal in drugs like Steven Spielberg, David Geffen, Lou
Wasserman and Judge Harry Pregerson, etc., etc. These
Mongol Jews have slipped Pres. Wm. Clinton huge
amounts of unlaundered drug money to sleep in the
White House.
Senator William Roth, Delaware, is conducting the
IRS hearings. However in 1987.over ten years ago,
Senator Roth was given documented evidence of all
these crimes against the people, including murder and
theft of their property. Roth covered it up along with all
the other U.S. Senators whom I have listed in the front
of my book There's a Fish in the Courthouse.
The Senators who conspired in 1987 to cover up
these horrendous crimes were both Democrats and
Republicans; one is not an iota better than the other.
Why should the people believe Senator William
Roth today is going to help Americans fight a corrupt
IRS any more than he helped them in 19877 What he
is going to do is fire a few unlucky lower-level IRS
agents, then blow a little smoke and cover up the crimes
of the Mongol Jews again.
At this point I quote just a few of the Mongol Jews'
Judaistic laws that they follow. The Christians who are
forever bragging about their fine Jewish friends that
"they have known for years" should put on their 'body
armor '.
'
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Schabbath 1116~)Talmudists agree that the books
of Christians must be burned.
Abhodah Zarah 162a) Jews are forbidden to observe
Christian Christmas day.
Chullin 1916) The Jews possess a dignity that even
an angel cannot share.
Chaninah 115b) A Jew is considered good in spite
of sins he commits.
Choschem Ham 126. 1) A Jew must not sue before a
Christian Judge or laws.
Iore Dea 1148. 12hLHideyour hatred for Christians
at their celebrations.
Iore Dea 1146. 15L Refer to Christian religious
articles with contempt.
Babha Bathra 154 b) Christians' property belongs
to first person claiming.
Choschem Ham (183. 7) Keep what Christians
overpay in error.
Abhoda Zara ( 5 4 ~ )Usury may be practiced upon
Christians.
Babha Kama 1113aL A Jew may lie and perjure
himself to condemn a Christian.
Kallah Ib. P18) A Jew may perjure himself with a
clear conscience.
Schabbouth Ifan f6dL Jews may swear falsely by use
of subterfuge wording.
Zohar (1, 16Oa) Jews must always try to deceive
Christians.
Hilkkoth Akum (x, I) Do not save Christians in
danger of death.
Choschem Ham (386, 10) A spy may be killed even
before he confesses.
Sanhedrin (59aLPrying into the Jews' 'Law' to get
death penalty.
Iore Dea (158, 2 H a d Kill renegades who turn to
Christian rituals.
Abhodah Zarah 126b T) Even the best of Gyim
(Christians) should be killed.
Seuher OR Israel fl77b) If a jew kills a Christian,
he commits no sin.
Zohar 111. 43a) Extermination of Christians is a
necessary sacrifice.
Hilkhoth Akum 1x. 1) Make no agreements and
show no mercy to Christians.
Pesachim 1496) No need of prayers while beheading
on Sabbath.

The above is only a small selection of the Jews'
Makkoth (76) Jews are innocent of murder if their
'Law' that the Jews must obey i n their vendetta of
intent was to kill a Christian.
hatred for Christians.
Midrasch Taluioth 1225) Christians were created as
The following Jew 'Law' deals specifically
slaves for Jews always.
with the librarians and my book, but the entire
Jew 'Law' is just one horrendous horror of
Zohar (11, 64b) The Christian birth rate must be hate against the Christians. Schabbath 1116a)
Talmudists agree that the books of Christians must be
diminished materially.
burned.
[To be continued.] .&.
Zohar (1, 131 a)'~hristiansbefoul the world.
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Mossad Attack

Murder Incorporated:
Zionist Terrorists Exposed
A

Dear Rick,
Enclosed is my latest story, "MURDER INC.", the
story of the Hamas assassination in Jordan; it has been
kept off the Front Pages by the stock market doo-doo,
perhaps not accidentally. At any rate it is the last we
shall ever hear of it, so once again it is up to
CONTACT to keep the story before the public.

On September 25, 1997, the reality of the State of
Israel was exposed to the world. On that day, in
downtown Amman, capital of the Middle Eastern
nation of Jordan, two professional killers stalked their
prey, a n Arab official named Khaled Meshal, who was
on his way to his office. The Washington Post, Oct.
9, 1997 described the assassination plot in Meshal's
own words. One of two Mossad killers, posing as
Canadian tourists, "fell in behind Meshal as he left
his car and extended an arm to the Hamas leader's left
ear. From a lead-colored instrument wrapped in tape
came a loud, popping sound, Meshal said, and a
shivery sensation raced down his spine like an electric
shock. The two agents were captured after a car chase
by Meshal's bodyguards. Meshal was taken violently
ill and hovered near death until a n antidote to the
poison was delivered to him after King Hussein's
angry demand."
Although not always f a t a l , the poison
administered to Meshal in the attempted murder was
deliberately chosen as a slow-acting poison prolongs
hours of intense agony for the victim, characterized
by uncontrollable vomiting and finally respiratory
arrest. It is one of eighty-two poisons developed by
Yagoda, Jewish chief of the KGB under Stalin, during
years of intense research.

with documentation of Israeli atrocities, but Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright claimed she was too busy
to see him. He was quoted in the Washington Post:
"The Jewish state's tradition of glorifying covert
killing is part of Israel's intention not to become a
country that is part of the region." A senior American
diplomat was quoted as stating, "It's a basic view of
post-Holocaust Jews." His father, King Hussein of
Jordan, was furious that the killers would boldly carry
out an "assignment" in his capital. He is the only
Arab leader who made peace with Israel, thereby
making himself vulnerable to attack from other Arabs.
Knowing the ways of the killers, Hussein knew that
there had to be an antidote to the poison, in case the
killers spilled some on themselves during the
assassination. He demanded that Israel make the
antidote available, which was agreed to, saving
Meshal's life, and further demanded that the Israelis
release the ailing founder of Hamas from prison. A
61-year-old quadriplegic serving life in an Israeli
prison, Sheik Ahmed Yassin had spent eight years in
a dismal Israeli cell. Not only did the Israeli Prime
Minister, Binyamin Netanyahu, release Yassin, who
returned home to the plaudits of cheering crowds, but 70
more political prisoners were also released by the Zionists.
The Washington Post noted on Oct. 8, 1997, that
"A defiant Netanyahu, having ordered agents of
Mossad, the Israeli espionage agency, to assassinate
Hamas political chief Khaled Meshal in Amman last
month, appointed a 'three-man clarification
committee' to investigate the affair. The three
committee members are business figures who worked
i n the past for the defense and intelligence
establishments. The choice was criticized because all
three are known to be very close to Netanyahu." In
so many words, the Prime Minister appointed a
committee of cronies to whitewash his ordering of the
assassination. No other nation has its top political
officer personally order and approve murders.

TERRORISM UNMASKED

BUSINESS AS USUAL

All the best,
/s/Eustace C. Mullins
10127197

EUSTACE MULLINS

The Meshal atrocity reveals to the American
people that the State of Israel, to which our taxpayers
contribute three billion i n cash each year, plus
"military" and other commitments amounting to ten
billion a year, exists today only because of its sordid
history of terrorism. Zionist terrorists in groups such
as the Haganah and the Irgun Svai Leumi, relentlessly
carried on a campaign of political assassinations in
order to set up the State of Israel, including the
murders of Lord Moyne, a mediator, and Count
Bernadotte, a Swedish aristocrat acting as a United
Nations peace maker, who was actively aiding the
Zionist cause, but was not moving fast enough to
satisfy the terrorists. Another Zionist atrocity was the
bombing of the King David Hotel in Palestine, in
which many innocent people were killed.

Not only has terrorism been an essential part of
the establishment of the State of Israel-it is still an
established policy. Barton Gellmann writes in the
Washington Post, Oct. 12, 1997, "Israeli law not only
sanctions assassinations but regularizes it to some
extent. At roughly the same time that the U.S.
Congress passed the assassination ban, then Israeli
Prime Minister Golda Meir set up twin committeesa forum of security service chiefs known by its Hebrew
acronym, Varash, and a selection of government
ministers known as the X Committee, to vet [ s i c ]
candidates for assassination by the Mossad, Israel's
espionage agency."
Thus Gellman reveals that at the highest levels of
Israeli government, politicians meet to solemnly "vet"
candidates for assassination! The Washington Post
reported on October 13, that Jordan expelled all
undercover agents accredited to the Israeli Embassy,
MURDER IS THEIR
and suspended security cooperation with Israel. The
FOREIGN POLICY
Post's editors editorially- txuressed
no moral concern
After the attempted murder, Crown Prince Hassan about the attempted assassination, but did suggest on
of Jordan flew to Washington with a briefcase filled October 7, i n a very mihi editorial titled "An
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Operation Gone Wrong", as an alternative measure to
such attempts, "an integrated diplomatic strategy*.
The victim, m haled ~ e s h a l ,denounced the
attempt as "state terrorism", which describes the
history of the State of Israel. In order to understand
why Israel is founded on terrorism, we must look at
the history of the area. In the nineteenth century, the
Rothschilds began to finance Jewish settlements in the
Arab area of Palestine. In 1947. when the United
Nations ordered the partition of Palestine into Jewish
and Arab sectors, there were 630,000 Jews and
1,300,000 Arabs living there. The Jews were a 31%
minority. Mass terror was their only option to drive
the Arabs out and take over the countrv. In 1940.
Joseph Weitz, head of the Jewish Agency there, wrote;
"We shall not achieve our goal if the Arabs are in this
small country. There is no other way than to transfer
the Arabs from here to neighboring countries-all of them.
Not one village, not one tribe should be left." From its
inception, the Zionists have had but one goal: the
elimination of the Arab presence in Palestine.

FORGED PASSPORTS
To protect their professional assassins, Mossad has
used forged passports to give them false identities.
The Washington Post noted Oct. 10, "the Israel custom
of using forged Canadian passports" to protect its
murder raids i n other countries. If apprehended, the
killers would claim asylum at the Canadian Embassy,
and then escape the country. Because Canada's
government is dominated by the wealth of Zionist
billionaires such a s the Reichmanns and the
Bronfmans, complicity of leading Canadian politicians
was involved in the notorious use of forged Canadian
passports by Mossad's killers. With its sordid
conspiracy exposed, Canada responded by ending the
practice, and by recalling its Ambassador to Israel,
Daniel Berger, as a token protest. Canada claimed
that Israel had reneged on a previous promise to stop 1sing
forged Canadianpassports,revealing that Canadian 0ffir.ials
had been aware of the practice for years.
On October 1 1, the W a s h i n g t o n Post gave

MORE READING
by Eustace M u l l i n s
The Curse Of Canaan
A Demonology Of History
(COC) $1 5.00, 242 pages
Murder By Injection
The Story Of The Medical Conspiracy
Against America (MBI) $1 5.00, 3 6 1 pages
The Rape Of justice
America's Tribunals Exposed
(ROJ) 51 8 . 0 0 , 535 pages
Secrets Of The Federal Reserve
(SFR) $1 5 . 0 0 , 2 0 1 pages
The World Order
Our Secret Rulers
(TWO) $1 5.00, 297 pages
To order Eustace Mullins' superb books,
please write to:
Ezra Pound Institute Of Civilization
P.O. B o x 1105
Staunton, VA 24402.
(for s h i p p i n g and h a n d l i n g , add 10%)
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extensive coverage to the passport issue, noting that
Israel had been caught using Canadian passports
before. The two assassins captured in Amman had
Canadian passports in the names of Shawn Kendall
and Barry Beads. To add to the mystery, the real
Shawn Kendall, a Toronto native, was found working
in Israel, and interviewed. He told the Post that he
was "an innocent victim", but offered no explanation
as to why the killers were using his name.

national group. On the foundation of the new (Nazi) the Israeli government, the Mossad connection which
state which has established the principle of race, we produces its Prime Ministers.
WORLDWIDE KILLING OPERATION
wish to fit our community into the total structure so
that for us too, in the sphere assigned to us, fruitful
activity for the Fatherland is possible." Schoenman
The attempted murder of an Arab leader in Jordan
points out that the World Zionist Organization broke is, as the Washington Post sorrowfully pointed out,
the Jewish boycott and became the principal "An Operation Gone Wrong", meaning that the killers
distributor of Nazi goods throughout the Middle East were caught, and the victim survived. Whether it will
and Northern Europe, at a time when the German alert Americans to the terrorists operating in their
economy was extremely vulnerable. He recounts many midst, with the full sanction of the Washington
ZIONISTS INTRODUCED
pages of collaboration between the Zionists and the politicians, remains to be seen. After the 1972
TERRORISM
Nazi regime. Adolf Eichmann was invited to Palestine Munich Olympics, during which some Israeli athletes
as the guest of the Haganah, the Zionist terrorist were killed, Golda Meir directed the Mossad to find
Although the Zionist media in the United States group!
all those responsible and kill them. Ahmad Bouchiki,
is always careful to define "terrorism" as an Arab
a Moroccan waiter i n a Norwegian ski resort,
technique, it was the Zionists who made terrorism an
ANTI-SEMITISM IN
Lillehammer, was mistaken by Mossad killers for Ali
THE UNITED STATES
Hassan Salameh, a security aide to PLO leader Yassir
active force in modern politics. Israel's leaders from
its inception as a state have always had their activities
Arafat, and the man reputed to have planned the
founded in ties to the terrorist operations of world
In 1950, Jewish leaders were given a survey which Munich operation. The Mossad killed Bouchiki, only
Zionism. Golda Meir, who was for many years Prime showed that the Jewish community would soon cease to find that they had killed the wrong man. Israel had
Minister of Israel, has always been touted as a to exist i n the United States, because of the rapid to exert tremendous influence in Norway to recover
harmless Milwaukee school teacher. In fact, she was assimilation of Jews into the American mainstream. from this blunder. The killings proceeded despite this
for many years the active head of Mossad terrorist As a result, the Jewish leaders commissioned the error. In 1979, Mossad caught up to Salameh and
activities i n the United States, and directed its Anti-Defamation League of B'Nai B'Rith, a Jewish killed him in Beirut. In 1988, Mossad agents killed
worldwide operations. She financed its work with Masonic organization, to seek out, publicize and assist Khalid Wazr, who was Arafat's senior deputy. In
millions of dollars siphoned from the budget of the "anti-Semites" anywhere in the United States. The 1995, they killed Islamic Jihad leader Fathi Shiarai
Chicago Department of Sewers, an arrangement set up leaders believed that only the threat of an American in Malta. The following year, they used a booby-trapped
for her by the Zionist political boss of Chicago, the Holocaust would bring Jews back into the community. cellular phone to kill Yekuza Ayash, a Hamas operator
notorious "Coloneln Jake Arvey. The paychecks of as The task seemed monumental. Not only was there no known as "the ENGINEER" in Gaza City.
The Mossad killers operate worldwide, including
many as 12,000 "ghost workers" were sent to Meir anti-Semitic activity in the peaceful American social
each month to finance Mossad.
structure-the United States has been known for two in the United States, with the full support not only of
Typical was the career of Yitzhak Shamir, who centuries as a sanctuary for Jews from all over the Israel's political leaders, but with the support of the
entire Israel population. In a spirited radio debate
became Prime Minister of Israel in the 1980s, after world.
serving as a deputy director of Mossad. He was a
Nevertheless, the Anti-Defamation League set after the Meshal incident, the leader of the Third Way
professional gunman who had such an aptitude for his about its assigned task, to persuade American Jews political party in Israel not only argued that Israel
work that he was placed in charge of all political that there would soon be a Holocaust in the United should engage in political assassinations throughout
assa?sinations. We should not be surprised that the present States. With unlimited funds, but with very little the world, but opened a debate as to whether
Prime Minister of Israel, Netanyahu, personally ordered the actual "anti-Semitismw to work with, the ADL has such assassinations should take place in
murder of Meshal.
tirelessly publicized "anti-Semitismn in the United "friendly countries", such as Jordan and the
States for almost half a century. During this period, United States!
ANCIENT TRADITION
much to their dismay, not a single Jew has ever been
O F ASSASSINATION
killed here! Nevertheless, they issue statistical reports
A WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY
of ''anti-Semitic acts", force Congress to pass a "hateThere would be no State of Israel today without crimes" bill, and promote t h e "threat" of
This latest Mossad atrocity offers Americanvoters
its long traditions of assassinating political opponents. anti-Semitism with national coverage given to any a window of opportunity. This is the time to notify
In the nineteenth century, the Jewish Bund laid the event which might be remotely interpreted as being your Congressman that you no longer wish to see
foundations of the Soviet Union by assassinating "anti-Jewish9'. They have a twenty-eight-million billions of dollars each year of the tax monies extorted
numerous Czars and high-rankling Russian officials dollar annual budget as a tax exempt organization from you by brute force to be used for hired killers
during the nineteenth century. These leaders were whose sole function is to stir up and promote racial roaming the world in search of their unsuspecting
killed, not because they were "oppressors", but because hatred and discord in the United States. Working with targets. Perhaps Khaled Meshal will be the
they were liberals. The terrorists realized that their Mossad and the American Israel Political Action instrument for liberating Americans from the unholy
liberal policies would ameliorate the sufferings of the Committee in Washington, they form an unholy trinity trinity of the Anti-Defamation League, the Mossad,
people, as they were intended to do, and that these which terrorizes public debate and political activity in and the American Israel Political Action Committee,
Czars and their officials must be killed before they the United States. No political figure dares incur their which routinely terrorizes our elected representatives
wrath, which means the sudden end of their career, in Washington. We must not fail to act on this
could reduce political tensions in Russia.
As Jewish author Samuel Roth points out in his as such esteemed figures as Senator William Fulbright unexpected opportunity. Act now to protect yourself
historic work J e w s Must Live, "anti-Semitism is the and many Congressmen have discovered. No from the worldwide terrorism which is paid for by
lifeblood of the Jewish race." What he is saying is that Washington politician has dared to comment on the your tax monies!
without the spur of anti-Semitism, Jews would Khaled Meshal attempted assassination,
assimilate and disappear. As Ralph Schoenman points for fear of bringing about his political
out in his historic work The Hidden History of destruction. Mossadagentsthemelvesoften
Zionism, Veritas Press, 1988, p. 47, "The founders of play an active role in determining the
Wwrrv U S E 0
wnuu USED
Zionism despaired of combating anti-Semitism and outcome of elections in the U.S.
Pnoornr.
paradoxically, regarded the anti-Semites themselves as
Typical was the race of Democrat
allies, because of shared desire to remove the Jews Lynn Yeakel in Pennsylvania against
from the countries in which they lived. The Zionist Republican Arlen Specter. Although
movement came to regard the anti-Semites themselves Yeakel was ardently pro-Israel, Mossad
as their most responsible sponsors and protectors." did not wish to see him replace the
Schoenman points out that during the Nazi era in Zionist agitprop activist, Specter. ;
Germany, the Zionists occupied a position of Yoram Ettinger, the Mossad's
preference. In May 1935, Reinhardt Heydrich, the congressional operative, put all his -W'TM E*CtPl'Ons.
chief of the S.S. Security Service, wrote an article in influence behind Specter. Yeakel lost
which he separated Jews into 'two categories'. The half the Jewish vote; Specter squeaked in
Jews he favored were the Zionists. "Our good wishes by only three percent. When
together with our good will go with them." The Pennsylvanians voted for Specter in the
Zionist Federation of Germany sent a memorandum of delusion that they were thereby
s u ~ w r to
t the Nazi Partv on June 21, 1933, stating, supporting the State of Israel, they did ,/
"a rebirth of national life such as is occurring in not realize that in effect they were
OHMAN/ The Oregoman
German life, mnst also take place in the Jewish supporting only the tenorists wing of
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U,S, Government Patent Office
Technological Invention?
Now You See It-Now

You D0n't

Part 11: Delving Deeper Into The Realm of Patents
11/7/97

RICK MARTIN

"Thus the intelligent layman realizes that he
is surrounded by manmade objects-the products
of innovation-that constantly serve as a reminder
of his ignorance. It may be this contradiction,
coupled with the possibility of resolving it
provided by technology itselj: which has led to a
growing desire in the community to access the
likely future effects of the present high rate of
change. "
James Burke, from the book
Connections .
Now, consider this V o m another book):
"The most important part of any technology,
more often than not, turns out to be invisible. If
you could peer through magical spectacles that
would reveal the parts of aluminum cans that you
normally don 't see, for example, you would
perceive lines of force connecting the contents of
your refrigerator to global geopolitical conflicts.
"When I pop an aluminum can, it hardly ever
occurs to me to think about the working conditions
in the West Indies (bauxite is mined in Jamaica),
or the costs of rejecting nuclear power in favor
of other energy-production technologies (if the
energy used to manufacture cans doesn't come
from a nuclear reactor, it comes from one fossil
fuel or another, or from a dammed river). An
aluminum can affects and is affected by the costeffectiveness of truck tires (which translates to
miles-per-gallon-per-pound of cans) and the price
of petroleum needed to transport all that ore,
refined metal, and end-products around the world.
Aluminum begins with someone digging the right
kind of ore out of the earth, but the most
expensive component of a can is the energy
required to extract, process, manufacture, and
transport it to your hand.
"Profits and benefits from new technologies
like aluminum foil and aluminum aircraft are
visible, but costs and delayed or distant effects
are invisible. What we need badly right now is a
way for more and more people to see, understand,
and decide collectively, through our discussions
and our buying and voting decisions, exactly
which trade-offs we are willing to make in return
for technological conveniences. We need to find
ways to make the invisible parts of technology
more visible.
"While an endless addictive quest for a
"technological fix" is not the answer to the
problem of building a sustainable civilization for
billions of people on a planet with limited

resources-neither, I believe, is it wise to reject
the very technologies we are going to need in
years to come. We need the best tools we can
muster to manage the world of energy-consuming
billions we 've inherited. We can 't discard our
tools, despite their evident defects, because we
need them for our survival.
"How do we find new modes of perceiving
technology, new ways to think about, design, and
use tools? How can we develop more conscious
means for democratic societies to make decisions
about technologies? The next step beyond access
to tools is access to understanding how to use
them. In what directions does that step proceed?
How do we start learning to look at the world of
technology, and our places in it, in new ways?
Before we can hope to achieve answers, we must
elevate the level of discourse from an argument
between tree-huggers and nuke-lovers. The world
is more complicated than that. We need richer,
more widespread, less simplistically polarized
discourse about technology and social issues,
because that is the only kind of environment where
viable solutions are likely to emerge. " Howard
L. Rheinfold from the chapter titled "Making
Technology Visible" in the book, The Millennium
Whole Earth Catalog: Access to Tools &Ideas for
the 21st Century.
In the first part of this series we explored the
historical background and definitions concerning
patents. Further, it was stated that to file a patent
is often an error in that needless delays occur, in
addition to exposing the invention or process to
unknown individuals or entities. Steps may be
taken whereby the confidential materials
concerning a given invention may be documented
and placed into security, prior to proceeding with
the actual production and distribution of a given
product. This all may be accomplished WITHOUT
ever filing for a patent. Many an inventor or
creative individual has been discouraged by the
long and tangled process of applying k r a patent,
which is SUPPOSED to protect the rights of the
inventor. This is often NOT the case. Please
remember that A THING is rarely as it is presented
to be. The naive and the gullible public have fallen
prey for years t o this massive and complicated
system where advanced technology may be,
literally, BURIED-all the while being made
available and USED by the Elite controllers of our
world. Sound impossib!e? Think again.
And now, let's continue with our examination
of the entire patenting process.
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U.S. PATENT AND
TRADEMARK OFFICEAN INTRODUCTION
Reading
the ,.,.
Patent and Trademark
Office's iebsite, is the following introduction:
[quoting]
For over 200 years, the basic role of the Patent
and Trademark Office (PTO) has remained the
same: to promote the progress of science and the
useful arts by securing for limited times to authors
and inventors the exclusive right to their respective
writings and discoveries (Article I, Section 8, of
the United States Constitution). Under this system
of protection, American industry has flourished.
New products have been invented, new uses for old
ones discovered, and employment opportunities
-created for millions of ~mericans.
The PTO is a non-commercial federal entity
and one of 14 bureaus in the Department of
Commerce (DOC). The office -occupies a
combined total of 1,480,763 square feet, in 15
buildings in Arlington, Virginia. In fiscal year
1994, the office employed 4,977 full time
equivalent staff to support its major functionsthe examination and issuance of patents and the
examination and registration of trademarks.
The PTO has evolved into a unique government
agency. Since 1991-under the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1990-the PTO has
operated in much the same way as a private
business, providing valued products and services
to our customers in exchange for fees which are
used to fully fund our operations. The primary
services we (the PTO) provide include processing
patents and trademarks and disseminating patent
and trademark information.
T h r o u g h t h e issuance of patents, we
encourage technological and advancement by
providing incentives to invent, invest in, and
disclose new technology worldwide. Through the
registration of trademarks, we assist businesses in
protecting their investments, promoting goods and
services and safeguarding consumers against
confusion and deception in the marketplace. By
disseminating both patent and trademark
information, we promote an understanding of
intellectual property protection and facilitate the
developments and sharing of new technologies
worldwide.
PTO programs are conducted under the
following principal statutory authorities:
15 U.S. C. 1051-1 127 contains provisions of
the Trademark Act of 1946 that govern the
administration of the trademark registration system
of the Patent and Trademark Office.
15 U.S.C. 1511 states that the Patent and
Trademark Office is under the jurisdiction and
supervision of the Department of Commerce.
35 U.S. C. contains basic authorities for
administration of patent laws, derived from the Act
of July 19, 1952, and subsequent enactment.
Revenues from fees are available t o the
Commissioner to carry out, to the extent provided
for in appropriations acts, the activities of the
Office. The Patent and Trademark Office is
authorized t o charge international fees for
activities undertaken pursuant t o the Patent
Cooperation Treaty, Deployment of automated
search systems of the Office to the public is
authorized.
[End quoting.]
In a several-page description of the Patent and
Trademark Office published in an "official" U.S.
Government reference book, we read: [quoting]
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The Office examines applications for patents and searched in the PTO and in over 78 patents deception.
to determine if the applicants are entitled to patents and trademark depository libraries throughout the
For further information, contact the Office of
under the law and grants the patents when they are country. The patent system fosters innovation, Public Affairs, Patent and Trademark Office,
so entitled. The patent law provides for the investment in developing and marketing inventions, Washington, D.C. 20231 or phone (703) 305granting of patents in three major categories: and p r o m p t disclosure of technological 8341. The office's operations are located at 2121
utility patents, design patents, and plant patents. information.
Crystal Drive, Arlington, VA 22202. [End
The term of a design patent is 14 years from the
About 67,000 trademarks were registered for quoting.]
date of grant. The term of utility and plant patents fiscal year 1995, and 6,785 trademark registrations
THE PATENT SEARCH
is 20 years measured from the earliest effective were renewed. A trademark includes any
U.S. filing date, if the application for patent was distinctive word, name, symbol, device, or any
filed on or after June 8, 1995. For utility or plant combination thereof adopted and used, or intended
In Techniques For Preparing and Obtaining
patents that were in force on June 8, 1995, or that to be used, by a manufacturer or merchant to Your Own Patent, by Hrand M. Muncheryan, we
result from an application filed prior So June 8, identify his goods or services and distinguish them read: [quoting]
Prior to filing an application, the Patent Office
1995, the term shall be the longer of 17 years from those manufactured or sold by others.
measured from the date of grant or 20 years Trademarks, registered for 10 years, with renewal will not advise an inventor as to the novelty of an
measured from the earliest effective U.s, filing rights of equal term, are examined by the Office invention or act as counselor for individuals. All
date. [Still quoting:]
for compliance with various statutory requirements records pertaining to issued patents are open to the
All utility patents are subject to the payment to prevent unfair competition and consumer public. When it is not convenient for an inventor
to inspect these records, he may
of maintenance
fees.
Inventor's Decision C h a r t
employ an attorney to make a
Effective June 8, 1995,
patent search for his invention.
applicants
may
file
provisional applications for
However, the records of pending
Invent something
patents in the PTO (Patent
applications are preserved in
and Trademark Office).
secrecy and no information can
be obtained on such cases until
Provisional applications are
available for utility and
issued. At times, information
Record conception as soon as
practicable. Build and test it as
may be exposed during an
plant inventions but not
soon as practicable and make a
design
inventions.
interference but only to the rival
proper record. Consider tiling a
applicants.
Provisional applications are
Provisional Patent Application.
In the search room of the
not examined and will
Patent Office, the patents are
become abandoned by
operation of law within one
arranged in classes and
subclasses according to their
year of the filing date of the
Does it have commercial
nature. Most of the prior
provisional application. The
potential?
no patents relating to a given
prc.visiona1 application itself
invention may be found during
canlot mature into a patent.
the search. The value of such
However, if applicants wish
Does il have significant
a search depends on the ability
t o obtain a patent on the
of the searcher and the time he
invention disclosed in a
spends on it. In litigation cases,
provisional application,
months are sometimes spent in
applicants must file a
Are you able to prepare
examining the files in search of
nonprovisional application
(or
have prepared) a patent
prior art. However, such
not later than 12 months
intensive and prolonged
from the filing date of the
methods
are not usually resorted
provisional application.
to
before
filing an application.
The Office also issues
A simple search through proper
Statutory
Inventions
classification should be
Registrations, which have
willing to sacrifice
however inconclusive
the defensive but not the
to manufacture
patent or copyright
you keep details of
the advantages ol filing
it
may
be.
enforceable attributes of a
application (if possible).
invention secret from
before manufacturing?
and distribute?
It is usually impossible to
patent. I t also processes
public lor 20 years?
advise
that a patent can be
international applications
no
no
no
Yes
Yes
obtained on an invention as a
for patents under the
result of a patent search which
provisions o f the Patent
v
i
I
has
disclosed no anticipation.
Cooperation Treaty as an
Can you manufacture
Prepare and file a
and file
Nor
can
one state positively that
International Searching
and distribute yourself?
a patent
patent application.'
marketimrention:
an
existing
patent is valid,
Authority under Chapter I of
application.'
successfut?
because there might exist
the Treaty and as an
uncovered prior patents or
International Preliminary
no
publications appearing in
Examining Authority under
periodicals or books. Opinions
Chapter I1 of the Treaty.
V
as what
pamt
o v e r 114,500 Patents
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protection, is called The Inventor's Notebook by
Nolo Press in Berkeley, phone 510-549-1976.
Everything you need to know about documenting
your discovery, idea or invention is contained
within those pages.

THE PATENT APPLICATION
In Inventions, Patents and Their Management,
we read: [quoting]
The word application means either the act of
applying for a patent, or the papers that the
applicant must submit to the Patent Office. The
government will not seek out the inventor to reward
him; he must file an application in the proper form.
In most cases he does this through a patent
attorney. With an average invention, this process
now takes about three years and costs the inventor
several hundred dollars, though both time and cost
vary enormously.
In the United States, only the actual inventor
(with certain exceptions) may apply for a patent.
Who is the inventor? He is the man who furnishes
the ideas needed t o produce the sought-for
invention, even though he himself may not have the
skill to make drawings or models. He may hire
others to make these things without ceasing to be
the inventor. But if an assistant also furnishes
some of the essential ideas for solving the problem,
then he becomes a co-inventor and must sign the
application too. And it is not invention to conceive
a result and hire another wholly to produce that
result; in such a case the employee, not the
employer, is the inventor.
When a patent is issued, the Patent Office
sends the parentee a certificate announcing the
grant of the patent and describing the invention.
This document is called the letters of patent.
Though the owner of a patent normally keeps
possession of the letters patent, it is not legally
necessary that he do so. The patent can be
transferred without the certificate, and possession
of the latter does not prove ownership of the
former.
The printed drawings and descriptions of
patented inventions that can be bought from the
Patent Office (for a nominal cost) are generally
called "patent copies" or "copies of patents". A
more accurate name would be "copies of the
drawings and specifications of letters patents".
The word patent is often loosely used in three
different senses: the inventor's contract with the
government, the letters patents, and the patent
copies.
The main parts of a letters of patent are the
grant, which legally conveys the patent's exclusive
rights to the patentee; the drawing, which pictures
one or more embodiments of the invention; the
specification, which describes the invention in
detail; and t h e claims, a set o f numbered
paragraphs at the end of the specification which
precisely define the scope of the invention and
determine just what the patent controls. A drawing
includes all the pictures illustrating a patent,
though one drawing may comprise several sheets
and many figures. [End quoting.]

TYPES OF PATENTS
From Techniques For P r e p a r i n g a n d
O b t a i n i n g Your Own P a t e n t , by Mrand M.
Muncheryan, we read: [quoting]
Pioneer Patents: Patents that are granted on
inventions when a n a r t is young are pioneer
patents. Edison's incandescent lamp, Land's

Polaroid material, Farnsworth's electron
multiplier, Zworykin's iconoscope, and
Robertshaw's thermal controls may be classified
as pioneer inventions.
Basic Patents: Patents that are broad enough
in scope to dominate a large part of an art are
basic patents. While most pioneer patents may be
considered as basic as broadly covered in a patent,
a pioneer patent may be drawn too narrowly t o be
considered a basic patent. On the other hand, a
basic patent may come too long after the art has
been known to the public to be considered pioneer.
Patents on items that are generally known by the
names of their originators or trade names are
basic. Such items are characterized by Gillette
razor, Rayon, Wien oscillator, Hall process of
refining aluminum, etc. Later patents on similar
things are improvement patents.
Improvement Patents: Patents in a given art
subsequent to pioneer or basic inventions are
improvement patents. These patents are those
granted as an art grows older and more crowded.
The flexible term a r t may be divided into larger
arts and smaller arts. A patent in a larger art may
be an improvement patent, and in a smaller art it
may be a basic or pioneer patent, when finer
improvements and discoveries are made on the
subdivision of the larger art. For instance, in the
larger art of hydraulic valves, a particular type of
sealing gland may be a subject of a basic patent.
The majority of the patents that are granted are
improvement patents, as will be noted in the
preamble of a patent application.
Underlying Patents: Underlying patents are
those pioneer and basic patents that have preceded
certain improvement patents in an art. This is
regardless of whether the pioneer or basic patents
are still in force or have expired. Patents on
Gillette, Rayon, Hall process, Polaroid, etc., are
considered underlying patents.
Dominating Patents: When a patent covers
an invention so fully that improvements on it or
combinations involving it cannot legally be
practiced without the consent of the patent owner,
the patent is called a dominating patent. A
dominating patent does not have to be a basic or
pioneer patent. Any improvement patent may
cover such a scope that it dominates any further
improvement inventions, making any later
improvement patents, i f granted, subject t o
invalidation.
S u b s e r v i e n t Patents: Inventions whose
making, using, and selling are controlled by a
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patentee by virtue of his granted patent are
dominated inventions. Patents on such inventions
dominated by broader patents are called dominated
or subservient patents. Many subservient patents
may be considered valueless.
Anticipating Patents: Patents on inventions
whose description and inventive matter are revealed
in other publications or patents, so as to prevent
the granting of subsequent valid patents, are known
as anticipating patents.
Unitary Invention Patent: Inventions covered
by utility patents are either unitary or combination.
In a unitary invention, the useful result is obtained
by a single unit-for example, a razor blade or a
novel clip for holding papers together. The patent
on such an invention is called a unitary patent.
Combination Patent: A combination patent is
granted on an invention which requires more than
one unit to produce a result and has claims reading
on such a plurality of units. A combination patent
may be granted on a particular kind of pen point
and a particular type of pen-point holder. In such
case, it would not be an infringement to make, use,
or sell either the pen point or the holder if one or
both are not protected separately by unitary
patents. A combination patent must produce a
unitary result. If more than one result is produced,
such as a pencil with an eraser tip (each provides
a separate function) the invention would be an
aggregation and no patent will be granted.
Fortifying Patents: After a patent is granted
on an article, minor changes may be made in the
article, and these changes may be protected by an
additional patent or patents for the sole purpose of
strengthening the patent position. Such patents are
called fortifying patents. Fortifying patents are
useful in the prevention of circumvention of the
patent by others.
Nuisance Patents: Sometimes patents .-ire
obtained by an inventor for the sole purpose of
annoying or hampering another. A manufacturer
may buy a patent from an inventor and shelve it,
thereby preventing his competitor from acquiring
the patent and working it. Such patents are known
as nuisance patents and are rarely put into practice.
[End quoting.]

FURTHER CLASSIFICATIONS
Let's continue examining the patent process by
reading, again, from Inventions, Patents and Their
Management: [quoting]
Besides classification by arts, inventions and
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patents are classified as follows:
(a) Inventions that comply with the patent
laws are called patentable inventions, and those
that do not, even if of great value to the public,
are called unpatentable inventions.
(b) The kinds of patents that can be granted
for patentable inventions are called utility patents,
plant patents, and design patents.
(c) The inventions for which utility patents can
be obtained are classified as processes, machines
(mechanisms), manufactures (articles), and
compositions of matter (materials).
(d) Early patents, granted when an art is
young, are known as pioneer patents, and they are
granted on pioneer inventions.
(e) Patents broad enough to dominate or give
control of a large part of an art are called basic
patents. Pioneer patents are usually basic, but a
pioneer patent may be too narrow to be considered
basic, and a basic patent may come too long
after the beginning of the art to be considered
pioneer.
(f) Inventions in an art following the pioneer
inventions are called improvement inventions, and
patents subsequent to basic or pioneer patents,
granted as an art grows older and more crowded,
are called improvement patents. The term a r t in
this sense is elastic. The larger arts are divided
into smaller, and a patent may be a narrow
improvement patent in a large art and at the same
time be a basic and pioneer patent when considered
as part of a small subdivision of that art.
(g) The pioneer and basic patents that precede
improvement patents in an a r t are called
und d y i n g patents, whether or not they are still
in force.
(h) A unitary invention is one that gets its
results by means of a single unit or part, such as
a razor blade, while a combination invention is one
that requires more than one unit or part to produce
its result, such as a combination of a razor blade
and a handle. A combination patent is one that
dominates only a combination of parts, not the
individual parts themselves. To be patentable, the
combined parts must act together to produce the
result; otherwise the invention is an aggregation
and unpatentable.
(i) A generic or primary claim dominates a
large part of the art wherein it lies, while specific
or secondary claims do not.
(j) Broad and important inventions are
sometimes called generic inventions, meaning that
generic claims can be written to describe them. A
patent granted on such an invention is usually
termed a basic patent. A narrower and less
important invention is usually called a specific
invention, meaning that its scope is limited by
specific claims. Basic and improvement inventions
are sometimes referred to as generic and specific
inventions respectively.
(k) When a single broad invention has several
possible modifications or embodiments, the broad
invention is called the genus and the various
embodiments the species of that genus. Claims are
likewise genus or species claims.
(1) Patents are often obtained on unimportant
changes of structure for the purpose of
strengthening a patent position. These are often
called fortifying patents.
(m) Sometimes a manufacturer buys a patent
that is of little or no direct use to him because he
fears it might hamper his business in the hands of
a competitor. Such patents are sometimes called
nuisance patents.
[Still quoting]
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BOUNDING AN INVENTION
To bound an invention is t o determine its
boundary or scope, that is, its external or limiting
lines; to figure out how much of the invention is
really new and how much is already known. The
boundary of an invention may be compared to that
of a piece of land. Starting with the broadest unit,
the continent, land is divided into nations, states,
counties, townships, and so on down to lots and
fields. Considering an invention in the same
manner, how much territory of an art does it
cover? If it creates a whole new art, it is a generic
invention and covers a very large territory. It will
in time be split into hundreds or thousands of
smaller divisions as specific or improvement
inventions are developed.
The term breadth, as applied to patents, means
how much of an art the patent claims dominate. If
a patent is taken out on the first invention of an
art and is drawn so broadly as to dominate every
other invention in that art throughout the patent's
life, it would be as broad as possible. One might
say it had a breadth of 100 per cent of the art.
By scope is meant all the inventions that are
dominated by a patent or a claim of a patent,
contrasted with those that are not. Suppose that
the claims of a patent cover a certain invention,
and the drawing and specification illustrate a
particular form or embodiment of that invention.
If the claims are at all broad, it should be possible
to change the form or embodiments of the invention
shown without escaping the domination of the
claims. These variations would be within the
scope of the patent. Changing the invention so that
it was no longer dominated by the claims would
place it outside the scope of the patent. [End
quoting.]
Yes, but who really owns knowledge? Who
has a "claim" on specific information? And, of
more importance for consideration, how safe is
YOUR information once it has been placed outside
your immediate control? Let's examine this
concept a bit further.

WHO OWNS
KNOWLEDGE?
In a book titled Sci-Tech Report: Everything
You Need To Know About Science & Technology
In The '80s, edited by Jon Turney, we read in the
chapter 'Who owns knowledge? Patents, copyright
and intellectual property": [quoting]
Scientific knowledge is still widely regarded as
a public good. That is, it is regarded as knowledge
which is freely available for anyone to use. In
practice this is not so. The free availability of
scientific information is reduced not only by
commercial and military secrecy but also by the
patent system. And we are now seeing moves to
adapt this system-and the complementary legal
framework of copyright-to meet new demands.
There is a shift away from information as a free
good to a concept of "intellectual property", which
is owned, traded, and unequally shared like other
forms of property.
Patent legislation dates back to the eighteenth
century. A patent grants an inventor the sole
rights to market or use an invention or a new
process.
In granting inventors-be
they
individuals or organizations-a monopolistic
property right over knowledge for a fixed period,
patents are intended to serve two functions. First,
because they last a number of years they allow the
patent-holder to reap the' financial rewards of a
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monopoly. In so doing they are intended to
stimulate capitalist entrepreneurship by offering
protection against rapid "copy" entries into the
market, plus the additional monopoly-based
profits. Second, by allowing the inventor to "own",
and hence control the use of patented knowledge,
the need for commercial secrecy is removed. Since
other people cannot use patented information
without permission or payment, there is no need to
keep it secret. (Most opinions suggest however
that patent applications do not contain enough
information to recreate inventions, and patents with
military implications are kept secret regardless.)
Today, in the OECD nations, patents have
different significance in different sectors. In a
sector such as electronics, know-how is so complex
that patents are not needed to protect market
position. Similarly, in the detergent market, where
there is a lot of product differentiation, marketing
and advertising rather than technology secures
markets. The role of patents is probably best
known, and most notorious, in the drug industry.
Pharmaceutical R&D is relatively expensive but
copying a drug is cheap, so patent protection is
important in preventing competitors copying and
marketing drugs for which they have not borne
R&D costs. Drug companies, anxious to exploit
the same markets for new drugs, consequently
devote much of their research to finding slightly
different versions of each other's compounds.
Patenting is also important in the new
developments in biotechnology. Since US courts
ruled in 1980 that new life forms-in the sense of
genetically-engineered microorganisms-could be
patented, a whole new arena has opened up. In a
way, life itself has now become the property of the
capitalist corporation. Since biotechnology
research presently involves academic-industrial
collaboration this new area raises similar questions
concerning academic freedom and access to
information on campus-based military research.
There is also a question of credit for discovery.
The so-called Boyer-Cohen patent, granted for a
method of manipulating genes which underpins a
wide range of work in biotechnology, in turn draws
on the work of many groups of researchers in
molecular biology. Yet, as things stand, other
groups who want to use the method have to seek
permission from Stanford University, who holds
the patent.
The sort of tangle this attempt to lay claim to
knowledge can create is well illustrated by a story
involving interferon-one of the hottest industrial
properties in biotechnology, as many believe it
could be an important therapeutic agent against
viral infections. In 1977 a leukemia victim gave
some bone marrow cells to researchers at the
University of California, who used them t o
establish a new cell-line in culture. Another
biologist, examining this culture-line, found that
the cells made interferon. He in turn passed
samples t o a colleague working a t the drugcompany-sponsored Roche Institute of Molecular
Biology. When the Roche scientists had developed
the best medium for growing the cells so that they
could make interferon, they passed the whole
package on to the biotechnology firm, Genentech,
to make interferon genes. Then entered the patent
lawyers, with the University of California and
Hoffman La Roche both claiming rights over the
gene. The university claimed rights as the home
of the scientists who laid down the original cellline; La Rouche filed a patent application covering
the interferon production and the gene-splicing
method used to multiply the gene.
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This looks (very much) like profiteering,
exploiting the normal free exchange of information
between academic scientists. Small wonder that
Donald Kennedy, president of Stanford University,
believes, "Scientists who once shared prepublication information freely and exchanged celllines without hesitation are now much more
reluctant to do so...the fragile network of informal
communication that characterizes every especially
active field, is liable to rupture."
In another sphere, developing countries face
particular problems with the patent system. They
are importers of technology and Western
multinationals own the patents on much of the
technology they want. Often they cannot get
access to this without a licensing agreement. A
patent-holder will allow use of the technology, for
a fee, under the terms of a license. License
agreements are expensive and typically contain
restrictive clauses which forbid, for example,
future technical development or limit the areas in
which the products manufactured under the license
may be sold. This situation has led the non-aligned
nations of the South to demand a code of conduct
governing such transfers of technology from North
to South. Not unexpectedly, they wish this code
to be binding. The North will only consider a
voluntary code, and there has been stalemate in
these international negotiations for several
years.
In the more general field of copyright, there is
constant pressure to update the law, both to cope
with the opportunities for copying offered by new
technology and to construct a framework for
exploiting the new opportunities offered by
information technology. Copyright law, devised
when almost all information was in printed texts,
now has to cope with computer software
(programs) on tape and disc, video and audio
cassettes and tapes which can be easily copied,
photocopying of documents, and instantaneous data
transfer. And there is big money to be made in
offering key groups privileged access to valuable
information7 on stocks and commodifies, for
example. (Please remember, this is a quote, not
advocacy.) The transformation of Reuters news
agency from an ailing provider of copy for
newspapers t o a high-technology business
information-provider, valued a t hundreds of
millions of pounds, is the most conspicuous
example of this in the UK.
A report to the UK government from the
cabinet office's Information Technology Advisory
Panel (ITAP) in late 1983 took a radical approach
to all this. The group, made up almost exclusively
of executives from high-technology industry,
argued that "there is now an expanding 'tradeable
information sector', which encompasses the supply
of financial and business information, printing and
publishing, on-line technical information,
consultancies, etc." Significantly, the panel
include entertainment and education as parts of this
economic sector. Education also has a separate
role to play, they suggest, in which schools "should
inculcate the concept that information has value,
and that this value is the foundation of much
economic activity."
Scientific societies and publishers are in the
forefront of this new approach to marketing
information, as the report points out. The longest
established on-line- electronic data-bas&computer stores connected to widely dispersed
terminals through the telephone system-are the
searchers of the scientific and technical literature.
More than 300 such databases are now available
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in the UK, "varying in size from chemical
abstracts, produced in the USA by the American
Chemical Society, with over 5 million entries, to
very small databases with as few as 10,000 entries.
Prominent UK databases include INSPEC, the
database of abstracts in physics and engineering
produced by the Institute of Electrical Engineers
(2 million entries) and the World Patent Index."
In science, as in other areas, the thrust of these
developments seems to be access to very powerful
tools for literature-searching and acquisition of
knowledge-for those who can pay. Setting up
such on-line databases creates information-rich
subscribers and information-poor outsiders. In
business, that fact itself is generally part of the
value of the data. The ITAP report suggests that
new copyright legislation-taking account of the
potential of new technology-may need to
strengthen the protection of the interests of the
information supplier as against those of the user.
It says nothing about protecting those who need
information but cannot pay. [End quoting.]

CONSIDER THIS
Steward Brand, in his book The Media Lab;
Inventing The Future At MIT, says: [quoting]
The human communication environment has
acquired biological complexity and planetary scale,
but there are no scientists or activists monitoring
it, theorizing about its health, or mounting
campaigns to protect its resilience. Perhaps it's
too new, too large to view as a whole, or too

containing-we swim in a sea of information, in
poet Gary Snyder's phrase. All the more reason
to worry. New things have nastier surprises, big
things are hard to change, and containing things
are inescapable.
We don't know yet how ignorant we are. [End
quoting.]
Perhaps part of our ignorance as a public is
our seemingly blind trust of governmental agencies
supposedly created to protect the interest of
inventors and advanced thinkers alike, only to find
out that there is FAR MORE to this picture than
meets the eye.
Next week we will delve even more deeply into
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and what
their technology plan is from now through the year
2002.
You know, applying for a patent is a lot like
placing the wolf in charge of watching over the
hen-house. Am I saying that there are not wellintentioned individuals in such a large government
agency? Of course not. What I AM saying is: do
not be foolish or naive by revealing private and
confidential information. Rather, consider the
possibility of privately developing your invention
or idea and merely placing it into the marketplace,
scattering it widely. You then, at least, stand some
chance of making a profit and having a go of it.
Otherwise you may just be waiting forever for a
patent that never seems to come. Am I giving you
legal advice? No, this is just one man's opinion.
You decide.
[To be continued.] &&

"Soft Blows T h e Wind''
Soft blows the wind, upon gentle hearts,
Oft times we 've sensed the message it imparts,
Finding now

0 ur place, 0 ur

Oneness in God $ plan,

The way becoming clearer, it is ours to command,
Beauty unfolds about us, by Nature 's law w e see,
Love grows much deeper, as it has for all eternity,
Oneness always in spirit, through the many Lifetimes spent,
Wonderful is our heritage, by the plans G o d has meant,
Sharing thoughts with others, as we heed the inner voice,
Thisfills us with gratitude, we're thankful for the choice,
Harmonizing now our spirits, our thoughts of one accord,
Ever we acknowledge this, as we heed His holy Word,
With love and faith to guide us, our souls with rapture glow,
Inspiring thoughts from loved ones, the words from us flow,
Now in the present moment, we know that which is true,

1

Destiny rules our future. all our l$efime through-

-Jim

Carroll, 6/13/76

[The "wind" in $thetitle is intended to mean the spirit, or as the spirit within the heart.]
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Behind The Scenes
On The World Stage
11/16/97 #1

HATONN

MISCELLANEOUS
CURRENT EVENTS
It is difficult to confront "a" topic when the
news is filled to overflow withthat which is important
and yet given in totally erroneous presentation. For
instance, why, REALLY, are you headed for a
major war with Iraq? Could it really be new
developments from the mean old man from the
Middle East? Of course not, but the real reason for
the confrontation should not be too difficult to
uncover if you generalize all of the things taking
place about which you are told.
In every instance you must consider the "whole"
and never look at what is projected as "apparent".
There are myriads of reasons, for instance, that
Clinton might well be on the Presidential move into
something BIG. But the reason will not be what is
proposed to you-the-people. Remember that
Clinton's controllers and handlers are struggling
for their political lives while Clinton dances around
in the tunnels under the White House and tosses
grenades (that he has been instructed to toss) at the
so-called enemy, mean old Saddam.

IMPEACHMENT UNDER
"HOUSE" INVESTIGATION
Enough really hard EVIDENCE is now public
to impeach Slick Willie and bipartisan backing is
growing as scandal after scandal breaks forth about
the First Family. An Inquiry of Impeachment
Resolution, directing the Judiciary Committee to
"inquire whether or not grounds for impeachment
for William Clinton exist" is under consideration.
It should be noted that this topic is under heavy
attention of all the "alternative" press papers. There
is a coalition of at least 17 colleagues of Rep. Bob
Barr structuring this major political move toward a
full inquiry.
Nobody wants to do a half-baked political move
ofthis magnitude in bringing charges against whatin the opinion of a majority of the people-is the
most corrupt administration to sully the White House
in the nation's history. And, rightfully so, because
if you look carefully at Willie's options as per his
higher-level echelon of instructors and handlers,
the next move is to MOVE THE U.S. INTO A WAR
SO THAT THE "INQUIRY" IS INSTANTLY
SQUELCHED BEFORE IT GETS FULLY
BIRTHED.
YOU DON 'T IMPEACH A
PRESIDENT "IN WAR".
You have moved into a time where the culprits
in crime have the ability to play their trump cards
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and thwart almost every move toward bringing
about good government. Therefore any excuse to
move troops and have military intervention or
interplay will be utilized instantly when the going
gets too serious to overcome through political power
of ordinary measures.
While you are now focused on the Middle EastAGAIN-guess what? The senate (of your U.S.A.)
struck a deal that allows the Chinese Ocean Shipping
Co. (COSCO [remember?]) access to the closed
Long Beach, California, naval facility. This too
puts Clinton into a bind because he personally has
to certify that COSCO is not a security threat. But,
Clinton had long been getting pay-offs from the
Chinese, so guess what this means? Open sailing.
But you thought that deal was off? See what
happens when you stop looking? And moreover,
guess what-more military bases are set for the
slash-and-burn pile.
Could the Chinese use that port as a transfer
place for drugs and arms? Certainly. Only last
February the shipping giant (COSCO) was caught
attempting to smuggle 2,000 fully automatic AK-47
assault rifles into the port of Oakland, California.
Customs officials said the weapons were intended
for "sale to street gangs in Southern California".
But, I say, "What is new about that?" This time
they got caught and that is the ONLY difference if
you check out what makes it through and onto the
streets.
The opposition to "business" projections is that
the Chinese would flood your U.S. markets with
"slave labor" products. Say what? What kind of
labor does the U.S. utilize? Anyone who can be
arrested andlor have property seized for lack of tax
payments, etc., ARE SLAVES. It is time, readers,
to call that spade a spade instead of a shovel and get
on with what is going on.
What I do find amusing to hysterically funny is
the description offered about the Adelanto facility
which was to be the product hub. It is described as
MASSIVE. The little building doesn't even have a
basement and is not even as large as a small-town
grocery market. You in California GO LOOK
ANDSEE FOR YOURSELF! AdelantoisaDEAD
town without any hope of citizen recovery as it is
now standing in the midst of total deterioration and
decay. This "massive building" is standing in its
framework for the world to see and there is nothing
hidden nor is there any wish to do so.
I would suggest that if ships with arms are
already coming through such as Long Beach and in
Oakland, the problem would and could be better
managed under the eyes of official inspections.
What else are you going to do with these DEAD
towns and military bases? People, THIS NATION

IS IN SERIOUS, SERIOUS TROUBLE!
I would like to put the Chinese issue aside for
now, however, because it is such a big subject as to
preclude any other discussion once into it. The
Asian markets, though, would demand that some
attention be turned in that direction.

JAPANESE MARKET TUMBLE?
It is recognized that the Japanese stock market
toppled and fell totally the end of this last week.
But you won't hear much about the devastation if
something can be done on Monday and Tuesday of
this week in order to continue to bury the facts.
Trillions of dollars will be injected into that market
in a full-out attempt to salvage the market and keep
the yen from total collapse. The yen was destined to
be THE currency to corner a share but the view
looks pretty bleak today. Don't "they" wish they
had tried the Bonus Certificate for collateral? This
same thing is going to happen to the U.S. and other
markets, and some day perhaps you-the-people will
open your eyes. All the nation needs is the collateral
VALUE, but politics as usual is the name of the
"only game in town". WOW, it surely is difficult to
get any information circulated through your
controlled brain-mass between the proverbial ears
of you-the-people.
Would there be enough in the Bonus to do the
job? Oh indeed! This is going to be some kind of
ongoing ticker-tape charade until you can bury it in
war, and the Middle East, as usual, is the planned
deception.
How can I know and cause you to realize the
seriousness of the encounters taking place? What
year is now drawing to a close? Ah, 1997? Well,
that leaves two years to totally accomplishand have
operational, in full, the New World Order and
Israel's "Grand Design" "by the millennium
change ".

BUT WHAT IS THIS
"GRAND DESIGN"?
Well, we get a bit gun-shy from all of you who
throw rocks and slang terms, like anti-Semitic,
upon our heads for even speaking of this subject.
This is nothing new or hidden in agenda or otherwise
and it has been openly spoken about and intentional
plans laid since prior to Israel being snatched away
from Palestine to be recognized as a "state". The
entire plan is reflected in the BLUE of the flag of
Israel. It is recognizedas the"B1ueTurban"around
the head of Israel (Star) in the central field of the
flag in point. The two blue stripes on upper and
lower halves represent the Nile River at Egypt and
Euphrates River bordering Syria and Iraq. The
intent is to have every inch of land in between, under
Israeli control, and it is planned to be had by the
year 2000
Let it be further realized that the deed will be
headed up by the BRITISH ISRAELIS and fought
to the death by the Americans as the slave-soldiers
and YOU WILL BACK IT WITH EVERY
DEMAND YOU CAN MUSTER.
"But what about the secret germs and warfare
'stuff in Iraq that precipitated this new action?"
What about it? If it is "secret" how came it to be
"known"? And, have you ever had an honest
presentation about the Desert Storm diseases YET?
And how come it takes weeks and massive
confrontation for anything to be made public-IF,
INDEED, TRUTH IS THE BASIS OF THE
CLAIMS? Doesn't there seem to be something
rather smelly about this turn of events when they
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could have told this story right off at upstart and
had good results? It is a lie, of course, and this is
another "trial balloon" to see what it takes to fool
all of you people all of the time until the criminals
accomplish their bloody aims.

SO. WHAT OF THIS
"SECRET" GERM FIND?

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT
This is not the cnd of file article but points out
that the propaganda desired to be "leaked" to youthe-blind-and-stupid is fully disseminated through
the controlled press of the Khazarian media. It is
also noted that the article refers to "and other germs
found" in the further headlines but of course there
is no reference or designation of those "other"
dastardly things.

It is easier to copy the propaganda than to tell
AND. WHAT OF THE
the story in paraphrase, after thefact. Then we will
MURDERS IN PAKISTAN?
return to the Grand Plan.
[QUOTING, Bakersfield Californian, Sat. Nov.
Ah, sweet babes in the woods moving down that
15, 1997:l
Primrose pathway-those murders were perpetrated
by a NEW faction claiming responsibility and who
SECRET GERM FIND
said there would be "more" if the conviction of the
IGNITED IRAOI ACTION
Pakistani in jeopardy were to be sentenced to death.
Stop it; the murderers were Mossad (ISRAELI)
U . N . inspectors also have reason
operatives and the thrust was intentionally structured
to suspect chemical tests on humans.
to bring the U.S. into another fray to fight another's
battles. Worse, the whole thing was done in
by: TIM WEINER [Khazarian writer],
conjunction with the CIA. When will you learn that
N. Y. TIMES News Service.
these people will do ANYTHING to accomplish
their overall goal and so-called Divine Grand
WASHINGTON-The showdown over Iraq's Design?
secret arsenal began when U.N. inspectors sought
Let us move back for historical value and
to uncover its biological-weapons program, information regarding this Grand Plan to information
including germ-warfare tests and suspected caches offered by The American Mercury magazine a long
of anthrax, U.N. and U.S. officials said Friday.
way back, in 1968. The article has again been run
The officials traced the confrontation, which by Spotlight and it is an excellent presentation
has led to growing global tension, to an Oct. 27 which might well better come from conventional
letter from the chief ofthe U.N. weapons inspectors, sources than from invisible truth-bringers which
Richard Butler, to Iraq's foreign minister, Tariq only seem to confuse your focus.
Aziz.
The letter said the United Nations intended to
ISRAEL'S GRAND DESIGN:
inspect secret sites controlled by President Saddam
LEADERS CRAVE AREA FROM
Hussein's elite personal security force, the Special
EGYPT TO IRAQ
Republican Guard, and suspected caches of data
and materiel from Iraq's biological-warfare projects. [QUOTING, Spotlight, Nov. 3, 1997, page 12:]
[H: And where do you suppose these nice people
could have gotten such germs as Anthrax which
by John Mitchell Henshaw
was singularly being tested throughout the last
three decades at Dugway, Toole, Utah? That's
The metamorphosis of tiny Israel from a midget
right, right through that "Agriculture" exchange to a giant is in the making. The grand design of
program of Bush-Saddam through BCCI and Judaic-Zionist expansionist doctrine is to seize all
shipped to the various nations in "the plann for the oil-rich lands from the shores of the Euphrates
Arms for Iran through Bush and the CIA!]
to the banks of the Nile. [H: Please do not lose
A senior U.N.official said the inspectors sight of the fact that this was written in the
believed that those searches would help them fully SPRING of 1968 (30 years ago).]
describe the biological-weapons program for the
In defining the aims of Zionism, Hebrew scholar
first time, more than six years after the U.N. Levnoch Osman recently said: "In our eternal Book
inspections began.
of Books (the Torah), the lofty ethical teachings of
The Iraqi leadership never responded to the which are cherished by all mankind, the land of
letter, sections of which were disclosed Friday by Israel is described not as a long, narrow strip of
U.N. officials. But it appears to have struck a land with wavy, crooked borders, but as a state with
nerve.
broad natural borders. God has promised to
Two days later Iraq announced that it would Patriarch Abraham the following:
shoot down American U-2 spy planes supporting
"'I give unto them the land where they have
the U.N. inspection team, and it vowed to expel the sown their seed, from the river of Egypt unto the
American members of the team from the country, a great river of Euphrates' (Genesis 15:18). And so,
threat fulfilled on Friday. The United Nations, in in order to realize the words of this prophecy, the
turn, withdrew all its inspectors in protest.
Israeli state had to continue, not in the borders it has
[H: And just what was expected to be seen today but within its broad historical boundaries."
from that U-2? You can read credit cards from
And as far back as 1952 Moshe Dayan, the
the Moon but I really didn't think you could present Israeli defense minister, declared: "Our
visualize microbes yet, from a spy plane-so you task consists of preparing the Israeli army for the
know something else is afoot than what they tell new war approaching in order to achieve our ultimate
you the game is about!]
goal, the creation of an Israeli empire."
The letter also sought information on missile
The British historian Arnold J. Toynbee, who
warheads that the inspectors believe were filled served as an adviser on Near Eastern affairs to the
with biological and chemical agents, and British delegation at the Versailles Conference, in a
documentation on Iraq's possession of VX, a newspaper article published in June last year (1967)
chemical nerve agent-all previously subjects of stated the Zionist aims in these words:
investigation.
We are Jews, the living representatives of Judah,
[END OF QUOTING]
- that conquered most of
one of the 12 tribespf Israel
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Palestine in the 13th century B.C. We held Judah's
share of the conquered territory for seven centuries,
till we were deported by Nebuchadnezzer in 587
B.C. We were back again within less than half a
century, and we then held Judea, once more, for the
next 773 years, till we were evicted by the Romans
in A.D. 135. We have never renounced our claim to
the land of Israel. We have always hoped, believed,
and proclaimed that we shall get this land back
again. It is our land, we contend.
After another 1,883 years we did recover a
foothold there in 1918, and during the half-century
since then, by devoted hard work, ability, and
military valor, we have built up our present national
State of Israel, and have inflicted three smashing
defeats on the Arabs, who have been trying to evict
us once again.
We want to have a country of our own again,
like other peoples and like our own ancestors. We
also need to have a country of our own, because,
since the conversion of the Roman empire to
Christianity in the fourth century A.D., we have
been penalized and persecuted by the Western
Christian majority among whom we have had to
live.
The persecution has culminated in the
unprecedented crime of genocide which has been
committed against us in our lifetime by a Western
people, the Germans, in Europe. We are not going
to let the Arabs commit the same crime of genocide
against us here, in our land of Israel.
[H: Now please note, readers, that this all
refers to Biblical projections through that book
The Torah. But ah, the Talmud is the accepted
document of choice for the "Jews" in this modern
day and age, so what gives? Well, it is recognized,
also from first-given prophecies regarding these
"lostn people that the U.S. will. one of these days,
recognize the sham presentation and also evict
these people in which case they will leave the
Khazarian non-real Israelis in the U.S. while the
so-called Jews take the land in the Middle East.
I t is a simple plan and it has worked to perfection
thus far. The so-called Jews (who aren't Jews or
Israelites) DO NOT WANT TO LIVE IN THE
INCONVENIENT AND HOSTILE ELEMENTS
OF THE MIDDLE EAST-THIS IS WHY THEY
TOOK OVER THE FULL CONTROL OF THE
UNITED STATES AND NORTH AMERICA. Is
this somehow "anti-Semitic"? I hope not since all
Middle Eastern races (Arabs) are, ALSO,
SEMITES!]

GENOCIDE IN
SIX-DAY WAR
Apologist Toynbee omitted mentioning the fact
that the Jews themselves are currently engaged in
genocide. During the Six-Day War last summer,
Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan ordered Brig.
Gen. Yesha'ahu Gavish, the Israeli commander of
the Sinai campaign, to ruthlessly drive the hapless
Egyptian troops into the Sinai Desert to die of
thirst, hunger and heat. Temperatures on the arid
Sinai rise to more than 100 degrees during the day.
For over two weeks thousands of wretched Egyptian
stragglers wandered over the swirling wastes to
finally drop dead in their tracks.
U.S. reconnaissance planes flying on the
perimeter of the Sinai Desert took hundreds of
pictures of the stragglers and reported there were
about 50,000 Egyptians dead or dying on the desert
at the time. The U.S. Air Force loaded 60,000
gallons of water in five-gallon jerry-cans on pallets
and prepared to drop them in the areas where
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stragglers were observed. However, Defense
Secretary Robert McNamara ordered the project
mission of mercy halted after he received phone
calls from White House foreign policy-planner
W a l t Rostow and UN Ambassador Arthur
Goldberg. [H: Yep, same old guys from the
USURPERS and, most certainly, that same old
Robert McNamara of Vietnam fame.]
This flagrant violation of the Geneva
Convention on the treatment of prisoners of war
amounted to genocide, designed to destroy a whole
nation.
Newspaper reporters visiting the war zones in
Syria and Jordan, reported that if one sniper in a
village fired on Israeli troops, the whole village
was destroyed including the women and children.
Napalm is frequently used.
This systematic extermination is an ideological
doctrine of Zionism, The leading exponent of
genocide is the chauvinist Moshe Dayan, whom
t h e Zionists have proclaimed a Biblical
"messiah" on a white horse. Arrogant, boastful
Gen. Yitzhak Rabin, chief of the Israeli
General Staff, who plotted and executed the SixDay blitzkrieg last June, is in direct charge of
the projected expansionist program from the
Euphrates to the Nile. [H: Following a few
strategic assassinations, who do you suppose
is now in charge of seeing to the Grand
Plan?]
T h e scope o f this ambitious scheme of
territorial seizures and exploitation has been
recognized by at least a few of our American
military strategists for years. This writer recalls
that a dozen years ago an Army lieutenant colonel,
who was a student at the War College, confided
that some of his instructors believed the Zionist
expansionist policy would provide the spark to
ignite World War 111.
(Incidentally, the then lieutenant colonel is now
one of the top commanding generals in Vietnam.)
By guile, treachery and bloodletting, the
Zionists plot to annex all of Jordan, virtually all
of Syria, half of Iraq and a large part of Saudi
Arabia and all of the rich cotton lands of the Nile
Valley. It would be a simple matter then to grab
Yemen, Aden, Muscat, Qatar and Oman with their
rich oil development. Israel is already well
advanced in the development of its first nuclear
warhead. [H: And, had the war not been cut
short they would have used it in that Six-Day
bloodbath. They NOW have an entire arsenal,
thanks to you nice crazies of North America
and they will be most happy to accommodate
the use of some of them on YOU.]
"According to the Zionists' schedule of
operations, within a decade the Israeli empire will
be the master of the Middle East and take its
place as a nuclear superpower on equal footing
with the Soviet Union and the United States.
David Rockefeller's Standard Oil Company will
pay its royalties to the Israeli military usurpers
instead of the Arab sheiks. [H: Does prophecy
come true or what?]

The British have expressed the pious hope that Jewish religion and Jewish ancestry. Israeli
their withdrawal would galvanize the Arab rulers authorities refuse to accept Arabs or "Gentiles"
into dropping their feuds and really unite in a (non-Jews) as full citizens with equal civil and
mutual defense pact. However, the spreading oil political and economic rights. Militant Zionists
boom is intensifying the territorial ambitions of frankly admit that Israel and neighboring Arab
rival kingdoms, sultanates and sheikdoms. Iran is nations cannot coexist. They claim that the
selling oil to Israel, another aggravating factor in incompatibility is due to ideological fanaticism.
Mideast tensions.
However, the Arab oil lands are fabulously rich.
Like the tentacles of an octopus, the Israeli
"We must take steps leading to a long-range
armed forces struck out in all directions into consolidation, lest we be considered a temporary,
Jordan, Syria and Egypt in Israel's Six-Day transient factor in the occupied areas," declares
aggression last June. Even when encountering no Israel Galili, minister without portfolio in the
resistance, the Israeli armored forces abruptly Israeli Cabinet.
halted a t predetermined strategic terrain points;
The Zionists have invented the term cccoercive
they had accomplished their mission in the first noninterference" in explaining how they force the
phase of the Zionist Grand Design of imperialistic subjugated Arabs t o cooperate with their
conquest. It was time to stop and consolidate conquerors. When the Mayor of Nablus announced
their gains rather than risk spreading their forces that he would resign rather than front for the Jews,
too thin.
the Israeli military officers told him that no one
Israeli leader Menachem Begin says: "The would be appointed to replace him, which would
return of even one bit of earth to the Arab would result in utter chaos. The Mayor had second
be a betrayal of the nation." The grandiose idea thoughts, stayed and obeyed the Jewish military
of an Israeli empire controlling the Middle East is commanders. Hundreds of similar examples could
now for the first time arousing great popular be cited.
enthusiasm among Jews everywhere in the
ARABS FEAR GENOCIDE
world.
Officially Israel is continuing the pretense of
keeping the door open to negotiations that might
"The Middle East today is dominated by raw,
result in return of the conquered territory, in naked, savage, animal fear. The Arab nations are
exchange for Arab recognition of Israel and a driven by the fear of mass death, by the fear of
peace treaty.
Israel's genocidal intentions toward them. Israel,
Jordan's King Hussein has reportedly already by bringing in immigrants from all the world, has
made a secret and desperate offer to Israel: In upset the demographic balance of the Middle
exchange for the return of the West Bank of the East.
"The first basic fact about populations is that
Jordan River, Hussein agreed to demilitarize it,
negotiate border adjustments and even waive his they multiply. The population of Israel is
insistence upon regaining the Old City of increasing, and the populations of the Arab nations
Jerusalem. Israel rejected the offer.
are increasing.
In the conflict between
Israel Minister of Labor Yigal Allon bluntly populations, either Arabs or Jews must someday
stated: "The natural border of the country is the end up being driven into arid desert wastes which
Jordan River-a border that could be established will not support them, where they will find relief
only if Israel kept the West Bank areas it took only in the oblivion of death. Israel means to kill
the Arab populations and to occupy their lands.
from Jordan.
Gen. Aluf Ezera Weizmann, second highest- The Arabs, driven by fear of death, react
ranking officer in the Israeli army, is even more powerfully. They seek the protection of a powerhl
adamant: "We shall stay where we are and bring nation, Russia, to which they will become tributary
in Jews. We now have the unusual opportunity to in return for protection . . .
"For the free world, this is a practically
consolidate the state for the Jewish people and
help prevent future wars."
irretrievable disaster," says Benjamin H.
"If there is a fourth war," Defense Minister Freedman.
"We might well rationalize all this as strictly
Moshe Dayan gloats, "we are in a position to win
none of our business except that hundreds of
more decisively than ever."
And he warned that in the "fourth war" the millions of American foreign aid dollars are being
great cities of Cairo, Damascus and Amman will spent for the enrichment of an international Zionist
be annihilated. This is in conformity with the network extending from Tel Aviv to Paris, London
and New York. The Israelis are already pumping
genocidal plan.
Israelis bitterly complain that along with the oil from Egyptian wells and splitting the profits
occupied territory that is three times the size of with Rockefeller's Standard Oil combine. This is
Israel, they have inherited its population of only the prelude.
Now for the first time Soviet Russia is
1,330,000 Arabs.
Aliyah-voluntary
relocation to Israel-has
successfully penetrating the oil-rich Mideast
been a flop as far as Western Jews are concerned- countries. The Russians have made agreements
few of them want to go to the Holy Land of their to explore for oil in Iraq, Iran and Egypt. They
forefathers. The
majority of Jews
now in Israel are
Soap and education are not
from Asia and
Africa.
as sudden as a massacre,
The system of
government
in
but they are more deadly
Israel is a mixture
in the long run.
of theocracy and
gerontocracy. Full
citizenship requires
membership in the

FABULOUS
OIL RESERVES
The stakes are high in this traditionally Britishprotected region. The Persian Gulf and adjacent
countries hold 70 percent of the non-communist
world's oil reserves and produce half of its oil
output. British withdrawal from Aden creates a
power vacuum that will inevitably be filled by
Israel and the Soviet Union.
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have extended bids for cooperative ventures to
Algeria, Syria and Kuwait. The agreement with
Iraq provides for development of oil reserves in
an area taken away from Western companies.
Most of the Arab oil countries are starting oil
firms t o give them a stronger hold on their
petroleum reserves and a bigger bite on profits.
They have also recently hiked the royalties they
get from the big Anglo-American oil firms.
The Soviets furnish the technical know-how t o
the Arab oil industry and work out world marketing
agreements with the Arab rulers. The Soviet naval
fleet is standing by in the Mediterranean. The
Kremlin has launched an aggressive campaign to
establish a protectorate over the Mideast oil lands.
Russia finally has a firm grip on Egypt. Syria is
now totally dependent on Soviet weapons and the
protective arm of Moscow. The Soviets have a
facility in Latakia. [H: And, just how many of you
in view of today's changed world think that
the Soviets wanted t o protect and serve the
Arabs???]
Yemen is receiving Soviet arms, Russian
advisers are training its army, and Soviet armed
forces are establishing base facilities in Yemen.
After all the millions the U.S. gave Iran in foreign
aid, the ungrateful shah (who has $300 million
stashed away in Swiss banks) is cooperating with
the Soviets in construction of a natural gas pipeline
that would feed Iranian gas to parts of Russia not
easily served by Russian gas.
The sub-rosa partnership between Zionism and
Communism is still a fact. As Israel drives the
Arabs into the arms of the Kremlin, Israel expands,
fulfilling a grand design and an aggressive plan
agreed upon years ago. And like the Arabs,
Americans are helpless victims in this international
crime.
[H: Please pay especially close attention to
this tid-bit about this author, John Henshaw, and
see what your feelings are after you meditate on
the subject for a minute.]
"The late John Henshaw was chief legman for
columnist Drew Pearson, who later broke with
Pearson. At that time, Henshaw's expenses were
PAID BY THE ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE, a
lobby for Israel, which had a 'special relationship'
with Pearson. Thus Henshaw's Middle East insights
are unique."
[END OF QUOTING]
I don't need to spend more time on this topic for
I think it must be clear that in 30 years a lot has
progressed beyond the presentation of events in this
report. It is, further, difficult for our paper staff to
sit silently when they are blasted by our
readers, some of them, for daring to print material
by Gary Wean on the topic of Mishpucka (Jewish
Mafia "Family") and, people, these people in point
CALLED THEMSELVES "SERPENT PEOPLE"
IN THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY AND
CHANGED THEIR LABEL TO " J E W ONLY
RELATIVELY RECENTLY. We don't have any
other title to use since this is the title they project on
selves, so it should be noted that perhaps
people should get informed before they bitch, moan
and complain about us not doing OUR JOBS. We
offer-you take or leave it for we force nothing
onto anyone or down anyone's throat. We are a
"free press'' efforting to offer all sides of any topic, and
thus it shall remain for as long as we remain free to do
SO.

Dr. Young is the Editor of this paper and he is
no dumb bunny out of the wino-gutter. He holds at
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diligently trying to save our necks-along with
YOURS.
It would be hoped that WE ALL are doing our
utmost to the better good of humanity and knowledge
in an open and free society brotherhood of man, so
we take heavily the rocks heaved upon our heads
under such adverse circumstances as we daily
face.
I have not lightened the burden or hours of
keyboard writing for my scribe during these several
months of seeming absence, BUT, the information
scribed is personal and instructional as to funding
and other matters such as projects, proposals and
the like. This means that where I was writing 99%
of the paper's contents, we now must leave 99% for
others to fill. But we are back pretty much, so don't
hold your breath or you will have learned how to
ascend. We are doing our jobs-and we can only
assume that you too, are doing yours?
May you be given to THINK first, and then, in
wisdom, write or speak. Salu, and I take my leave
in the Light of the Radiant One. -&.

least three doctorate degrees (in physics and
engineering just to name two), and we honor
RESEARCH. So, if you have complaints please go
do equal research as have the ones whose work we
reproduce and offer, and we shall be most happy to
consider your viewpoint, be it different from what
we have. You will find, however, that you will
concur with our information AFTER you have done
your homework!
Am I defensive of "our" crew at the paper?
YOU BET! We all welcome disagreements, but we
do not welcome insults, defamation or slander to
our people working voluntarily around the clock to
get this paper to you-the-people.
I believe you will find that the party with the
most harsh but illogical and incorrect complaint is
the same who answers his phone "Pleiades Space
Command". Now "THAT" is a stretch if ever there
was one.
We respect YOUR RIGHT to do and say that
which you choose, but it might well reflect, in
wisdom, not to cut throats of the very ones who are

Editor Note: We are still under Marshal Law, in case you had forgotten!
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CONTINUATION OF EMERGENCY REGARDING
WEhPO196 OF MASS DESTRUCTION

On November 1 4 , 1994, by Executive Order 12938, I d e c l a r e d a n a t i o n a l
emergency w i t h r e s p e c t t o t h e unusual and extraordinary t h r e a t t o t h e
national s e c u r i t y , f o r e i g n p o l i c y , and economy of t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s
posed by t h e p r o l i f e r a t i o n of n u c l e a r , b i o l o g i c a l , and chemical mapone
("weapon. of mass d e s t r u c t i o n " ) and t h e means of d e l i v e r i n g such
mapona. Because t h e p r o l i f e r a t i o n of weawns of mass d e s t r u c t i o n and
t h e means of d e l i v e r i n g them c o n t i n u e t o pose an unusual and
e x t r a o r d i n a r y t h r e a t t o t h e n a t i o n a l s e c u r i t y , f o r e i g n p o l i c y , and
economy o f t h e United S t a t e s . t h e n a t i o n a l emergency d e c l a r e d on
November 1 4 , 1994, and extended on November 1 4 , 1995 and November 1 4 ,
1996, must c o n t i n u e i n e f f e c t beyond November 10, 1997. Therefore. i n
accordance with s e c t r o n 202(d) of t h e National Emergencies A c t
(SO V . S . C .
1622(d)), X a m c o n t i n u i n g t h e n a t i o n a l emergency d e c l a r e d i n
E x e c u t ~ v eOrder 12938.

T h i s n o t i c e s h a l l be p u b l i s h e d i n t h e F e d e r a l R e g i s t e r and t r a n s n u t t e d

t o t h e Congress.

WILLIAM J. CLINTON

THE WHITE HOUSE.
November 12, 1997.
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Militias And Pentecostalism
As British Subversion
PART IV CONCLUDES THIS SERIES
[Author Chaitkin replies to the question posed
(last week) by the Promise Keepers member who
is trying to get clear on the larger picture of
British-Israel's sinister agenda:]

YOU MUST START FROM
THE WORLD AS A WHOLE
In the late 1960s, Lyn [La Rouche] stood
out, uniquely in the world, and said this
change that is being put on the world by
the oligarchy will destroy our civilization. And
we constituted this organization explicitly on
that premise, and with the motivation and
the explicit
purpose of taking the world
away from those oligarchs, at that founding
time.
We developed a methodology. Lyn deployed
people and we organized a whole idea of how to
look at the world, how to investigate things, how
to look at the world top-down, to try to accomplish
this task, including throwing out all the authorities
in the academic world, in the 20th Century-it's
all rotten-in order to understand how to know
something at all.
Now you have, coming into these groups, the
victims of this change that was put on the world.
Drug addicts, pornography addicts, and so forthwhy are those legitimate businesses? Who says
they're supposed to be in business? There was a
change that was done. But LaRouche said, we're
going to have to reverse that.
In looking at the oligarchy that has put this
change on the world, we developed expertise, to
be able to investigate. In 1980, when Reagan
was coming in as President, after he had been
elected, we alerted the authorities to a threat, a
live threat against his life, the elected President.
And I don't believe it was well enough followed
up; obviously it wasn't sufficiently followed up,
he was shot ....
It was shown that we were on the mark. And
a credibility, whether it's a grudging credibility
or a tremendous sense of who Lyn is and what he
represents, exists in the world.
Now we're presenting a picture here, over the
past few years, a clear picture of a threat to
humanity. A massive threat to the existence of
the human race, by these people who are in "end
game", they've ended the truce.
Among other things we have this ridiculous
situation of people in the military, in our security,
nationally and otherwise, who are trying to start
a civil war in the United States.
Now I can report to you that in the Pentagon
itself, people are scared about this, as they are
taking this up themselves to investigate. This is
not some legitimate thing. This is a national
security threat.
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HOW DO YOU DO
AN INVESTIGATION?
How do you look at an organization? If you
don't start from the world as a whole, and what
the enemy is doing on a world scale, you're going
to miss a few things. If you wanted to investigate
the Masons, you certainly would not join the
Masons and hear what they had to say about their
history!
One problem you would have is who is the
founder of it? Is it King Solomon? King Edward?
Who? I can't tell you that. And if I joined the
Masons I'd know less about it than I know now.
One thing we did was, we took some names of the
leaders and organizers of these things, we looked
at a roster of the names, and instead of studying
what they allegedly did in Masonry, because that
gets more and more boring all the time, see what
they did in their so-called extracurricular
activities.
Oh, this guy is a banker. Oh, this guy is a
military man. Oh, this guy's the head of the
Church of England. Are we getting a pattern
here? And it turns out that this is organized by
the empire, the Venetians, the British. We find
out how they work.
We also find out a remarkable thing, that the
more you investigate, you always find that people
are in the wrong place. There's something that
appears to be bizarre. Well, maybe we're not
looking at this right because, maybe we're making
a mistake, this couldn't be happening, this looks
like something that doesn't even belong in this
picture. And then you look for that, and you say,
well that's the secret of the whole thing. This
picture was completely wrong. What I thought was
going on here was something entirely different.
I'll tell you a little story.
The Full Gospel Businessmen's Fellowship
International has a Latin American section, and
the head of that a few years back was a Texas
businessman. When Jim Jones, who I believe came
out of Assemblies of God-that in itself is an
interesting story-but when Jim Jones and his
followers had their massacre down in Guyana,
within about 24 hours, the Full Gospel's Latin
American section chief flew down to Guyana, met
with the President of the country, Forbes Burnham
(whom he had already personally converted to
speaking in tongues), and he said, okay, we've
got a new project.
The bodies are sitting there, all covered with
Kool-Aid. And the Full Gospel man says, we got
a new project: we're going to bring in Hmong
tribesmen from Southeast Asia, [These were the
irregular soldiers and dope-runners working for
the Ted Shackley-CIA group's secret war.] So the
Full Gospel man tells Burnham, we're going

transfer thousands of them into the jungle in
Guyana.
Well apparently somebody else in CIA, who
wasn't in this project somehow, thought that
wasn't a good idea and the thing was blocked.
But urn ham and the Full ~ o s p e lleader had
actually agreed on that.
Now may I ask you the question: What is
going on here? Is that a religious group, or what
is this? I can't get to the bottom of that-I don't
have sufficient knowledge. I suggest you ask
people, what was that about?
And that's the principle. We have gone
through, in a period of a couple of months, with
tremendous collaboration, a lot of excited people
in theological seminaries, even fundamentalists
who don't like Pentecostalists, and so forth. For
a lot of different reasons, people are excited about
participating in this.
We found out the history of Pentecostalism.
There isn't another history of it. There's not some
alternative story. David DuPlessis, who is the
principal founder of Full Gospel Businessmen,
wrote that it has no history, that it was the
"spontaneous outpouring of the Holy Spirit". When
he is the principal man, operating on behalf of the
Anglican Church and the World Council of
Churches, actually organizing it; from the 1940s
until the drug-rock-sex revolution of the 1960s,
of which he was one of the main organizers in
terms of irrationalism in religion.
And he goes back to this original subduing of
the Zulus in Africa.
We are asking Americans to throw over the
chess board, break up the game, turn on their
manipulators, and think in terms of the world, the
strategy of the world, the two sides in the world,
the two images of man. Go to the highest level,
go up to the mountain, and look at what is the
situation of mankind, how is this organized, what
do we have to do to win?
And including every one of these people are
damaged souls, who are broken people, this is the
secret of how they organize, this is what Promise
Keepers is about. They get people who have been
destroyed by this change, this filth, that's been
put on our country. They've been broken, and then
they're brought into some group to be manipulated
by people they don't even know.
Who's running that at the top? How is it
organized? We found out!
Let's ask questions. I'm asking people to bring
us information, that's pertinent, and let's get to
the bottom of this stuff, and clean it up, before
our country is destroyed along with the rest of the
world.

[The end.]
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Page 2 1
returned to you. My fee for doing this for you is
hardly worth talking about, I just want to be a
good neighbor and help all of you."
The farmers thought it over; the bank was
centrally located and was solid rock, and it seemed
like a pretty good idea. So they turned their gold
over to Mr. G. and he issued them a receipt, one
receipt per ounce, ten receipts for ten ounces, and
so on. 'He printed on the rkceipt, "This certifies
that there has been deposited in The Bank of
Greengold one ounce of gold payable to the bearer
on demand." These were known as "DEMAND
NOTES" and as "gold certificates".
T o overcomethose who did not trust the
Greengolds, a law was passed which stated that the
banks HAD to swap the receipts for gold. Any
time you wanted to turn in your receipts, the banks
would give you the gold-EXCEPT DURING AN
EMERGENCY. The Greengolds agreed, with a
suspicious gleam in their eyes.
Now, when Bob and Fred needed to conduct a
transaction, they would get together, go to the
bank, turn in their receipts, get their gold out,
make their trades, then turn the gold back in to the
safekeeping of the bank.
"Boys, boys, I have a much better idea for
you," said Mr. G. one day. "Instead of going to all
the trouble of getting together, coming all the way
to my bank, turning in your receipts and taking out
the gold, making your transactions, then turning
the gold back over to me and getting a new receipt
from me, why don't you do this. Why don't you
just swap receipts? Bob, if you owe Fred one
ounce of gold, why don't you just give him the
receipt for one ounce of gold? Then any time Fred
wants his gold, he can come turn in the receipt and
I will be most happy to give him the gold! Think
of all the time and trouble you will save!"
Bob and Fred thought that was a wonderful
idea. The idea spread, and soon everyone was
conducting transactions by just swapping receipts,
rather than going to all the trouble of going to the
bank and taking out the gold, measuring and
weighing it out, turning in old receipts and getting
new receipts, and so on. Life was good.
However, there were some who just did not
trust the banker's receipts, they demanded that they
be paid in gold. To solve this minor complication,
Mr. G. got together with the leaders of the
community (rumor has it that some "under the
table" money changed hands) and managed to pass
a Legal Tender Law.
And according to this law, you must accept the
banker's paper receipts as money. It was a crime
to turn them down when someone offered them
t o you in payment. They printed right on the
receipt, "This Note is Legal Tenderfor all Debts,
Public and Private. " They were no longer demand
notes, but were now called Legal Tender Notes.
And you go to jail if you do not play along with
their game. It is like passing a law saying, "These
chicken's eggs are solid gold bars." Yeah, sure.
But if everyone believes it is so, and treats it as if
it were so, then that makes it so! At least for a
while. Problem is, gold is scarce but hen's eggs
are cheap and unlimited. At some point the game
becomes so unbalanced that it MUST collapse,
Perhaps comparing chickens eggs to paper money
is not a very good comparison. After all, when
people wake up to the con, you can at least eat the
eggs.
As years went by, people (especially the
younger generation) forgot that gold was money,
and starting thinking that the receipts were money.
They forgot that the receipts were merely
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this meant. Wasn't the good supposed to win?
How come the bad always drove out the good?
Let's imagine a story about what might have
happened sometime or other somewhere in the
universe.

ONCE UPON A TIME ON THE
PLANET OF SHAM...
Let's pretend that there was a Bankster [that
is, Banking Gangster] named Greengold from the
planet Khazaria. Let's pretend that Greengold
decided to travel from his home planet t o find a
new planet t o conquer, and he found a lush,
verdant planet with a newly evolving agrarian
civilization, a primitive planet that did not have
any banks (some called it a Paradise planet), a
planet called Sham.
Greengold decided t o make Sham his new
conquest, and found a nice centrally located piece
of property along a high river bank for his new
home.
Nearby, the people lived off the land, in
harmony with the planet and with each other (Hey,
it's just imagination, it could happen!).
Farmer Bob was a pig farmer. Farmer Fred
liked t o raise cows. Farmer John was a wheat
farmer. And Joe, well, his specialty was peaches.
But as they became more successful, they
noticed a problem developing. Bob decided he
wanted a cow, too, so he made a deal with Fred to
swap some pigs for a cow. Then his cow needed
some wheat, so he and John swapped some pigs for
some wheat. This was working pretty well, and
Bob said, I have more pigs than I need, and I sure
would like some peaches, so he went to see Joe the
peach farmer and worked out another swap.
When Bob returned home, disaster had struck.
His pigs had gotten into his new wheat purchase
and had eaten it all (Do pigs eat wheat? Do you
know?). Now the cow had no wheat. So Bob
decided he needed a barn to keep his wheat safe.
Let's see, there was Bill across the creek who was
a carpenter, Bob wondered how many pigs Bill
would want to build him a barn. When he talked to
Bill, Bill said he didn't like pigs. But he sure did
love Joe's peaches. So Bob had to try to swap
more pigs with Joe for more peaches, so that he
could swap the peaches with Bill for a barn. But
when he went t o see Joe, Joe told him the peach
season was over!
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As you might guess, this swapping and
bartering soon became rather complicated and
inefficient. Pigs were always running away, John
tried t o swap some wheat with Joe for some
peaches but Joe said he had no use for wheat, and
SO on.
But everybody loved the silver and gold jewelry
that Samuel the Jeweler made. And over a period
of time, they learned that by buying some extra
gold and silver, they could swap that gold and
silver for other things they needed or wanted.
They decided to swap their excess for gold and
silver, and to swap gold and silver for what they
wanted but didn't have. Everybody liked gold and
silver. It didn't run away, it didn't rust or rot, it
was easy t o carry around, and it was always in
season. You could wear it to display to everybody
how wealthy you were. Things were going well.

PARADISE LOST
Ah, but every good story has an Adversary.
One day the Adversary arrived. One day a strange
circular flying object appeared in the sky and
landed and some people got out.
"Mr. and Mrs. Greengold, this is your new
home, "said Captain Goldfarb, the captain of the
craft. "Your assignment is to take control of this
backward planet. When I return in the future, I
expect to see you or your descendants in control of
all the wealth of this land. I expect you to own it
all. You know what to do, just follow this list of
protocols as you were taught back on your former
home planet of Khazaria."
"Yes, Sir, Captain Goldfarb! That is an easy
assignment. It shall be done!" said Greengold.
If you were given the assignment of taking
complete control of a country, would you know
how to do it? Let's see how the Greengold family
did it.
Mr. Greengold purchased his new home at a
bargain, because it was located on a rocky bank of
the river and did not seem to be good for much.
However, there was a nice big cave in the rock
along side the bank, just what Mr. G. needed.
After moving in and settling down, Mr. G.
went to work. He went around to all his neighbors
and said to them:
"Look, you are accumulating all this gold and
silver, you are in a dangerous situation. I see a
problem growing here. Some of you have already
been robbed, and all of you are in danger of
coming home and finding all your silver and gold
gone.
"Tell you what I'll do. I have a cave in the
rock in the bank high above the river, why don't
you let me store your gold for you. I will give you
a receipt for it, and any time you want it, just come
by and surrender your receipt and your gold will be
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certificates of ownership of the real item of value.
Pigs have value. Cows have value. Gold has
value. Receipts have no value, except perhaps to
start a fire or to wrap your cold feet with, unless
they can be turned in for something of real value
(the receipts, not the feet). As time passed,
Greengold changed the wording on the receipts,
now called dollars, to "The Federal Bank of Sham
will pay to the bearer on demand one dollar." If
you were insistent and took your dollar to the
bank, for a while you could turn it in for one dollar
in silver. Later, this was done away with, and the
bills said simply "Federal Bank Note". It also
said, "This note is legal tender for all debts, publtc
and private."
You have heard of "paying off the note"? A
note is a debt. How do you pay a debt with a debt?
Can you answer that? What happens when you
"tender" a "note" for a "debt"? Hmmm. Ever
heard the saying, the borrower is slave to the
lender? I hear people say, "I am finally out of
debt!" (I know, it is pretty rare, but it happens.)
So you think you are out of debt? Wannay bet?
In the meantime here was Greengold with all
this gold in his bank. All this gold, everybody's
gold, just sitting there getting dusty. Mr. G. was
making a lot of money from the storage fees, but
he had morc ideas. He decided to loan out some of
the gold. For a fee of course. After all, nobody
would care, nobody would miss it. And a whole
bunch of people would love to borrow some gold,
so that they could afford to buy a house, or start a
business, or whatever. It seemed like a very good
idea.
So Mr. G. made loans of gold. Charlie came
by and wanted t o borrow some gold. Mr. G.
loaned him some gold, for a fee at a certain rate of
interest. What did Charlie do with the gold? He
wanted to start a pig business, so he gave it to
Bob the pig farmer for some breeding stock. And
he gave some to Bill the carpenter to build him a
pig sty. And he gave some to Samuel the jeweler
for some jewelry for his wife, so that she would be
more happy with the new pigs. And what did Bob,
Bill and Samuel do with the gold? They put it
back in Mr. G.'s bank, for safekeeping.
Then Mr. G. called his neighbors together and
said, "Look, I am very concerned about your
comfort and convenience. I have a wonderful idea
for you. The next time any of you want to borrow

some gold, I will just open an account for you, and
you can write receipt checks against the account,
so you will not have to go to all that bother of
drawing out all that gold, carrying that heavy stuff
around and wearing yourselves out. In addition,
rather than you swapping receipts around and
trying to make the correct change, instead of giving
you receipts for your gold, I will simply open an
account for you and you can write your own
receipt checks against it, for the exact amount you
need, and you will not have to worry about making
correct change. It will be so easy and convenient
for everybody."
Mr. G. of course charged a "small" fee for all
this convenience, which proved t o be very
profitable. Mr. G. helped his sons get into the
family bank business. When people wanted loans,
the G.s would open an account for them. For a
fee. The customer would write checks against that
account (for a fee), and the recipient of the checks
would deposit the checks back into the banks where
they had their accounts (for a fee). It seemed that
there was money, money everywhere. From where
did all this money come? Who cares! Everybody
was so happy.
And the G.s had all this gold in the banks. Just
sitting there. Just gathering dust.

*-*
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HARRY BROWNE

One day in my Bible class in the early 1970s,
the preacher gave a talk about money (don't they
always?). This particular talk was very
interesting. He was quoting information he learned
from a book called How To Profit From The
Coming Devaluation, by Harry Browne. I
obtained the book and began learning about money.
In 1979, I was in California and received a phone
call asking me if I wanted to get into the coin
business. I said yes and moved to Texas and
became a professional numismatist (coin dealer)
and as it turned out, our office is just across the
street from the people who run the office of Harry
Browne. We have become friends.
On page 172 of his book (copyright 1970),
Browne said: "In the spring of 1966, I told an
economics class that I felt the crisis would hit us
during a period between one and five years from
then. That would place the outer limits a t the
spring of 1971. I have seen no reason to change
my mind in the interim."
This devaluation occurred a s predicted by
Browne. The May 24, 197 1 issue of U.S. News &
World Report had an article which stated: "In
effect, the U. S. dollar sustained a partial
devaluation." Harry's book was instrumental in
ANOTHER
my decision to get into coins. I had been studying
WORLD-SHATTERING IDEA
history and politics, and saw that I needed a better
understanding of money. I began studying about
Then then they had another idea. Why not sell money and the following is what I found.
the gold? Wait, the local neighbors might find out
Ages
and would not like that at all. SO why not sell it
to a foreign country? Nobody would know, or pay
MYSTERY BABYLON
any attention. Nobody would miss their gold,
because they never check on it anyway. Most
people had even forgotten that there was any gold
The system of loaning money for interest and
there. But what if someone should just happen to the money confidence game can be traced back to
want his gold? To prevent that, the Greengolds ancient Babylon and Mesopotamia. The earliest
created an emergency, and then said, "because of written records that we have are on clay tablets
this emergency, you must turn all your gold in to from Mesopotamia. Surprisingly, (why should I be
the government." If you don't, you go to jail. The surprised?) they have much to say about banking,
banksters stole everybody's gold by declaring it slavery, and precious metals. Zecharia Sitchin has
illegal for you (but not for them) to own.
written a series of books called the E a r t h
So the G.'s sold the gold to foreign countries. Chronicles series, about the ancient tablets. His
All went well.
book The 12th Planet says, (p. 32, paperback):
And then the G.'s told the foreign countries, "Much of ancient commerce was devoted to the
"Look, this gold is heavy and hard to move around, metals trade; it also formed the basis for the
it is not easy to handle, why not just leave it where development in Mesopotamia of banking and the
it is? It is already under protection. We will first money-the silver shekel ('weighed ingot')."
simply give you a receipt for it, and any time you Sitchin, who can read the ancient clay tablets, says
want the gold, you can turn in the receipt. And if the tablets tell that humans were created as slaves
you want to conduct a transaction with the gold, to work the mines for extraterrestrials (called
why not just swap receipts with your business "Nephilim" in the Bible). It appears to me that our
partners?"
"controllers", descendants of the original "Serpent
The foreign countries liked this idea. After all, People" (their claim) still have an aversion for hard
they often had revolutions and their own banks work and prefer to parasitize others.
Another book of translations of ancient clay
were not too safe. I wonder who was financing all
those rebels? The foreign countries liked it so tablets is Slavery In Babylonia by Muhammad A.
much, they decided to play the same game. They Dandamaev, over 800 pages, published in Russia
decided t o loan money against "their" gold, in 1974, translated into English in 1975.
A summary of what is found on some tablets is
because they needed money to fight wars. The
weapons and arms dealers loved the idea. on page 45 of Slavery In Babylonia: "In a literary
Everybody was so happy (except for the poor text attesting the introduction of new laws and t o
slaves growing all the food and never seeming to be ascribed, in all probability, to the time of
get ahead, and except for the mothers of the Nebuchadnezzar 11, it is maintained that people
youngsters killing each other in wars), and the 'devoured one another like dogs, the strong robbed
economy boomed. As long a s people had the weak', judges accepted bribes and did not
CONFIDENCE in their leaders and in the "receipts", defend the poor, those in authority treated cripples
the game worked. Police call this a "confidence and widows badly, and many broke into other
people's houses and seized fields which belonged
game", or usually shortened to "con game".
Ah, friends, if you think this story is too silly to others."
Page 54: "Monetary taxes had an especially
and too far out, then you have a lot to learn about
economics!
negative effect on the household economies of the
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rank and file soldiers, because for them payment
necessitated resorting to the aid of money
lenders ."
One money lender mentioned was the business
house of Murasu. "In those instances when the
landowner needed money for tax payments, he
requested the house of Murasu to pay the taxes
due. The house of Murasu paid the appropriate
tax, and the debtor gave the former a promissory
note for the sum paid."
Page 56: "Temples were large land and slave
owners. They engaged in money-lending
operations and trade."
Payment was usually in the form of silver
bullion in bars, rods, wires, and other forms.
Coins were not used until around 640-630 BC, in
Lydia. Darius I had a money system based on a
gold daric of about 8.4 grams. Silver shekels of
about 5.6 grams having a value of one-twentieth
daric served as the common means of exchange.
This ratio of gold to silver was approximately one
to thirteen and one-third. Today I was offered a
silver half stater from Lydia for $400.00, but the
price was too high, so I did not buy it.
Records exist for the house of Murasu for over
three generations, in southern and central
Babylonia in the fifth century BC. Page 63:
"Thus, the house of Murasu was simultaneously a
banker, land manager, and commercial enterprise.
The activities of the house of Murasu had a
ruinous effect upon the economy of the country and
thus led t o the bankruptcy of the landowners.
Although the house of Murasu loaned money to the
landowners initially, after a few decades it began
more and more to take the landowners' place, and
the land began to concentrate in its hands."
Page 65: "Members of the royal family and
many Iranian [Babylonian] nobles, who owned
extensive lands in Mesopotamia, had their own
judicial-administrative apparatus."
Truly, there is nothing new under the Sun.
Usury and slavery were major factors in early
Babylon, and can be traced down through history.

FROM BABYLON TO ROME
The following documentation may get a bit
tedious, but I need you to understand that the
banking system of Babylon travelled to Rome. I
have written elsewhere in much more detail on this
subject. Babylon was conquered by Persia in the
sixth century BC. Barker, Lares and Penates of
Cilicia, p. 232, says, "The defeated Chaldeans fled
to Asia Minor, and fixed their central college at
Pergamus." The Chaldeans founded astrology and
were known as magicians, sorcerers, diviners,
interpreters who knew the secrets of the gods.
They were the keepers of the keys of the Peter
temples, the "keys of eternal life", keys that were
originally in the shape of a phallus. They were the
"wise men" o f the Middle East, and they
established their new Peter temples headquarters at
Pergamus. From Pergamus, they established
temples and ceremonies in outlying areas, such as
at Troy. Later, during the Trojan Wars, Pergamus
was also captured, but not before some of the
priests escaped with their idols. It can be shown
that the gods of Troy were the transplanted
Babylonian gods, and the priests of Troy were
Chaldeans. Virgil prophesied that the gods of Troy
were not to remain in Pergamus, but were to be
moved to Latium (Italy): "Blest seed of heaven!
who from the foemen's hand Our Troy doest bring,
and to an endless date Preserve Pergamus; whom
Latium's land Hath looked for, and Laurentium's
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fields await, Here, doubt not, are thy homegods,
here hath Fate thy home decreed" (Aenid, Book
VII, 36). The whole book is the story of Aeneas
rescuing Troy's gods and carrying them to Rome
(see XII, 360; 11, 295; XII, 190; I, 378; I, 67-68
says, "Trojan ships are steering o'er the Tuscan
sea, Bearing their Troy and vanquished gods away
To Italy.") In 11, 296, 297, Virgil tells that Aenas
rescued Vesta's shrine and brought her system of
Vestal Virgins, priestly mitres, and a statue that
was later called Jupiter Capitolinus to Latium,
specifically Mount Albans. Later, under Rome's
third king, the religious services were moved to
Capital Hill in Rome. Livy, who lived in the First
Century BC, said that the worship of the Queen of
Heaven was brought t o Rome from Babylon via
Pergamus (Livy, XXIX, pp. 10, 11, 14).
Smith's Smaller Classical Dictionary, p. 396,
tells how Rome asked Attalus, the King of
Pergamus, t o send them the Queen of Heaven,
which Attalus did, sending them a black conical
rock that had fallen from heaven.

ALEXANDER
THE GREAT GREEK
After Alexander the Great had captured the
Middle East, he set up his capital in Babylon,
When he died, his kingdom was divided between
his generals. Seleucus received Babylon, and in
later times the kings of the Seleucid empire called
themselves the kings of Babylon (Bevan, The
House of Seleucus, Vol I, p. 255). "Seleucus,
surnamed Nicator, who had received this province
[of Syria] i n his lot in the division of the
Macedonian dominions, raised it into an empire,
known in history by the name of the kingdom of
Syria or BABYLON7' (Lemprierre 's Classical
Dictionary, p. 587). Because of the destruction
and droughts in Babylonia, most of the
Babylonians moved to Syria and the Syrian kings
were kings of Babylon because their subjects were
mostly Babylonians (the first Babylonians in Syria
were forcibly moved there when King Esar-haddon,
king of Assur, captured them and moved them
there-see Ezra 4: 2, Ezra 4: 9-1 0, and the
cuneiform records translated in The Assyrian
Eponym Canon, pp. 137, 138). The Seleucid
empire i s generally thought to be GrecoMacedonian, but in fact was mostly Babylonian.
The Seleucids built cities of Greek-type
architecture and adopted the Greek language, but
the people and religion were mostly Babylonian.
"Mercenaries settled in Asia [the Seleucid Empire]
had from the start taken native wives; certainly by
the first century intermarriage and the mixture of
peoples in daily life and trade was doing its work,
and, precisely as in Egypt at the time, the term
'Greek' sometimes denoted culture, not blood; the
Greek woman, a Syro-Phoenician by race, of Mark
7:26 was such a 'culture Greek', perhaps with
Greek political rights in her city. After the
European immigration of the few Greek colonists
in the Third Century BC came to an end, first a
balance was established, then the Greek began to
lose ground, partly through mixing his blood with
Asiatic stocks" (Hellenistic Culture, Dr. W. W.
Tarn, p. 139. Dr. Tarn was an author of the
Cambridge Ancient History).
It can be shown that over 95% of the people in
Syria were of Babylonian stock. Tarn says, p.
118, "One feature of Seleucid rule was the
resurrection of Babylonia, whose ancient culture
was to the Seleucids,what that of Egypt was to the
Ptolemies. Cuneiform liteiature revived; besides
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scientific, astronomical, work and business
documents, chronicles of current events were
written, and myths were versified. Rituals,
incantations, and omen literature were frequently
copied and studied, as were Sumerian hymns and
their Babylonian translations ....The last cuneiform
document extant dates from 7 BC. This activity
points to a religious revival, which was fostered by
the early kings. Antiochus I carried to completion
Alexander's project of restoring Bel's temple at
Babylon which Xerxes had destroyed. He
refounded Nebo's temple at Borsippa, while Bel's
priest Berossas dedicated to him his work on
Babylonian history. Under Seleucus a priest of
Uruk, possibly at his request, found a t Susa and
copied the old ritual of the gods at Uruk, whose
worship was reestablished. The temple of Anu at
Uruk was restored in 182 BC under Seleucus IV.
Mr. Sidney Smith has suggested t o me that the
Seleucids favoured Babylonian religion as a
bulwark against Zoroastrianism."
Tam, p. 302, said, "Greece was ready to adopt
the gods of the foreigner, but the foreigner rarely
reciprocated; Greek Doura [the Greek temple in
Mesopotamia] freely admitted the gods of Babylon,
but no Greek god entered Babylonian Uruk.
Foreign gods might take Greek names; they took
little else. They [the Babylonian gods] were the
stronger, and the conquest of Asia [by the Greeks]
was bound to fail as soon as the East had gauged
its own strength and Greek weakness." Moses
Hadas, Hellenistic Culture, p. 25, said that the
idol which Antiochus Epiphanes erected in the
Jewish Holy Place was the Babylonian sun-god
Baal Shamayim. The Greeks called this god Zeus
Olympus, but it was a Babylonian god. "The
plains of Mesopotamia and Coele-Syria, inhabited
by kindred races, extended across frontiers which
are not marked out by nature, and, relations
between the great temples situated east and west of
the Euphrates continued without interruption "
(Cumont, Astrology a n d Religion Amoung the
Greeks and Romans, pp. 77, 78).
Later, Seleucus built Antioch and moved his
capital t o i t . Antioch had "a high Greek
civilization mixed with various Oriental elements
and especially with the superstitions of Chaldean
astrology" (Smith's Geography, Vol I, p. 143).
Syria issued coins with the signs of the zodiac on
them, showing the influence of the Babylonian
religion. "It was Babylon that retained the
intellectual supremacy, even after its political ruin.
The powerful sacerdotal caste ruling it did not fall
with the independence of the country, and it
survived the conquests of Alexander. The
researches of Assyriologists have shown that its
ancient worship persisted under the Seleucids, and
at the time of Strabo the Chaldeans still discussed
cosmology and first principles in the rival schools
of Borsippa and Orchoe. The ascendancy of that
erudite clergy affected all surrounding regions, but
more than anywhere else [it affected] the Syrians,
who were connected with the Oriental Semites by
bonds of language and blood" (Cumont, Oriental
Religions, p. 122). Bevan, The House of Seleucus,
Vol. I, p. 255, shows that even when Antioch
became the capital, the kings still called themselves
the kings of Babylon. Because of the decay of
Mesopotamia, the Babylonians moved to Syria,
then on to Egypt and Italy. "Henceforth it is far
from the Chaldean's native land, in Syria, in
Egypt, and in the West, that we must follow the
development of the religious ideas derived from the
Chaldea of Antiquity" (Astrology and Religion, p.
41).
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Cumont, Oriental Religions, p. 106, "Under
the [Roman] Empire the importation of slaves
increased. Depopulated Italy needed more and
more foreign hands, and SYRIA furnished a large
quota of the forced immigration." Cumont shows
on p. 124, 199, 105, etc., that the people of Italy
became more and more of the Babylonian race and
religion. "The Syrian religions had spread far and
wide in the Occident ideas conceived on the distant
banks of the Euphrates" (ibid, p. 125). The
Emperor Aurelian proclaimed the Syrian
(Babylonian) Sun god a s the official god of the
Romans. "The god Be1 whom Aurelian brought
from Asia t o set up as a protector of his states,
was in reality a Babylonian who had emigrated to
Palmyra [in Syria]" (Cumont, Oriental Religions,
p. 124).

BABYLONIAN/SYRIAN
TEMPLE BANKERS
Cumont explains how Syria had tremendous
influence all around the Mediterranean down
through the years, even giving the Papacy several
popes. In the eighth century the Archbishop of
Canterbury was a Syrian. "Those establishments
[Syrian commercial colonies] exercised a strong
influence upon the economic and material life of
the Latin provinces, especially in Gaul. As
bankers the Syrians concentrated a large share of
the money business in their hands and monopolized
the importing of valuable Levantine commodities
as well as of the articles of luxury. Their moral
and religious influence was not less considerable:
for instance, it has been shown that they furthered
the development of the monastic life during the
Christian period, and that THE DEVOTION TO
T H E CRUCIFIX WAS INTRODUCED INTO
THE OCCIDENT BY THEM. During the first
five centuries Christians felt an unconquerable
REPUGNANCE to the representation of the Savior
of the world nailed to an instrument of punishment
more infamous than the guillotine of today. The
Syrians were the first to substitute reality in all its
pathetic horror for a vague symbolism" (Oriental
Religions, pp. 107-109). It is important to note
that the Syrians (Babylonians by race and religion)
introduced monasteries and the cross-note
especially, Christians resisted the cross for five
centuries before finally accepting it!
Rome became nearly completely Babylonian.
"The Mystery cults permeated the city, Italy and
the western provinces only to such an extent as the
city, Italy and the provinces were permeated BY
THE STOCK THAT HAD CREATED THOSE
RELIGIONS" (American Historical Review, vol.
21, p. 707).

BABYLONIAN ROMAN
EMPERORS
Septimus Severus was a Phoenician from North
Africa. When he became Emperor of Rome, he
went to Syria and married the priestess of the Sun,
Julia Domna, daughter of the Babylonian Sun God
high priest. "That Septimus now chose to ally
himself with Julia Domna is the clearest possible
indication that his authority should depend on his
own race. Rome had defeated Carthage, Rome had
dominated Syria. Now, Carthage would unite with
Syria to dominate Rome" (Perowne, Caesars and
Saints, p. 5 1). Severus made Antioch the capital
of the Roman Empire for over five years. Later his
sons carried on his rule, then his grandson
Elagabalus became Emperor (218-322 A.D.).
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Elagabalus was a priest of the Sun god in Syria.
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, ch. 6, says Elagabalus
was "consecrated to the honourable ministry of the
high priest of the Sun; and this holy vocation
contributed to raise the Syrian youth to the empire
of Rome." Gibbon tells, "The Sun was worshipped
at Emesa [in Syria] under the name of Elagabalus,
under the form of a black conical stone, which, as
it was universally believed, had fallen from heaven
on that sacred place. To this protecting deity,
Emperor Elagabalus, not without some reason,
ascribed his elevation to the throne. The display of
superstitious gratitude was the only serious
business of his reign. The triumph of the god of
Emesa over all religions of the Earth, was the great
object of his zeal and vanity: and the appellation of
Elagabalus (for he presumed a s pontiff and
favourite to adopt that sacred name) was dearer to
him than all the titles of Imperial greatness. In a
solemn procession through the streets of Rome, the
way was strewed with gold dust; the black stone,
set in precious gems, was placed on a chariot
drawn by six milk-white horses richly caparisoned.
The pious emperor held the reigns, and supported
by his ministers, moved slowly backwards, that he
might perpetually enjoy the felicity of the divine
presence. In a magnificent temple raised on the
Palatine Mount, the sacrifices of the god
Elagabalus were celebrated with every
circumstance of cost and solemnity. Around the
altar a chorus of Syrian damsels performed their
lascivious dances to the sound of barbarian music,
while the gravest personages of the state and the
army, clothed in long Phoenician tunics, officiated
in the meanest functions, with affected zeal"
(ibid.).
Gibbon describes the Emperor's dress, "He
was drawn in his sacerdotal robes of silk and gold,
after the loose flowing fashion of the Medes and
Phoenicians (clearly Chaldean); his head was
covered with a lofty tiara, his numerous collars
and bracelets were adorned with gems of an
inestimable value." He appointed his own Syrian
priests t o the official priesthood a t Rome
(Historians ' History, Vol. 6, p. 398). He
commanded everyone to address him as Asshurbanipal, and claimed that the Roman Empire was,
under him, a revival of the Assyro-Babylonian
Empire (ibid., p. 378).
The complete transformation of Rome into a
new Babylon came about under Diocletian.
"Diocletian permanently introduced Eastern forms
of government. Until his time the outward
appearance of the emperor had only a passing air
of Orientalism, but with Diocletian this character
of government was established for all time to come.
From Diocletian the white bandeau or diadem,
borrowed from the East, became the distinctive
sign of the ruler, whilst formerly the purple
raiment had been the sole sign. Diocletian and his
next successor (Constantine) introduced the
remaining Oriental regal ornaments. The emperor
Aurelian had, indeed, set them the example
here.. ..The Asiatic pomp, which had been adopted
by Diocletian assumed a n air of softness and
effeminacy in the person of Constantine"
(Historians 'History, Vol. 6, pp. 435 and 456).
A woman who claimed to be the goddess Circe
began the invasion of the Babylonians into Italy,
Aenas began the major transfer of the Babylonian
gods to Rome, and finally under Diocletian and
Constantine the people, religion, philosophy and
government of Babylon had begn totally transferred
to Italy. Is it any wznder that the Bible calls
Rome, the great city that sits on seven hills (Rev.
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17:9), "Mystery, Babylon the Great, the Mother of
Harlots and abominations of the Earth" (Rev.
17:5)? Notice what John (quoting Christ) said to
the Seven Churches in Revelation 2 and 3. To the
Church of Ephesus, he mentions he hates the
Nicolaitans, the followers of Nicolas, another name
of Nimrod, and now known as St. Nick. To the
Church of Smyrna he mentions the blasphemy of
them who say they are Jews and are not, but are
the synagogue of Satan. It was well known during
the time of John that he was referring t o the
Babylonians of Samaria who pretended to be Jews
when it was to their advantage, and denied being
Jews when it was convenient. This is explained by
Josephus, xi, viii, 6; ix, xiv, 3; xii, v, 6; or see
article on Samaritans in Unger 's Bible Dictionary.
The Church of Pergamum (Pergamus), was "where
Satan's seat is". We have seen above that
Pergamus was a headquarters for the Babylonian
gods, where the doctrines of "Balaam" and
"Nicolas" were taught (Rev. 2: 14,15). To the
Church of Thyatira he condemns Jezebel, a
priestess of Nimrod's Babylonian religion who
supported at her table 450 prophets of Baal and
400 of Astarte (I Kings 16: 31, 32; 18: 19).
Unger 's Bible Dictionary says, "she is used as
a type of false teachers who, as the Church of
Rome developed, wedded Christian doctrine to
pagan ceremonies, as Jezebel engulfed Israel in
idolatry."
Rev. 2:23 calls this whorelmother church's
children "harlot churches", and Babylon is called
the Mother of Harlots. Most researchers outside
the Catholic Church understand that the Catholic
Church is this pagan harlot church that Revelation
condemns, and most outside Protestant Churches
understand t h a t her harlot daughters are the
Protestant Churches which broke away from her
authority but retained many of her Babylonian
teachings!
I have spent some time in this article showing
you that the religions, government, culture,
physical races of Rome and the BANKING system
were not just symbolically "Babylonian" but were
in fact literally descended from Babylon. This fact
has been removed from modern histories, but the
proof is there in older historical writings. This
RomanIBabylonian system spread across the
Western world, with early religious headquarters at
places such a s Rome, Pergamos, Troy,
Constantinople, Antioch, and with commerce and
banking centers later in places such as Florence,
Genoa, Pisa, Venice and London.

FLORENCE AND VENICE
Florence was established by the Romans as a
sort of retirement center for Roman soldiers, on an
earlier Etruscan site. After the collapse of the
Roman Empire, Florence became a major center of
commerce and art. It became a commune and was
ruled over by rival families known as the
Ghibellines and the Guelphs. In 1252 the gold
florin was minted, which became the most valuable
currency in Europe "...an extremely efficient
instrument in trade and banking relations between
Florence and other countries" (Encyclopedia
Britannica) under the rulership of the Guelphs,
also known as the Black Nobility. The city became
the financial capital of the West. The Guelph
families spread into France and Germany, and the
present Queen of England is a Guelph of the Black
Nobility. The Guelphs and their related families
achieved their dominance through their secret
Templar societies.
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Another ruling banking family in Florence was
the Medici family, who were also-into drugs (and
thus our word medicine). Pope Leo X and Pope
Clement VII were of the Medici family. Catherine
de Medicis was queen of France (1549-59) and was
responsible for the St. Bartholomew's Day
Massacre in which up to 70,000 Protestants (by
some estimates; 50,000 by .most estimates) were
murdered. This is the reason France is primarily
Roman Catholic. The Catholic Church later made
her a Saint.
Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo and Rafael10
achieved their great art under commissions from
the Medici court.
Venice was also known for its banking system
and commerce.. Shakespeare wrote of the rich Jew,
Shylock, in the Merchant of Venice. Venice was
also organized a s a commune and also achieved
dominance because of its secret Templar and
Masonic societies.

ENSLAVEMENT SYSTEM
PROTOCOLS

control of a society, a nation, and the world. This
particular program can be traced and documented
back into the 1400s, and actually traces back to
ancient Babylon and Sumer. Whether you
"believe" the Protocols to be a forgery or not is of
no matter, if you want to know the truth, why not
learn what the World Zionist Congress was about,
learn what Herzl represented and what he actually
said at the Congress. I recommend you do not
merely accept what modern commentaries say he
said; learn what these protocols are and see for
yourself if anyone is using them.
Benjamin Disraeli, former Prime Minister of
Britain, in 1844, in his book Coningsby (Capricorn
Books, 1961, p. 305), said: "The world is
governed by very different personages from what is
imagined by those who are not behind the scenes."
This has often been quoted by writers, without
explaining exactly who these "very different
personages" are, that are unimagined. Disraeli
himself explained in his book Life of George
Bentinck, pp. 498-9: "The influence of the Jews
may be traced in the l a s t outbreak of the
destructive principle in Europe. An insurrection
takes place against tradition and aristocracy,
against religion and property. Destruction of the
Semitic principle, extirpation of the Jewish
religion, whether in the Mosaic or the Christian
form, the natural equality of man, the abrogation
of property, are proclaimed by the secret societies
who form proviso governments, and men of the
Jewish race are found at the head of every one of
them. The veovle of God cooverate with atheists:
the most siilliul accumulators of property all;

According to history, the Israelites were taken
captive by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon. While in
captivity, they incorporated various writings into a
group of writings called the Babylonian Talmud.
It is very difficult for non-Jews to obtain access to
the Talmud, because it contains much appalling
and gross material that must be kept out of
Christian hands. I had access to the material in a
small Bible college librarv at one time. I do not
want to discuss ;he gros;er parts (and they are
GROSS!), but contained in their writings are rules
and instructions and protocols for outwitting and
cheating and overcoming others. ~ v e n t u a l l ~ < o m e
of these writings came t o be summarized in a
report called The Protocols of the Learned
These protocols were
Elders o f Zion.
developed and implemented through the ages
through secret societies such a s The Knights
Templar.
William Dudley Pelley published a book called
The Hidden Empire in 1938, in which he told of a
report given by Theodore Herzl to the first World
Zionist Congress in Basle, Switzerland in 1897.
Zionism is NOT Jewish (as generally understood)
in origin, it was developed as a set of enslavement
protocols, in modern form by the British MI-6 and
J 10 secret intelligence agencies, who answer
directly to British Royalty and who are also the
heads of the secret Masonic societies. Freemason
Prime Minister Arthur Balfour and Lord
Rothschild signed the Balfour Declaration to
establish the Zionist goal i n England and
eventually in Palestine, without consulting the
Arabs or Palestinians. The British and European
Royalty are Jewish (as were Balfour and
Rothschild), so from that viewpoint Zionism IS
Jewish. It depends on your viewpoint and
understanding. Zionism is NOT a plan of
descendants from Judah or Judea to recover their
homeland. It is a politicaltmilitary propaganda
weapon t o achieve world control by a
particular group pretending t o be what they are
not.
Herzl's report was later published and became
known as The Protocols of the Learned Elders of
Zion. It was soon denounced as a forgery.
It is still being denounced as-a forgery.
Newspapers recently had more articles about this

1)

1

themselves with Communists; the peculiar and
chosen race touch the hand of all the scum and low
castes of Europe. And all this because they wish
to destroy that ungrateful Christendom which owes
to them even its name and whose tyranny they can
no longer endure."
Disraeli also said (July 14, 1856): "There is in
Italy a power which we seldom mention in this
House [of Parliament] ...I mean the secret
societies.. .. It is useless to deny, because it is
impossible t o conceal, that a great part of
Europe-the whole of Italy and France and a great
portion of Germany, to say nothing of other
countries-is covered with a network of these
secret societies.... What are their objects? They do
not want constitutional government.. . They want to
change the tenure of the land, to drive out the
present owners of the soil and to put an end to
ecclesiastical establishments."
These are remarkable statements by a Jew, no
less a Jew than Benjamin Disraeli, Prime Minister
of Britain. He says that the "outbreak of the
destructive principle" was caused by secret
societies, all of which were headed by Jews. He
also considered Christianity to be a form of the
Jewish religion. Was Jewish Disraeli anti-Semitic?
Or was he merely stating a fact? Whether
someone is "Semitic" or "anti-Semiticn is really
beside the point. And anyway, what is "antiSemitic"? What is Semitic? Can you define what
is a Semite? Are you sure? Jews continually
argue over "who is a Semite", and they are
suvvosed
to be the experts.
.*
[To be c0ntinued.i .&.
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

REMEMBERING
JOSEPH McCARTHY
From THENEWAMENCAN, 9118197: [quoting]
As a frequent guest on radio and television
programs, I have often been asked to comment on the
career of former Wisconsin Senator Joseph
McCarthy. In response I have always requested those
raising the subject to offer an opinion about the
senator before I gave mine. In nearly every case, I
have been informed that McCarthy was an
irresponsible demagogue who recklessly charged
innocent people with subversion or worse, and who
ruined the lives of many decent Americans.
When I am faced with accusations against
Senator McCarthy, I simply ask the accuser to name
some of the individuals the Senator supposedly
harmed unjustly. During scores of instances
stretching back over more than 20 years, the only
response I have ever received (the usual response has
been dead silence) has been something about
Hol'ywood screen writers. My response, then, is that
each of the famous "Hollywood Ten" was found to
have had numerous ties to Communist activity, but
that these findings were issued by the House
Committee on Un-American Activities, not by
Senator Joseph McCarthy. Because those revelations
came from a House Committee and Joseph McCarthy
was a senator, there is no possibility that he could
have been involved.
The truth of the matter is that Joseph McCarthy
was never guilty ofthat which the popular historical
account accuses him. As M. Stanton Evans wrote
in Human Events for May 16, 1987:
The hardest thing to find in the historical record
is the case of someone whom McCarthy claimed on
the factual recordtobeaCommunistorsecurity risk, who
turned out on subsequent information not to be one.

TRUTH THE OPPOSITE
Senator McCarthy's first public charges about
security risks in the State Department were delivered
February 9,1950 during a speech in Wheeling, West
Virginia. The previous fall, three men had shown up
a t his office with a 100-page report detailing
dramatic Communist penetration into the
Department. Studiously avoiding public
identification of any of the questionable individuals
whose subversive records he now possessed,
McCarthy focused onthe number of cases involving
security problems (and later referred to them by case
number). Returning to Washington, however, he
immediately faced a barrage of demands from
Democratic colleagues that he "name the names."
Completely contrary to the image created about this
much-maligned man, he refused to do so until such
time as each was confronted and had a chance to
defend himself.
In one heated exchange, Democratic Majority
Leader Scott Lucas of Illinois told his fellow
senators, "I want him to name those Communists."

In response McCarthy said, "[Ilf I were to give all
the names involved, it might leave a wrong
impression. If we should label one man a Communist,
when he is not a Communist, I think it would be too
bad."
The Senate promptly convened a special panel
under the chairmanship of Senator Millard Tydings
to investigate McCarthy's charges. However, the
committee made no investigation of the State
Department but degenerated into a circus of
interruptions and heckling directedat McCarthy. All
names submitted by McCarthy to the Tydings
Committee were oleared.
But it was McCarthy who was proved right. One
of the celebrated cases brought to attention by
McCarthy involved State Department official Owen
Lattimore. Cleared by the Tydings Committee in
1950, he was later investigated by the Senate Internal
Security Subcommittee, which declared in 1952that
"Owen Lattimore was, from some time beginning in
the 1930s, a conscious articulate instrument of the
Soviet conspiracy." Similar findings from other
government agencies about John Stewart Service,
Philip Jessup, and other individuals completely
corroborated Senator McCarthy's allegations.
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had demonstrated that Communists were actively
working within the Fort Monmouth complex. One
Communist, an Army dentist named Irving Peress,
had been promoted to the rank of major even after his
Communist affiliations had been exposed.
McCarthy naturally wanted to know who
authorized such a ludicrous promotion. When he
revealed his intention to subpoena members of the
Army Loyalty and Screening Board, high officials
of the EisenhowerAdministration met in Washington
to devise a plan to stop McCarthy. That meeting was
held on January 21, 1954 in the office of Attorney
General Herbert Brownell. Those present included
U.S . Ambassador to the UN Henry Cab& Lodge,
Deputy Attorney General William Rogers, White
House Chief of Staff Sherman Adams, and Army
Counsel John Adams.
It was John Adams who had matter-of-factly
mentioned the January meeting while being

questionedabout1axsecurityatFortMonmouth.But

when pressed for details about what had transpired,
he claimed that he was unable to supply any further
information because of instructions from superiors.
Support for Adams' refusal to cooperate then came
from President Eisenhower who, on May 17, 1954,
issued an Executive Order forbidding employees of
the Defense Department from testifying about any
matter whatsoever. Eisenhower dressed up his
outrageous decree in a wealth of constitutional
verbiage, but, ponderous wording aside, it amounted
to as devastating an attack on the constitutional
doctrine of checks and balances as had ever been
issued by anyone in government service.
The Eisenhower order swept a great deal of
information under a rug, and stopped McCarthy from
pursuing those who were shielding Communistswhen
he knew that these individuals actually posed an even
WORTHWHILE EFFORTS
greater threat to America than most tf the actual
Communists. Immediately, stopping McCarthy
After the Republicans won control of the Senate completely became a prime endeavor for some
in the 1952 elections, McCarthy fell heir to the members of the Senate.
chairmanship of the Permanent Investigations
Subcommittee. No longer required to rely on public
CONDEMNED BY PEERS
speeches t o warn the American people about
Communist subversion, he began conductingpublic
On July 3 0, 1954, Vermont Senator Ralph
hearings about disloyalty and incompetence in Flanders introduced a resolution formally accusing
government.
McCarthy of conduct unbecoming a member of the
The record of this committee shows that it held Senate. Flanders' measure grew t o include 46
169public and closed hearings and interrogated more separate charges. Utah Senator Arthur Watkins was
than 500 witnesses. McCarthy's worthwhile efforts assigned by the Senate to chair another panel to
bared extensive waste and mismanagement in the investigate McCarthy, the fifth such investigation
Voice of America organization, exposed sufficient targeting the senator.
Communist penetration of the Government Printing
After two months of hearings, the Watkins
Office to have 77 persons
removed from this sensitive
government
office,
demonstrated Communist
penetration of key defense
plants, and revealed
Communist espionage
activities at the top-secret
radar facilities located at
Fort Monmouth, New
Jersey.
It was while he was
investigating
the
Communist presence at
Fort Monmouth that
Senator McCarthy shifted
his primary focus from
Communists ingovernment
to those who were shielding
Communists
in
government.
The
committee's investia&ons
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committee recommended that McCarthy be censured
on only two of the original 46 counts, the other
charges being shown to lack any substance. But the
final two charges were completely baseless as well.
They were: ( I ) the senator had "failed to cooperate"
in 1952 with a Senate Committee investigating him;
and (2) the senator had "tended to bringthe senate
into dishonor and disrepute" and had impaired the
"dignity" of the Senate by characterizing one of the
investigatory bodies looking into his activity as the
"unwitting handmaiden" of the Communist Party.
The first charge stemmed from McCarthy's
failure to respond to the "invitation" of the 1952
committee headed by Wyoming Senator Gillette to
appear before it. Never in Senate history had any
member ever been disciplined in the slightest for
declining an "invitation" to appear before any of its
bodies. But even worse, McCarthy was invited to
appear via a telegram sent to his Wisconsin office.
Dates suggested for the appearance were November
22nd, 24th, or 25th. At the time the telegram was
sent, McCarthy was in northern Wisconsin hunting
deer and the committee knew it.
The second charge saw men with far greater
offenses against the "dignity" of the Senate hurling
accusations and invective against McCarthy. Author
James J. Drummey reported in The New American
for May 11, 1987 that during the various moves to
stymie McCarthy and disparage his work, a variety
of senators "had accused McCarthy of lying under
oath, accepting influence money, engaging in election
fraud, making libelous and false statements,
practicing blackmail, doing the work of the
Communists f o r them, " and other unsavory
activities. None of these were accurate and,
therefore, each was worthy of condemnation by the
full Senate.
Nevertheless, on December 2, 1954 the Senate
voted 67 to 22 to "condemn" McCarthy on the two
counts.
Former Communist Party leader Louis Budenz,
who witnessed Communism's evil from inside the
movement, said thatthe condemnation of McCarthy
opened the door "to intimidate any person of
consequence who moves against the conspiracy".
McCarthy was made their target, said Budenz,
"because they wanted to make him a symbol to
remind political leaders in America not to harm the
conspiracy or its world conquest designs."
The essential point here is that McCarthy was
made such a symbol, not by the Communists with
whom Budenz had long associated and was now
condemning, but by 67 of his own Senate colleagues.
None of those 67 had ever been accused of being a
Communist by anyone. Obviously, the conspiracy
against America involves much more than just the
Communist Party.
Joseph McCarthy died on May 2, 1957. At a
special memorial service in the Senate on August 14,
1957, Senate Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson, who
had voted to condemn McCarthy, stated: "There was
a quality about the man which compelled respect, and
even liking, from his strongest adversaries. [He] had
strength.. ,had great courage.. .had daring.. .[and] had
a rare quality which enabled him to touch the minds
and hearts of millions of his fellow men."
If we can ignore for a moment that it was Lyndon
Johnson who said this, we can see many ofthe reasons
why McCarthy had to be destroyed. He had the
capability of leading the American people on a
crusade against avile conspiracy. His leadership was
desperately needed at the time. Of McCarthy it can
justly be stated, "For once in the U.S. Senate there
was a real man. May God help us to find more!"
-JOHN F. MCMANUS .&
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Comments In Res~onse
To "Armchair Quarterbacksv
I

11115197 #2

HATONN

GUEST EDITORIAL. HATONN
We have been so focused on matters of local
importance that I have been relieved of the daily
paper input. I want people who perceive that things
are not as they might well be to please, all of them,
all the time, try running an albatross like CONTACT, gleaning nothing but trouble for nothing in
return except the feeling that you have somehow
made a contribution to Truth.
I have been asked to comment on Gary Wean's
material now being run in CONTACT. I can't even
begin to reasonably comment since I have not read
the material. If I had time for my scribe to study
everything coming through this conduit to "get to
Hatom", we would have NOTHING done-period-and that is unacceptable.
Gary Wean's material was fine and acceptable
in the O.J. Simpson "thing", but is not OK now? He
writes of things such as Jewish involvement in the
hierarchy of almost everything governmental or
police-related and when he does so, YOU call him
anti-Semitic, racist and a bigot. When he uses the
term Mishpucka you don't even remember the definition, according to NBC (yes, I said NBC-yesterday), and yet you claim him to'be uninformed and
his research unworthy? WHO is unworthy? The
reader who throws rocks, or the investigator and
researcher who writes what he finds?
The CONTACT is not, nor ever was, an "anti-"
anything. It was established to be a voice for the
covering of information that never even makes it to
the public eyes even via the so-called "patriot" or
"free" press. Nothing more and nothing less. Next
position is to offer THAT WHICH IS BEING OFFERED IN THOSE PUBLICATIONS AROUND
THE GLOBE WHO DO DARE TO PUBLISH
TRUTH, AND GIVE CREDIT AND ACCOLADES
TO THOSE BRAVE WRITERS WHO HAVE
ONLY A NARROW BASE OF READERSHIP.
We can get truth a bit "further" along the print
route, nothing more.
Have "I", Hatonn, done a lot of commenting in
the past on topics chosen, yes, by me, to inform
since I can see both ends of this road and the traps
along the way? INDEED! But when I don't have
time to write paper after paper, journalafter journal
because of other focus, can't you nice people appreciate the magnificent job being done by the "fill-inink crew"?

AND IN MEETINGSStark terror fills the hearts ofthe team here who
must face the world and the music every day, along
with the courts and the press, not to mention the
media-loving outrageous tales for their tabloids.
Then come the meetings of which we have very
few any more as I have all but lost my speaker and

the visitors take the time and attention totally away
from that which is pertinent to the meeting itself.
Visitors are always, and always have been, welcomed abundantly, and the "regulars" have been
gracious in sharing and having time taken for every
Tom, Dick and Harry teacher and preacher coming
along. Now we have ones coming once or twice and
want to get in on the possible gold-pots at the end of
some rainbow or another while there is little they
can do except make themselves appear as silly as
they ARE.
A new visitor took a great deal of time at the last
meeting and gathered us complaints from the attendees for the personally searching and family
matters as presented for my consideration. Well, I
was patient and nice with "them" when they were
asking fortune-telling questions about themselves,
so I should now be rude to guests? No, I will not be
rude although the ones who bring these stranger;
among us obviously DO NOT GET THE PICTURE
or they would not take such valuable time for
themselves.
If, as our visitor says, someone knows Ramos'
mother and can get to a visit with her-go visit her!
Why ask ME? Just don't involve anything we are
doing of a business nature unless YOU KNOW
EVERYTHING THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT
OUR ONGOING PROJECTS AND PROCESSING.
This MUST come from the parties bringing the
visitors for we have no time for this kind of trivial
time-wasting.
WE DO NOT, HAVE NEVER HAD, NOR
SHALL EVER HAVE, A CHURCH, A CULT, A
GROUPIE, NOR A GATHERING FOR THE
"SEARCHING" AND "FIND MYSELFn-CENTERED PEOPLE. There is a paper here called
CONTACT and it is not even "here". There are
some products but they are not "here" either. I am
not in the business of fortune-telling nor of unwinding anyone's affairs. I see lots of errors in judgment
taking place every day but that is not my business.
It is always thus when "God becomes a focus"
that the misfits, searchers, ones who were unsuccessful elsewhere and now want to "find themselves" will flock to such as we-because: "God
wouldn't, surely, let me flounder about in unknowing." Oh yes HE WOULD! Changing locations to
a tiny town in "nowhere" is foolish on the very face
of it for nobody, especially "searchers", want the
available work for they are, after all, "managers" of
some kind of failed plots prior to now. Then to top
it off there comes the efforting to become an "insider" somehow with those who are so busy as to be
going nuts so that they are somehow acceptable as
the intruders they are. THERE ARE NO NONMENIAL JOBS HERE, NO FUNDS HERE, NO
HOUSING OR COMMUNAL ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE HERE-JUST PEOPLE GOING
INTO THE HOLE EVERY DAY JUST TO GET
THEIR TASKS UNDER CONTROL.
I am forced to speak of these things because
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there is a PILE of documents stacked up here awaiting MY INPUT as directly penned TO ME. It is at
best a frail reed you use to go through Dharma for
she only feels the pressure and can't do anything
about your plights AT ALL. Blessed are you who
share your love and gifts with us (her, etc.) but she
is human, and a very, very sick human at that.
Why don't I just heal her in my miraculous way?
Because she would just try, AGAIN, to handle
everybody's business including mine and hers.
If you have come to this location, I would
suggest that you attend your own business because
it will NEVER get tended if you think it will be
through Ekkers or myself. My mission is NOT TO
ATTEND YOUR LIVES-my mission is to revolve
some elements of righteousness into that which you
have plundered and blundered and "fixed" beyond
recognition in your absence of responsibility. I can
not care less about the personal attitudes or imperfections-take that up WITH GOD, CHRIST, or an
energy devoted to personal matters such as your
GUIDE OR TEACHER-OF WHICH I FIT THE
ROLE FOR NOBODY YET WHO CLAIMS OTHERWISE. WHEN I AM THE TEACHER AND
GUIDE, THERE NEEDS BE NO DISCUSSION
OR INQUIRIES (ESPECIALLY TO DHARMA
OR THROUGH DHARMA FOR RECOGNITION
OR CONFIRMATION).
Am I being harsh? Yes, of course, for you hear
and take within ONLY THAT WHICH YOU HAVE
ALREADY DECIDED IS THE WAY IT IS! We
had a period of information exchange and "training" for our jobs for the past ten years and that does
not include a redoing of lessons or repeating same.
Tht information is available to any or all who
would want the input, and if you don't care enough
to do this for self-forget the higher education from
this resource.
However, for you who perceive that my own
personal writings are being somehow deleted from
the paper: it is simply a matter of my private and
instructional writing necessities which will eventu-

ally be a resource in manifestation for those things
which we MUST ACCOMPLISH-and that is NOT
going to be fed to our very adversaries any longer!
Speaking of local adversarial personalities, it
appears the numbers are dwindling as they find it
more desirable to go the course WITHOUT GOD.
Two of the major players are now gone, one dead,
the other left town. The lawyers in point, however,
continue to use the dead and the false presentation
of their corporations for their own court encounters
and it is going to come, now, to a screeching halt.
The others can continue until they hang themselves
as is only worthy of such lying and cheating on their
parts.
A lot of judges and legal entities are going to
now have to answer for their participations in the
GAMES up to now. An no, I will not give evidence
here for their use but the consequences are both
expensive and entangling as one after another has to
face the "piperv-and who do you think is going to
get dumped on-the "little guy" who did the first
lying or the JUDGE who blundered into the trap of
helping out his buddies?
These perpetrators continue to use, unlawfully,
corporations not even structured as they have "assumed" them to have been and, now, one who has
been useful to their cause without even permission
or input has been dead for over two years AND
Father Ed Cleary whose deposition, wherein he
stated right up front that he had "no intention of
telling the truth", has been used in every subsequent
case involving any of "us", died on the 10th of
November. This leaves Betty Tuten ALONE in the
foolish "run-up the legal fees". And how is SHE
going to answer to EIXTRA when the stuff hits the
fan in these new proceedings?
There was just this week a Bankruptcy hearing
for George Green, his second to KEEP FROM
FACINGTHE TRIAL-ALSO ONLY HOURS BEFORE THE TRIAL DATE.
This last one was not well received as documents lay before the Trustee while he lied, squirmed,
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looked to Horton for confirmation, etc. It was a
black-mark day on the very meaning of the court
and, even if not terrible to outrageous legal manipulations, will be noted suitably and that will probably BE BACK BEFORE THE STATE COURT
WHICH WAS THE PURPOSE OF THE SIDESTEPPING IN THE FIRST, AND SECOND,
PLACE.
Example of the foolishness? Well, Mr. Green
claimed ALL THE BOOKS that were security holdings, were destroyed in the mud and floods of last
year. (???) But, the floods were in Reno and the
books were miles away in Carson City in an area
that received NOTHING of floods. Then the parties
who are to "back him up ..." haven't been paid by
Mr. Green so I don't think they are going to be the
happiest campers to help him out of his hole this
time around.
Another wonderful attribute of Mr. Green is the
blaming of his wife for everything deceitful and
every underhanded scheme-in that somehow SHE
ends up the one having all the assets, the corporations, et al. SHE, of course, is never informed and,
much the less, present, to either defend herself or
make note of her being so much as "alive".
Mr. Green sits crimson-faced with anger while
he points to Ekkers and claims they "did it all" and
"operated Ponzi schemes and scams" and whatever
else he can attribute to them from his own actions.
It is funny indeed that he continues, after stealing
and lying, to operate other publishing companies
(of course denying it in the face of the State documents before the Trustee) and calling the gold
acquisition plan with loans, to be a Ponzi set-up.
How so? Mr. Green should know, but doesn't, it
seems. No misunderstanding is present save from
those who dwell with Mr. Green. Gold has NOT
doubled as Mr. Greenpromisednor hz ;anyone with
any insight at all thought otherwise.
If you don't think GOLD is going to save your
bacon one of these days-then your porker is in
pretty bad condition. Gold has no value particu-

THE PINOCCHIO SYNDROME: TANGLED WEBS

Never mind my name,
but I'm a Director of A
Noble Institute. Send me
your gold. No one else
needs to know. It will be
our little secret.

Actually, I am goJ a
Director of A Noble
Institute.
Perhaps I
work for the CIA! You
know, I used to tell
people that everything
they've been taught is a
lie. Now I tell people
I've done nothing wrong,
but no one believes me.

"Would you care to tell
us exactly HOW you got
the gold into your
possession?" Oh, that's
easy. As a Director of A
Noble Institute I just sold
the gold to myself. No
one needed to know. No
money needed to change
hands.
No records
needed to be kept, you
know, for privacy.
'

. . . E m . . . I'm

not a
Director of A ~ o b e
Institute. Who said I was
a Director? I mean,.
errr ; I think I'd better
take the Kol Nidre and
visit
mY
coffee
plantation in Costa
Ria.

..

..
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larly except what the economists give unto it-but
it will surely be the basis, as throughout human
history, for any kind of economic structuring or
restructuring.
The "loans" are with the Institute and the notes
have not gone anywhere, even if backing is totally
tied up by these courts and banks. And you, further,
who would kill the golden-egg-laying geese are not
only blind but awfully gullible to the "fall-guys"'
tales of woe. They want the Overton GOLD but
when that next hits the courts and the minute the
good-old-boys call the fictitious defendants EkkerPhoenix, the gasoline is in the fire. They did it with
Tuten and, NOW, Ekker-Ekker has FULL RIGHT
to confront on a personal level and that is all we
have been waiting for.
Who will finally "get the gold"? How much
gold do YOU believe might be left? There are some
judges with their "olies" on the line already, over
just that point! And how nice, by them listening to
Green while he told them the gold was originally
Ekkers' and he bought it from Ekkers and ten other
tales of some misfit mind-he opened the passage
for PERSONAL intervention in those cases BY
THE EKKERS who now are learning everything
there is available to learn about Title 42 actions
against all parties involved in deceit in and by the
courts and judicial system. This is not a good thing
for judges and attorneys, clerks and misdirected
"order-writing clerks of the courts". Issues are not
even the point in testing-but
Constitutional
RIGHTS violations are as far as it need go and the
rest is plain frosting on the cake as to individual
wrong-doing.
Do you actually think a JUDGE is going to
continue to rule WITH a George Green and the likes
of Horton and Abbott, Horn and Brent when his own
entire career and all assets are under rightful attack
for his Constitutional actions in wrongdoing? The
Constitutional violations are so obvious and evident that the cases shouldn't go much beyond the
original filings on Civil Rights violations. The
fines and jail assessments are established BY THE
CODE IN THE COURTS, so what is to be discussed after the presentation of proper paperwork?
Lots, I would guess, but not by the Plaintiffs, for
sure. There is no point doing anything on the issues
in these cases for the courts have already formed
conspiracies right down the proverbial line of legal
oppositions and through every involved party. So,
go for the Constitutional violations and they have
NO PLATFORM ON WHICH TO STAND TO
MAKE THEIR SELF-STRUCTURED DECISIONS. YOU STILL HAVE A CONSTITUTION
EVEN IF IT IS NOW SHOVED ASIDE AND THE
LEGAL PROFESSION OF THE BAR ASSOCIATION WORKS TOTALLY BASED ON THEIR
OWN REVISED LAWS. THOSE LAWS ARE
UNCONSTITUTIONAL. However, do you take up
arms and go fight them? Foolish people, of course
not-you do it right and cause them to be equally
nice (for you WILL be overly-nice) to YOU.
Who might have a case? EVERYBODY who
has received one document from the court with your
name in "upper case" print or has had to stand
accused or in defense in a courtroom with a goldfringed flag hovering by the Judge. Silly? NO, the
LAW, good buddies, THE LAW! Will the courts
ever be swamped by such failure of the people to
"take it any longer"? Who knows but wouldn't it be
nice if you took responsibility and did something
useful, calm in the face of the enemy of freedom,
and demanded rights in the CORRECT court under
the Constitution-just as written with any and all
of its original errors? Salu. .&.
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A Hard Look At
rowing World
w
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OTHER TOPICS OF THIS DAY,
SUCH AS IRAQ
And just what about Iraq? What is this bully
called the U.S. and Brits going to do about Iraq and
Saddam? Well, it will be stupid whichever choice is
made. But KNOW, WORLD, it is a major DISTRACTION from what is really taking place while
you focus on 01' Saddam's escapades.
Everything you are told about the confrontations ARE LIES, from the U-2 spy-plane overflights to the shielding set forth by Saddam. The
people of Iraq are going to confront you of the
"Great Satan" even if it now costs their lives for you
have hurt them physically and deformed and killed
their babies to the point they would rather die than
succumb further to your atrocities.
As to the U-2 planes, what in the world is the
matter with you? They tell you they can't use the
satellites for such mundane information-gathering
as on Iraq. Are you nuts? A giving of information
gathering from satellites is NOT ENOUGH to merit
stopping a world war? Come, come. Could it be
that there AREN'T so many satellites making it to
space for surveillance these days and nights? And
by the way, the U-2 is a totally OBSOLETE craft so
what do you open-faced and -mouthed, believe while
they feed you garbage?
You are going to huff and puff and blow
Saddam's house down? Oh? And what do you think
the Chinese-Russian alliance will do about your
games a bit further down the road when you have
NO DEFENSE AT HOME, GOOD BUDDIES?
When the U.S. takes on a war unilaterally, you can
bet the other enemies will move into the slots left
vacant by the downsizing of your military and the
rest being sent abroad.

IS THE CHINESE TAKEOVER
OF THE LONG BEACH
NAVAL DEPOT OFF?
Perish the thought-it is not only "back on" but
the transfer is UNDER FULL WAY. Ah, but you
didn't know? Well, I just couldn't get to all the fillin information so only some of you will even realize
what happened. But, it was written up, AGAIN, in
Spotlight and the follow-on information regarding
the Chinese has been pouring out from every resource right along the way-including as to what is
happening in the markets of the world, the shams of
the cover-up mattresses.
No, the paper's staff does NOT focus on these
things except in the tid-bit pieces of the News Desk.
Rick is not only now the Senior Journalist-but the
ONLY journalist. I WAS the journalist to pick up
the hundreds of writings, but now I must focus on

funding just to stay alive here with ANY KIND of
paper. Why? Because, as I asked Sunday, "Who
has solved the problems of funding?" and NOBODY offered even a comment! Well, when all else
fails, we get at it and do it ourselves. Are we so
brilliant? No-we just don't stop when the going
gets rough or the walls come up to stop us. However, it does certainly stop the ability of our "journalists" to do anything else WHICH CAN BE
WRITTEN ABOUT. Why can't we write about
these activities? Because you go report directly and
instantly to the adversary and if you don't-then
they get it from the surveillance equipment or the
paper itself. The CONTACT for years has been the
first document studied each week (before publication) by the CIA and other Intelligence agencies.
Have we known this all along? Of course, how else
do you think I can communicate with them? They
know what agreements they have made WITH ME
and my status and security file listing. It is only
you-the-people who can't seem to deal with my
presence. The government and Intelligence Tcrvices don't have even a second's delay in unc erstanding. All I expect or have ever expected is that
YOU PEOPLE MEET YOUR AGREED-UPON
CONTRACTS.
"Well," you say, "what is it that we can find out
on our own, such as about the serious input of the
Swiss banks, etc.?" Say what? Don't you realize
that the Swiss central banker warns of a threat to the
WHOLE SYSTEM by what has taken place there in
Switzerland and the assault against the banks? No?
Why not?
I try to write in such a way as to have NO
INVISIBLE SPEAKERS and yet we always come
to the quibblers who claim, "plagiarism" and other
seemingly terrible accusations. Truth and news are
not at point in "plagiarism", at best, and how else do
you expect to get anything of reasonable news if you
can't understand that which ALREADY IS? You
can't, that's how.
The instability in the Asian Markets is simply a
reflection of this very type of bank assaulting by
certain groups set up to kill the banks not under
total International New World Order control-TO
BRING THEM UNDER CONTROL. However,
KNOW that the accomplishment will be the death of
all banking, or the Asians will rise up and WIPE
YOU OFF THE MAP! Mankind's problem through
the Khazarian empire is one of annihilation at the
hands of the Asians! This will happen just as soon
as it can be properly arranged by the Powers that Be
in THOSE CAMPS who await the coalitions to be
formed and the take-over ports quietly arranged for
entry within the intended countries.
Are these "new" invaders quietly geared to peace
and order? Oh no, no indeed. They are trained for
worse atrocities than you have yet recognized, more
racism than you have imagined and more violence
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of people-against-people than you ever dreamt could
come to pass.
So who will be spared? Possibly the Native
American or historical lineaged peoples of the globe.
Remember that the "Indians" or Aboriginal people,
come from Asian ancestors just as the Khazars of
the now-called "Jewish" (but are not) faith and race
came from the Russ, Mongol and Nordic tribes.
When the "Chinese Asians" team up with the nonKhazarian Russ, there will be the Armageddon
expected. The pressures will come from the North
as prophesied, and the people South will be driven
all the way into Turkey, thus representing the elimination of Israel as it has come to be accepted. The
Palestinians will join the fray and this will be ever
so much more bloody than what could have been
told to you-the-sleeping-masses.
Do I make up fearful tales to shock you? No,
first of all, it is apparent that shocking does nothing
to you who now feast on blood-sucking and sacrifice. This is simply a presentation or reminding of
your "Prophets' speakings".
Who will be protected in those days which must
be cut short lest all be destroyed? GOD'S TRUE
PEOPLE and those who have moved to assist in
restoration of the balance of righteous ownership
and stewardship.
Where will this be? Anywhere and everywhere
you find TRUE intent of God's service and not the
projected assumptions of that which you would
simply LIKE TO BELIEVE to suit self-adoration.
Does this mean we are anti-government? Certainly NOT! Anarchy is that which comes from any
kind of "overthrow" of any system, good or bad.
Thi ;is never good for there is nothing upon which
to b,lse a NEW type of governing body for restoration of stability.
Will we be able to do anything worthy of mention in time to side-step the full blast of this onslaught? I don't know and certainly NOT if everybody waits for somebody else to fix everything,
from what goes into a given paper to earning the
funds to establish some program for better projects
and industrial regrouping of nations and peoples.
What can YOU, as an individual, create and
accomplish? Well, it isn't for me to say for, until
you think you can do something worthy, you will do
nothing save possibly cause more discomfort to the
ones taking responsibility.
I note that just about everyone who asks, say,
Ekkers, "What can I do to help?" when told, can't
seem to be able "to do that!" and it comes back,
"...well, I meant other than helping fund or 'doing'
money." The best two excuses are: "The IRS is
giving me problems," or, "I don't believe we should
mix God and Money." Oh? How else are you going
to accomplish ANYTHING in this money-oriented
world of today? Do you or do you not have to LIVE
in this world AS IT IS?
So, what is the purpose of even considering the
ones who just "want to be"? Ah, I thought you
would never ask: IT IS TO ALLOW GOD TO
SORT INTENTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANTS AND UPON WHOM HE CAN PLACE
HIS TRUST OF FOLLOW-THROUGH. Remember, and you always seem to forget: GOD WINS,
AND WHETHER THAT WIN IS NOW OR LATER
MAKES ABSOLUTELY NO DIFFERENCE TO
WE OF THE HIGHER REALMS.
Is a "water irrigation system" on the leased
farm YOUR PROBLEM? No? Then why do YOU
ASSUME IT TO BE EKKERS'? And, if you are
hungry do you or do you not expect to help eat grain
and beans which the Ekkers have made sure are
there for your survival? Oh, I see, you "gave at the

office"? Well too bad God or Ekkers weren't in the
"office pool".
Remember that neither Ekkers, nor I, care a
whit about your business or your participationbut GOD TAKES NOTE OF INTENTIONS and
what you do-ALWAYS! Will moving away from
us change anything? No, God is always "there",
wherever you go, for there is nowhere to run and no
place to hide.
Ekkers and I are fresh out of taking responsibilities for each of you who now claim, 'Well, I
gave up (this or that) to come to this place and
now.. ." Stop right there for we NEVER, NEVER
said to "come on down" and if you play at that kind
of accuse-and-blame game you are more foolish
than when you "came anyway". For those who "just
use", it will never be different from this moment in
time. And you who come, get help, and then turn
and complain about the very ones who held out their
hands to help you-shame on you for you shall go
down just as you have everywhere else you have
plied your tricks. To, further, bear false witness as
to happenings or circumstances is a greater shame
upon your character and it is better if you consider
the quickest route out and away from here. But if
ones have co-signed or helped with debts you may
owe, I suggest you CLEAR THEM TOTALLY
prior to your departure. This is not a commune or
charity welfare house to feed and shelter the unwilling-to-work. There is a whole township, in fact,
three or four of them, in the immediate and adjacent
location-why do you piddle your time away in
some method of dreaming that God will somehow
give you that for which you interminably wait. And
how many of YOU aid and abet this concept constantly through your own MISPERCEPTIONS of
what God will or will not do?
There is such abundance of willing hands waiting for the call as to be staggering to the senses.
Why would GOD take the misfits and unworthy who
claim and take up space and energy while the trained
and willing are put aside? It simply will NOT
HAPPEN.
"But, couldn't I just help count out the money in
the counting house if and when...?" Surely so but,
so too can a school student without any nosey input
or interest in the amounts or the gossip which is
presented as a possibility OR the unfortunate insistence that you "can do it better if you just change.. ."
"But God promises.. ." you shout back at me.
Oh? GOD PROMISES A RETURN OF THAT
WHICH YOU SEND FORTH-SO BE VERY
CAREFUL OF YOUR DEMANDS UPON GOD.
"But I was always told. .." you retort. Ah
indeed, and so be it that in the guise of RELIGIONS
you were TOLD INCORRECTLY! I have NOTHING to do with RELIGIONS-I happen to be OF
GOD and know the difference.
Spirituality and "religion" are two VERY DIFFERENT concepts just as mysterious and mystic
are two VERY DIFFERENT, and opposing, ideas.
The facts are that "ideas" are of the Spiritual
reality, actions precipitated by ideas are of the
physical manifestation. Physical actions are the
judgmental concerns of physical-and ideas in intent are the Spiritual reality of the MIND REALISM. Until physical EGO can be set aside, it is a
fact that MIND REALISM cannot be forthcoming
and all the lying to self and others will not change
one iota ofthe truth of it. So, if you err and repent,
err and repent-don't expect the "other" to let you
repent again and again lest they dislodge their own
status in the world of REASON and REALITY of
balanced interchange. And YES, we do have these
types of personalities abundant among us.
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HEALTH AND
ENTERTAINMENT
This title is somewhat misdirectional because I
can't, either, choose what you will do or how you
will feel physically or mentally about your choices.
We are continually asked about the status of
Zita. She IS, what more would you have me say?
Will she live or pass on to other realms of activities?
That is up to her and her alone. She has no disease
which is taking her life but she will not keep food
down within her body, so eventually she will not
longer be able to stave off the invaders. There is NO
CANCER eating away her vital self. So, we come
right back around to choices. Choices are often
hidden, and most often totally hidden from the one
experiencing the choice itself.
What of Charles' son Scott, who was in the
death coma? He is coming along very well with full
faculty (brain) responses. However, no one saw fit
to do what I had agreed with the man to do, and his
recovery from tubes and invasions is taking a long
toll on recovery. I warn you people, the medical
professionals and hospitals ARE A HAZARD TO
YOUR HEALTH. But, 1 note that ones who will do
anything else in confrontation, would NOT confront or demand anything of the doctors or family in
participation. Am I being hard? Yes indeed because YOU broke my agreements. Is it OK? Well,
not with me-but surely enough, with you and,
therefore, take it up with God and stop asking things
OF ME.
Will I have any friends WITH me when this
journey ends? Of course, and they will be informed
and in knowing. The others will be OF THE
OTHERS who always drop away when the game is
not of their own choosing or perception. Will that
moving away make them "right"? No, but what else
is new-they were never "right", so they continue
the pathway of incorrect perceptions.
Have I digressed from the daily important issues? Oh goodness no, THESE ARE the daily
important issues! These choices, actions and perceptions are EXACTLY that which have made up
the other issues of the day from wars to theft. You
can never, by the way, BUY PEACE AND CONTENTMENT-only the possibility of getting the
significant other off your back. That temporary
relief is exactly that: temporary for the very movement into the "easy way out" will come to confront
every move you make from that "give in" unto your
closing chapter of living.
This particular writing has gone far too long in
space and time consumption so we will have to take
up banking, markets, interactions of nations, etc.,
at another sitting. Sorry about that but life is what
happens while we try to make other plans and stay
ahead of the ones who "just can't understand" anythug.
Salu, and if you think I be hard-TRY GOD ON
FOR QUICK REVIEW. .&.
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aoa T A M E ~ B / ~ O ~ EA.
~C
$ 2 1.00
$24.50
ECHINACEA GOU) PLUS
SOTABLETS
S 35-00
GAIATRlM
30 RY
&I&
GINKGO BlLOBA
(24%
l e o T ~$24.95
SOTABLETS
$24.00
OUVE LEAF
O L I E LEAF EXlRACT
ss meoowr S 2.75
by J ~ W I ~R.
S ~ w e mM.D.
,
AfiHcd
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
so c l r p s u ~ s S 6.00
$ 6.00
POSUN CAPSULES
SOCARSUES

Amount

-

-

-

ALOE PLUS 77

s

ALOE
NONl
80 cAPSum
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
30CIPSuEs
ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate lllsr

$30.00

80 C A P S U L E S / ~ S ~u
~.
.
AMalk & H i n a r ~ l e
80 CAPSULE^
FREEZE DRIED CABS

(10XSTRENGTH)

SUPER O w
(CHERRY-BERRV (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
B O D Y BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAlAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
VmE Collotdal Multi-Vitamin & M-ml
GAIAcoL
C01101dnlS t h e trace m~ntrals& Tmce Gold
suspended m a &tilled water flud

GAIAGOU)
colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA coaotdal Dehydroepanclrosterone
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Copper
GAIA Tb22
Colloidal 'htan~um
GAIAUFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 12 1tt

,

6.95

2 u.

$20.00

42 u.
2-

216 u.

32 u.
2 u.
16u.
322u

2

u.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

PERUNrr
$ 8.00
$45.00
$ 75.00

2
1632

GAIACLEANSE KIT

S 48.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME "Stavlk AH"

$260.00

1 4 . 0 ~PAMSITE
~
PAWRAM
I n d M d u r l c o m p m n w r b r d d hrpr#c#
~

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
SUCROSE-

$

2u.

N I C ~ - CAFFEINE-

Qfy'

6.00

each

ALCOHOL-

STARCH-

.................................................... #............. ......,.,
GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

$

'*HITACH1 (HB101) BREAD MACHINE

*GAIASPELT BREADMIX

15.00

$ 149.00

(FACTORV MEHISHED/REFUR8(SHED)

(wL.k-t&m)

$

3.50-

s

2.50
5.00

(bra seslt)

2 Ib.. 0 $1.25/Ib.
4 Ib.. 8 $1.25/Ib.
8 IL~.8 81.26/Ib.

JIG GAWPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN
*GAIASPELT

4 Ibs. 8 81.26/lb.
10 Ibs. 8 81.25/1b.

KERNELS

S

$ 10.00

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

*PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bmttle Gaiamdrlpma (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GahLyte (2 l l t s r s each)
4 P u s . Spelt Bread Mix
5 Ardimassettes

$18.00

P U.

3 2 mz.

0-L

$22.00
$11.00

$ 1 8.00
$ 20.00
$22.00
SZO.OO
$ 8.00
$10.00
$10.00
$56.00
$96.00
$20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$10.00

1q m d
3 2 rz.

PRICE

Item

5 130.00

3k MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 &ms eiplarip~
(1
2 fbotuas ~ a i p ~ y(2
t emws d)
4 f'k#~. QQdt BrsPd Mir

3kMiCROWATER

TM

ELECTROLvSlS

S 80.00

5 1 100.00

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX K I T
A D Z U K I BEANS
R E D LENTILS

$

8.00

5 0 - L B BAG

S

50.00

5 0 - L B BAG

S 30.00

$ 1 0.00

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CH
(IoCated
On the top Of this Order form'
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR BLL New Gaia Products.

*

FOR PROGRAN STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD MAC NE, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TY
ELECTROLYSIS, BEANS
LENTILS PLEASE CALL #'OR SHIPPING
RATES.
SE ALLOW 3 T O 6 W W S FOR DELIVERY.

please make a11checks and
money orders payable to:

N
,

TOTAL
SUB TOTAL

~d~mcb
TAX Nevada Residents only:
P-"27710
Las Vegas
TOTAL ENCLOSED
NV 8 9 1 26

add 7%

1
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CONTACT: THE PHOENIX

L

PHOENX JOUR2VALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO 11
NEWSPAPER,
PLEASE INQUIRE:
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE S6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
PHOENIX SOURCE
(Shipping extra-see right.)
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
2. AND ?'HEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL.. ..
69. TATTERED PAGES
P.O. Box 27353
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
71. COALESCENCE
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
72. CANDLELIGHT
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
(or call)
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. I1
1-800-800-5565
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. 111
( M a s t e r c a r d , VISA,
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
Discover)
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
38. THE DARK CHARADE
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE.. .VOL. I
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE ...VOL. I1
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
ZIONISM IS RACISM
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
85. SHOCK THERAPY
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 111
87. IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN!
USA (except Alaska 6 Hawaii)
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
ALASKA & HAWAII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $ 1 -00ea add'l
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
94. WINGING IT.. ..
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
55. MARCHING TO ZION
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
5ti. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
97. HEAVE 'EM OUT (Phase Three)
CANADA & MEXICO
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
Surface-$3.00 1st title. $1.50 ea add'l
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
Airbook-$4.50 1st title. $2.00 ea add'l
59. "REALITY" ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL-THE RAZOR'S EDGE
I
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
FOREIGN
102. SACRED WISDOM
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
104. FIRST STEPS
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE ...!
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
on all book orders)
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
"AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDERn(The Health Book)
11
1)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CONTACT and Phoenix
Source Distributors are NOT
the same! Checks sent for
JOURHALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
COHTACT--and

ii ss published
published by
by

CONTACT, Inc.
Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone

805-822-0202

As an adjunct to CONTACT,
the Telephone Hotline keeps you
asinformed aspossibleon cumnt
events and other important
information that needs to get to

and save toll charges if no new

SUBSCRIBE TO
-800-800-5565

in the continental U.S.A.Canada, Mexico and Foreign orders pleasecall or write
for quotes on additiond shippifig charges.

currently no Hotline message.

